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PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION

Elena Kagan"

This Article examines a recent and dramatic transformation in the relationship
between the President (and his staff) and the administrative state. Professor Kagan
argues that President Clinton, building on a foundation President Reagan laid,
increasingly made the regulatory activity of the executive branch agencies into an
extension of his own policy and political agenda. He did so, primarily, by exercising
directive authority over these agencies and asserting personal ownership of their
regulatory activity - demonstrating in the process, against conventional wisdom, that
enhanced presidential control over administration can serve pro-regulatory objectives.
Professor Kagan offers a broad though not unlimited defense of the resulting system of
"presidential administration" against legal and policy objections. This form of control-
ling agency action, she argues, comports with law because, contrary to the prevailing
view, Congress generally should be understood to have left authority in the President to
direct executive branch officials in the exercise of their delegated discretion. In
addition, and relatedly, this form of controlling agency action advances core values of
accountability and effectiveness, given notable features of the contemporary
administrative and political systems. In comparison with other forms of control over
administration, which continue to operate, presidential administration renders the
bureaucratic sphere more transparent and responsive to the public and more capable of
injecting energy as well as competence into the regulatory process. Professor Kagan
concludes this Article by considering ways in which courts might promote presidential
administration in its most beneficial form and scope, discussing in particular potential
modifications to the nondelegation doctrine and two judicial review doctrines.

T he history of the American administrative state is the history of
competition among different entities for control of its policies. All

three branches of government - the President, Congress, and Judici-
ary - have participated in this competition; so too have the external
constituencies and internal staff of the agencies. Because of the stakes
of the contest and the strength of the claims and weapons possessed by
the contestants, no single entity has emerged finally triumphant, or is
ever likely to do so. But at different times, one or another has come to
the fore and asserted at least a comparative primacy in setting the di-
rection and influencing the outcome of administrative process. In this
time, that institution is the Presidency. We live today in an era of
presidential administration.

* Visiting Professor, Harvard Law School; former Deputy Assistant to the President for Do-

mestic Policy and Deputy Director of the Domestic Policy Council. In my former position at the
White House, I participated in some of the administrative actions discussed in this Article. I am
grateful to David Barron, Dick Fallon, Charles Fried, Phil Heymann, Howell Jackson, Larry Les-
sig, John McGinnis, Dan Meltzer, Frank Michelman, Martha Minow, Todd Rakoff, David
Shapiro, Anne-Marie Slaughter, David Strauss, Bill Stuntz, and Cass Sunstein for very helpful
comments, to participants in workshops at the Boston University School of Law and Harvard
Law School for stimulating discussion, and to Maura Dalton, Norina Edelman, Dave Gunter, and
David Morenoff for excellent research assistance.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION

This assertion may seem jarring to those who have immersed
themselves in the recent work of constitutional law scholars on the re-
lationship between the Presidency and the administration. In this
work, scholars have debated the constitutional basis for a fully "uni-
tary executive" - otherwise put, a system in which all of what now
counts as administrative activity is controllable by the President.1 Be-
cause Congress has deprived (or, in the view of the "unitarians," un-
constitutionally purported to deprive) the President of such plenary au-
thority in one obvious respect - by creating the so-called independent
agencies, whose heads the President may not remove at will - the
common ground of this debate is that the current system of admini-
stration is not strongly unitary. And because this much is common
ground, the participants in the debate largely have failed to register,
much less to comment on, the recent trend toward presidential control
over administration generally.

For administrative law scholars, the claim of presidential admini-
stration may seem puzzling for a different reason. These scholars -
concerned as they are with the actual practices of administrative con-
trol, as carried out in executive branch as well as independent agencies
- may well have viewed the claim as arguable, though perhaps pre-
mature, if made ten or fifteen years ago, when President Reagan or
Bush was in office. In the first month of his tenure, Reagan issued an
executive order creating a mechanism by which the Office of Man-
agement and Budget (OMB), an entity within the Executive Office of
the President (EOP), would review all major regulations of executive
branch agencies. As Reagan's and then Bush's terms proceeded, and
the antiregulatory effects of this system of review became increasingly
evident, administrative law scholars took part in a sharp debate about
its propriety.2 With the advent of the Clinton Administration, how-
ever, this debate receded. Although President Clinton issued his own
executive order providing for OMB review of regulations, the terms of
this order struck most observers as moderating the aggressive ap-
proach to oversight of administration taken in the Reagan and Bush

I See generally Steven G. Calabresi & Saikrishna B. Prakash, The President's Power to Exe-

cute the Laws, 104 YALE L.J. 541 (1994); Martin S. Flaherty, The Most Dangerous Branch, io5

YALE L.J. 1725 (I996); Lawrence Lessig & Cass R. Sunstein, The President and the Administra-

tion, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1 (1994); Geoffrey P. Miller, Independent Agencies, 1986 Sup. CT. REV.

41.
2 See generally Christopher C. DeMuth & Douglas H. Ginsburg, White House Review of

Agency Rulemaking, 99 HARV. L. REV. 1075 (1986); Thomas 0. McGarity, Presidential Control of

Regulatory Agency Decisionmaking, 36 AM. U. L. REV. 443 (987); Alan B. Morrison, OMB Inter-

ference with Agency Rulemaking: The Wrong Way To Write a Regulation, 99 HARV. L. REV. 1059

(1986); Robert V. Percival, Checks Without Balance: Executive Office Oversight of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency, 54 LAw & CONTEMP. PROBS. 127 (iggi); Peter L. Strauss & Cass R.

Sunstein, The Role of the President and OMB in Informal Rulemaking, 38 ADMIN. L. REV. 181
(1986).
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HARVARD LAW REVIEW

Presidencies. 3  Perhaps as important, the Clinton OMB chose to im-
plement the order in a way generally sympathetic to regulatory efforts.
Because objections to OMB review in the Reagan and Bush era arose
in large part from its deregulatory tendencies 4 this reversal of substan-
tive direction contributed to the waning of interest in, and even recog-
nition of, the involvement of the President and his EOP staff in ad-
ministration.'

In fact, as this Article will show, presidential control of administra-
tion, in critical respects, expanded dramatically during the Clinton
years, making the regulatory activity of the executive branch agencies
more and more an extension of the President's own policy and political
agenda. Faced for most of his time in office with a hostile Congress
but eager to show progress on domestic issues, Clinton and his White
House staff turned to the bureaucracy to achieve, to the extent it
could, the full panoply of his domestic policy goals. Whether the sub-
ject was health care, welfare reform, tobacco, or guns, a self-conscious
and central object of the White House was to devise, direct, and/or fi-
nally announce administrative actions - regulations, guidance, en-
forcement strategies, and reports - to showcase and advance presi-
dential policies. In executing this strategy, the White House in large
measure set the administrative agenda for key agencies, heavily influ-
encing what they would (or would not) spend time on and what they
would (or would not) generate as regulatory product.

The resulting policy orientation diverged substantially from that of
the Reagan and Bush years, disproving the assumption some scholars

3 See, e.g., Richard H. Pildes & Cass R. Sunstein, Reinventing the Regulatory State, 62 U.
CHI. L. REV. I, 17, 27 (1995) (stating that the Clinton order "insists, more than its predecessors, on

agency autonomy" and "is significant mostly for the constraints it imposes on presidential over-

sight"); Peter M. Shane, Political Accountability in a System of Checks and Balances: The Case of
Presidential Review of Rulemaking, 48 ARK. L. REV. 161, 174 (1995) (stating that the regulatory

review process established by the Clinton order is "more consultative, more accessible, and more
deferential to policy making by individual agencies").

4 See, e.g., Morrison, supra note 2, at io65 ("The Administration has principally used the sys-
tem of OMB review ... to implement a myopic vision of the regulatory process which places the
elimination of cost to industry above all other considerations."); Percival, supra note 2, at 161
("Regulatory review has made it more difficult for EPA to issue regulations ... and Executive Of-
fice reviewers have consistently sought to make the regulations EPA does issue less stringent.");
infra pp. 2259-61.

5 A few influential scholars have bucked this trend and asserted the continuing significance of
presidential involvement in administrative action. Peter Strauss, in a penetrating (and sharply
critical) essay, has noted some of the ways, discussed in Part III, in which President Clinton as-

serted himself in the rulemaking process. See Peter L. Strauss, Presidential Rulemaking, 72 CHI.-
KENT L. REV. 965 (1997). And Richard Pildes and Cass Sunstein, although viewing the Clinton

order on regulatory review as limiting the role of the President and EOP in administration, have
concluded as well that "presidential oversight of the regulatory process [through OMB], though
relatively new, has become a permanent part of the institutional design of American government."
Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 15.
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2249PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION

have made, primarily on the basis of that earlier experience, that

presidential supervision of administration inherently cuts in a deregu-

latory direction. 6 Where once presidential supervision had worked to

dilute or delay regulatory initiatives, it served in the Clinton years as

part of a distinctly activist and pro-regulatory governing agenda.

Where once presidential supervision had tended to favor politically

conservative positions, it generally operated during the Clinton Presi-

dency as a mechanism to achieve progressive goals. Or expressed in

the terms most sympathetic to all these Presidents (and therefore most

contestable), if Reagan and Bush showed that presidential supervision

could thwart regulators intent on regulating no matter what the cost,
Clinton showed that presidential supervision could jolt into action bu-

reaucrats suffering from bureaucratic inertia in the face of unmet
needs and challenges.

The methods of presidential supervision used in the Clinton years

also differed substantially from what had come before, enabling the

President to use more numerous and direct means of controlling ad-

ministrative activity. The Clinton OMB continued to manage a regu-

latory review process, but with certain variations from the Reagan and

Bush model: although the process provoked fewer confrontations with

agencies, it in fact articulated a broader understanding of the Presi-

dent's appropriate authority to direct administrative actions. More

important, the Clinton White House sandwiched regulatory review be-

tween two other methods for guiding and asserting ownership over

administrative activity, used episodically by prior Presidents but ele-

vated by Clinton to something near a governing philosophy. At the

front end of the regulatory process, Clinton regularly issued formal di-

rectives to the heads of executive agencies to set the terms of adminis-

trative action and prevent deviation from his proposed course. And at

the back end of the process (which could not but affect prior stages as

well), Clinton personally appropriated significant regulatory action

through communicative strategies that presented regulations and other

agency work product, to both the public and other governmental ac-

tors, as his own, in a way new to the annals of administrative process.

6 Both defenders and critics of regulatory review, as practiced in the Reagan and Bush Ad-

ministrations, have indulged this notion. See, e.g., DeMuth & Ginsburg, supra note 2, at 1082

(suggesting that presidential oversight "[i]n any administration" probably will tend toward check-

ing regulation); McGarity, supra note 2, at 455 (positing that "over time and across presidential

administrations, presidential intervention probably benefits regulatees more than the regulations'

intended beneficiaries"). Cynthia Farina, in a more broad-based response to the unitarian position

in constitutional law, also has made the claim. See Cynthia R. Farina, Undoing the New Deal

Through the New Presidentialism, 22 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 227, 227 (1998) (arguing that the

unitary executive thesis "is, at least potentially, a profoundly anti-regulatory phenomenon," which

"threatens the legacy of the New Deal").
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HARVARD LAW REVIEW

By the close of the Clinton Presidency, a distinctive form of ad-
ministration and administrative control - call it "presidential admini-
stration" - had emerged, at the least augmenting, and in significant
respects subordinating, other modes of bureaucratic governance. Trig-
gered mainly by the re-emergence of divided government and built on
the foundation of President Reagan's regulatory review process, Presi-
dent Clinton's articulation and use of directive authority over regula-
tory agencies, as well as his assertion of personal ownership over regu-
latory product, pervaded crucial areas of administration. Of course,
presidential control did not show itself in all, or even all important,
regulation; no President (or his executive office staff) could, and pre-
sumably none would wish to, supervise so broad a swath of regulatory
activity. And of course, presidential control co-existed and competed
with other forms of influence and control over administration, exerted
by other actors within and outside the government. At times, indeed,
presidential administration surely seemed to Clinton and his staff, as it
surely also had to their pioneering predecessors, more an aspiration
than an achievement. Still, these officials put in place a set of mecha-
nisms and practices, likely to survive into the future, that greatly en-
hanced presidential supervision of agency action, thus changing the
very nature of administration (and, perhaps too, of the Presidency).

A key aspect of this system of administrative control raises serious
legal questions. Accepted constitutional doctrine holds that Congress
possesses broad, although not unlimited, power to structure the rela-
tionship between the President and the administration, even to the ex-
tent of creating independent agencies, whose heads have substantial
protection from presidential removal.' The conventional view further
posits, although no court has ever decided the matter, that by virtue of
this power, Congress can insulate discretionary decisions of even re-
movable (that is, executive branch) officials from presidential dictation
- and, indeed, that Congress has done so whenever (as is usual) it has
delegated power not to the President, but to a specified agency offi-
cial.8 Clinton's use of what I call directive authority - his commands
to executive branch officials to take specified actions within their

7 See Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654, 685-96 (1988); Humphrey's Ex'r v. United States, 295
U.S. 602, 626-32 (x935).

8 See, e.g., Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 25 (noting that the generally accepted view is
that "the President has no authority to make the decision himself, at least if Congress has con-
ferred the relevant authority on an agency head"); Thomas 0. Sargentich, The Administrative
Process in Crisis - The Example of Presidential Oversight of Agency Rulemaking, 6 ADMIN. L.J.
710, 76 (x993) (stating that "the power to regulate remains where the statute places it: the agency
head ultimately is to decide what to do'); Peter L. Strauss, The Place of Agencies in Government:
Separation of Powers and the Fourth Branch, 84 COLUM. L. REV. 573, 649-50 (1984) (stating that
"the agencies to which rulemaking is assigned," rather than the President, possess "ultimate deci-
sional authority").
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statutorily delegated discretion - ill-comports with this view. The

unitarians would defend the practice simply by insisting, against the

weight of precedent, that the Constitution provides the President with

plenary authority over administration, so that Congress can no more

interfere with the President's directive authority than with his removal

power.9 I too defend the practice, but not on this basis. I accept Con-

gress's broad power to insulate administrative activity from the Presi-

dent, but argue here that Congress has left more power in presidential
hands than generally is recognized. More particularly, I argue that a

statutory delegation to an executive agency official - although not to

an independent agency head - usually should be read as allowing the

President to assert directive authority, as Clinton did, over the exercise
of the delegated discretion.

This rule of statutory construction is based in part (though only in

part) on policy considerations relating to the desirability of presidential
control over administration. Those considerations also should govern

the questions how Congress and the President should act within the

legal framework I posit: whether and when Congress should override

the interpretive rule, and whether and when the President should ex-

ercise the power conferred under this rule in the absence of such con-

gressional action. Policy arguments for presidential control over ad-

ministration are surprisingly undeveloped in the legal literature, in

large part because most of the unitarians, the strongest proponents of

presidential power in public law scholarship, believe that all important
questions surrounding this subject are settled by resort to originalist
inquiry.'0 My analysis focuses on the values of accountability and ef-

9 See, e.g., Calabresi & Prakash, supra note i, at 599 ("[T]he President must be able to control

subordinate executive officers through the mechanisms of removal, nullification, and execution of

the discretion 'assigned' to them himself.'.
10 Articles that rely exclusively or principally on originalist claims to advance the unitarian

position are legion. See, e.g., Calabresi & Prakash, supra note i, at 570-99; Steven G. Calabresi &

Kevin H. Rhodes, The Structural Constitution: Unitary Executive, Plural Judiciary, io5 HARV.

L. REV. 1153, 1165-68 (1992); David P. Currie, The Distribution of Powers After Bowsher, 1986

SUP. CT. REV. 19, 31-36; Lee S. Liberman, Morrison v. Olson: A Formalistic Perspective on Why

the Court Was Wrong, 38 AM. U. L. REV. 313, 314-17 (1989). Two notable pieces of scholarship,

however, have argued for the unitary executive position by invoking broader constitutional val-

ues, in ways that partly overlap my policy discussion. See CHARLES FRIED, ORDER AND LAW:

ARGUING THE REAGAN REVOLUTION - A FIRSTHAND ACCOUNT 170 (i99i) (asserting that

the "structure," "logic," and "vision" of the Constitution support a strongly unitary executive); Les-

sig & Sunstein, supra note i (attacking the originalist argument for the unitary executive, but also

offering an argument for that claim based on the translation of founding values to current condi-

tions). In addition, a few defenses of the Reagan order on regulatory review - the initial incarna-

tion of presidential administration - make policy arguments bearing on my discussion. See, e.g.,

Strauss & Sunstein, supra note 2, at 189-9o. The more common policy position in the legal litera-

ture, advanced by those who attack the constitutional unitarian position or criticize the Reagan

order, is anti-presidentialist in nature. See Cynthia R. Farina, The Consent of the Governed:

Against Simple Rules for a Complex World, 72 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 987, 993-1007 (x997); Farina,
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HARVARD LAW REVIEW

fectiveness - the principal values that all models of administration
must attempt to further. I aver that in comparison with other forms of
control, the new presidentialization of administration renders the bu-
reaucratic sphere more transparent and responsive to the public, while
also better promoting important kinds of regulatory competence and
dynamism. I make these claims against the backdrop of notable fea-
tures of contemporary American government, including the emergent
relationship between the President and public, the rise of divided gov-
ernment, and the increased ossification of federal bureaucracies. I also
consider objections to a system of presidential administration and note
appropriate limitations on it.

These arguments, if valid, should play a role in the development of
certain doctrines of administrative law. For the most part, administra-
tive law has taken little notice of the President's increased participa-
tion in administrative process. Several lower courts have considered
claims relating directly to the involvement of the President or his staff
in regulatory proceedings.'1 And a few important Supreme Court
opinions have suggested or appeared to assume views about the Presi-
dent's role in administrative decisionmaking.12 But even as the courts
self-consciously have addressed and tried to shape the participation of
other institutions and groups in the regulatory process, they have given
no sustained attention to the burgeoning participation of the President.
Both proponents and opponents of presidential administration have
reason to challenge this attitude of studied (or perhaps oblivious) ne-
glect. I accordingly close this Article by considering how courts at-
tuned to the benefits of presidential administration could adjust impor-
tant doctrines of administrative law - the nondelegation doctrine and
two judicial review doctrines - to promote this mechanism of bureau-
cratic control in its most beneficial form and appropriate scope.

The Article proceeds in five parts. Part I lays the groundwork by
briefly describing non-presidential methods of control over the admin-
istrative state. Proceeding in part chronologically and in part topically,
it addresses efforts to rely on Congress, substantive experts, interest

supra note 6, at 23x-38; Flaherty, supra note i, at x816-28; McGarity, supra note 2, at 454-62;
Percival, supra note 2, at 156-72; Shane, supra note 3, at 192-212.

It See, e.g., Portland Audubon Soc'y v. Endangered Species Comm., 984 F.2d 1534, 1539-48
(9th Cir. 1993); New York v. Reilly, 969 F.2d 1147, 1152 (D.C. Cir. X992); Sierra Club v. Costle,
657 F.2d 298, 404-08 (D.C. Cir. xg8x); Envtl. Def. Fund v. Thomas, 627 F. Supp. 566, 568-72
(D.D.C. 1986).

12 See Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 865 (1984); Motor
Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n of the U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 58-59 (1983)
(Rehnquist, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). The Court, of course, also has ad-
dressed the extent of the President's constitutional power to appoint and remove administrative
officers. See, e.g., Morrison, 487 U.S. at 68s-96; Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 7142 721-34 (1986);
Humphrey's Executor, 295 U.S. at 626-32; Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 135 (1926).
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2253PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION

groups, and courts to produce appropriate administrative decisions.

Part II recounts the emergence of increased presidential control over

administration, focusing on the initiation of OMB oversight under

President Reagan. Part III is the centerpiece of the Article in more

than a numeric sense. It describes presidential administration in its

most current - and I believe its near-term future - incarnation, con-

sidering the panoply of contexts in which and strategies by which

President Clinton shaped both the content and the perception of ad-

ministrative action. Part IV provides a mostly sympathetic view of

both the legality and the wisdom of this emergent system of presiden-

tial control, especially in light of the current administrative and politi-

cal context and in comparison with the alternatives described in Part I.

Part V focuses on how courts should respond to these developments,

suggesting ways in which legal doctrine can promote and improve the

new practices of presidential administration.

I. NON-PRESIDENTIAL MECHANISMS OF ADMINISTRATIVE
CONTROL

A by now standard history of the practice and theory of adminis-

trative process goes something as follows.1 3 At the dawn of the regula-

tory state, Congress controlled administrative action by legislating pre-

cisely and clearly; agencies, far from exercising any worrisome

discretion, functioned as mere "transmission belt[s]" to carry out legis-

lative directives. 14 But as the administrative state grew and then the

New Deal emerged, Congress routinely resorted to broad delegations,

giving substantial, unfettered discretion to agency officials. With this

change came a justifying theory, which stressed the need for profes-

sional administrators, applying a neutral and impartial expertise, to set

themselves the direction and terms of regulation. As the years passed,

however, faith in the objectivity of these administrators eroded, and in

consequence, an array of interest groups received enhanced opportuni-

ties to influence agency conduct. Under the theory accompanying this

new development, culminating in the i96os and 1970s, the full and fair

participation of these interests in agency processes would serve as the

principal check on administrative discretion.
This narrative ends sometime around i98o, conveniently enough

when mine begins. At that time, confidence in the interest group con-

trol model had declined in its turn, as the difficulty and costs of effec-

13 Variations on this account are found in MORTON J. HORWITZ, THE TRANSFORMATION

OF AMERICAN LAW, I870-196O: THE CRISIS OF LEGAL ORTHODOXY 213-46 (1992); Gerald

E. Frug, The Ideology of Bureaucracy in American Law, 97 HARV. L. REV. 1276 (1984); and Rich-

ard B. Stewart, The Reformation of American Administrative Law, 88 HARV. L. REV. 1667 (x975).
14 Stewart, supra note 13, at 1675.
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HARVARD LAW REVIEW

tive interest representation became more clear and the very ideal of in-
terest-dominated administration came into question. s Yet again, then,
administrative law faced its perennial question of how to ensure ap-
propriate control of agency discretion - of who could be trusted to set
the direction and influence the outcomes of administration. One un-
derstanding of the new presidential administration is that it represents
simply the next stage in this chronology, filling neatly the vacuum cre-
ated by the failure of the most recent claimant to rightful possession of
administrative authority.

The real story, however, is more complicated. The three suppos-
edly discrete chapters in the standard account in fact bleed into each
other, as some of its authors readily acknowledge. 16 Each kind of ad-
ministrative control that this account highlights - congressional con-
trol, self-control (through bureaucratic experts), and interest group
control - achieved its heyday at roughly the appointed time, but each
also survives in some form today, well past its purported demise.
Even though Congress, for example, abandoned its initial precise dele-
gations, it attempted to control administrative action through alterna-
tive means; as bureaucratic experts and interest groups later asserted a
similar role, they supplemented, perhaps subordinated, but never sup-
planted this congressional function. Similarly, presidential administra-
tion arose against the backdrop of, and now inevitably competes with,
modern incarnations or vestiges of congressional, expert, and interest
group control. To understand, much less evaluate, the former, it is
therefore necessary to consider the latter, from both a descriptive and a
normative standpoint. The review I offer here is necessarily cursory; I
will revisit many of the issues it raises in Part IV, where I discuss
whether presidential administration too greatly displaces these other,
competing mechanisms to influence the exercise of administrative dis-
cretion. 17

A final element in this preliminary discussion concerns the role of
the courts in controlling administrative action. Although substantial,
this role is now mostly indirect: the courts today do not so much exer-
cise an independent check on agency action as they protect or promote
(in various ways and to varying degrees) the ability of the other enti-
ties discussed here to perform that function. The last section of this
Part reviews these judicial efforts - given constraints of space, in an

IS See MARTIN SHAPIRO, WHO GUARDS THE GUARDIANS? JUDICIAL CONTROL OF AD-

MINISTRATION 74-75 (i988). Stewart's seminal article criticizing the interest representation
model signaled the decline, although ironically he viewed the model as not yet fully mature, see
Stewart, supra note 13, at 1813.

16 See, e.g., Frug, supra note 13, at 1284 (stating that "the idea of historical development" he
lays out should be taken "only as a rough guide').

17 See infra section IVC, pp. 2346-64.
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essentially ahistorical manner. This discussion forms the backdrop to
Part V, where I consider the so far little used ways in which courts
similarly might promote presidential control over administrative
power.

A. Congressional Control

The rationale for strong congressional supervision of administrative
action is straightforward. Congress is a democratically elected and ac-

countable decisionmaking body, charged by the Constitution to make,
law for the nation. Congress, of course, must delegate certain tasks re-

lating to the implementation of these laws to the administration. But

administrative officials may exercise coercive powers only as author-

ized by and in conformity with legislative directives. In establishing
mechanisms to secure agencies' compliance with legislative will, Con-

gress does no more than assert its unquestioned constitutional primacy
over the lawmaking function.

To the extent that Congress delegates specifically and clearly to

administrative agencies, it performs this control function effectively.
The agencies, as noted above, then function as little more than trans-

mission belts for implementing legislative directives. The first genera-

tion of the nation's regulatory statutes - including preeminently the

Interstate Commerce Act - largely followed this model (especially as

these statutes were construed by the courts), containing detailed and
limited grants of authority to administrative bodies. 18

Congress, however, proved over time either unable or unwilling to

legislate consistently in this manner. From the beginning of the twen-

tieth century onward, many statutes authorizing agency action in-

cluded open-ended grants of power, leaving to the relevant agency's

discretion major questions of public policy. 19 The reasons for these

broad delegations varied. Sometimes Congress legislated in this way

because it recognized limits to its own knowledge or capacity to re-

spond to changing circumstances; sometimes because it could not reach

agreement on specifics, given limited time and diverse interests; and

18 See Interstate Commerce Act, 24 Stat. 379 (1887), repealed by Act of Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L.

No. 95-473, § 4 (b), 92 Stat. 1337, 1466-67; ICC v. Cincinnati, New Orleans & Tex. Pac. Ry., 167

U.S. 479, 505-o6 (1897).

19 A recent empirical study found that broad delegations are more common in some substan-

tive areas than in others - for example, they are more common in education, environmental, and

public health policy than in tax and fiscal policy. See DAVID EPSTEIN & SHARYN O'HAL-

LORAN, DELEGATING POWERS: A TRANSACTION COST POLITICS APPROACH TO POLICY

MAKING UNDER SEPARATE POWERS x98-99 (igg). This Article concerns primarily the policy

areas in which Epstein and O'Halloran found that broad delegations most often occur. Epstein

and O'Halloran's study also showed a trend toward decreased delegation of discretionary author-

ity in all areas. See id. at 115-17. But even given this trend, agencies continue to hold and exer-

cise, under already enacted statutes, large amounts of discretion.
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sometimes because it wished to pass on to another body politically dif-
ficult decisions. But whatever the reasons - good, bad, or indifferent
- sweeping delegations, of a kind utterly inconsistent with the classi-
cal "transmission belt" theory of administrative action, became many
decades ago a simple, even if not an inevitable, fact of regulatory legis-
lation. 20

For many years, political scientists and other observers of govern-
ment agreed that once Congress made these delegations, it could not,
or at the least did not, exercise any effective control over administra-
tive policymaking.21 Adherents to this view pointed to the rarity of
any visible use by Congress of its remaining levers of control - its
ability to revise statutory mandates, reverse administrative decisions,
cut agency budgets, block presidential nominees, or even conduct seri-
ous oversight hearings. These scholars noted as well the widespread
lack of knowledge and interest among members of Congress, evident
in repeated surveys and actual cases, regarding obviously important
administrative decisions.

20 The ubiquity of broad delegations forms the cornerstone of the claim that the administrative

state, as presently constituted, violates the Constitution. See, e.g., Gary Lawson, The Rise and

Rise of the Administrative State, 107 HARV. L. REV. 1231, 1237-41 (1994). The question whether
to revive the now practically defunct nondelegation doctrine, in response to this perceived consti-
tutional crisis, lies beyond the scope of this Article, except as it relates, in the ways discussed in
section VA, pp. 2364-72, below, to the extent of presidential involvement in administrative action.
My assumption here is that the Supreme Court will continue to permit exercises of agency discre-
tion under broad delegations, as indicated in the Court's most recent statements on the issue. See,

e.g., Whitman v. Am. Tucking Ass'ns, 121 S. Ct. 903, 913 (2001) ("[E]ven in sweeping regulatory
schemes we have never demanded ... that statutes provide a 'determinate criterion' for saying
'how much [of the regulated harm] is too much.'"); Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 372
(1989) ("[O]ur jurisprudence has been driven by a practical understanding that in our increasingly
complex society, . . . Congress simply cannot do its job absent an ability to delegate power under
broad general directives.").

21 See, e.g., LAWRENCE C. DODD & RICHARD L. SCHOTT, CONGRESS AND THE

ADMINISTRATIVE STATE 2 (1979) ("Although born of congressional intent, [the administrative
state] has taken on a life of its own and has matured to a point where its muscle and brawn can
be turned against its creator."); James Q. Wilson, The Politics of Regulation, in THE POLITICS
OF REGULATION 357, 391 (James Q. Wilson ed., x98o) ("Whoever first wished to see regulation
carried on by quasi-independent agencies and commissions has had his boldest dreams come true.
The organizations studied for this book operate with substantial autonomy, at least with respect

to congressional ... direction."). Administrative law scholars, to the limited extent they have ad-
dressed this question, generally have echoed the findings of these political scientists. See, e.g.,
JERRY L. MASHAW, RICHARD A. MERRILL & PETER M. SHANE, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW:

THE AMERICAN PUBLIC LAW SYSTEM i6o (4 th ed. x998) (noting "doubt whether existing con-
nections between Congress and administrative bodies are effective means for accomplishing any

of several plausible objectives, including assuring fidelity to congressional intent, preserving the
political responsiveness of administration, or dispassionately assessing the strengths and weak-

nesses of regulatory programs"); Stewart, supra note 13, at 1696 n.128 (questioning whether "Con-
gress can responsibly accomplish through other means what it cannot achieve through legisla-
tion").
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Even when Congress adopted mechanisms to facilitate administra-
tive control, it declined, in apparent accordance with this conventional
view of legislative-agency relations, to make any real use of them.
Prior to the Supreme Court's invalidation of the technique in INS v.
Chadha,22 Congress placed "legislative veto" provisions in nearly 300
statutes, allowing one or both houses or their relevant committees to
overturn, without the President's approval, an agency's exercise of
delegated authority.23 Congress, however, invoked this power on only
230 occasions (an average of less than one use per statutory provision),
of which i i i concerned suspensions of deportation for illegal aliens.24

In partial compensation for the loss of the legislative veto, Congress
passed in 1996 the Congressional Review Act (CRA),21 which requires
agencies to submit certain regulations to Congress sixty days prior to
their effective date and prescribes expedited procedures for their dis-
approval (subject to presidential signature). Yet Congress has passed
only a single resolution of disapproval under this statute in its five
years of operation.2 6

A recent body of political science literature, however, argues, con-
trary to the conventional view, that Congress does effectively influence
agency decisionmaking - even that the current system is one of "con-
gressional dominance."27 Two different arguments, in some tension
with each other, have emerged to support this claim. One noted study
by Joel Aberbach shows a large increase in formal methods of legisla-
tive oversight, such as committee hearings and investigations, in the
197Os and 1980S.

28 Although current statistics are hard to find, many
observers believe such oversight has accelerated still further since that
time. 29 By contrast, a mass of public choice scholarship assumes that
Congress rarely takes overt measures to monitor or sanction agencies,
but avers that this behavior is fully consistent with real control over

22 462 U.S. 919 (1983).
23 Id. at 944.
24 See Richard B. Smith & Guy M. Struve, Aftershocks of the Fall of the Legislative Veto, 69

A.B.A. J. 1258, 1258 (1983); see also Richard J. Pierce, Jr., The Role of Constitutional and Political

Theory in Administrative Law, 64 TEX. L. REV. 469, 483 (1985) ("[Tlhe putatively systematic

congressional review that the legislative veto power implies was chimerical; any such review in-
evitably was sporadic and haphazard.").

25 Pub. L. No. 104-121, tit. II, subtit. E, xxo Stat. 847, 868-74 (1996) (codified at 5 U.S.C.
§§ 8ox-8o8 (Supp. II 1996)).

26 See Ergonomics Rule Disapproval, Pub. L. No. 107-5, 115 Stat. 7 (2001) (disapproving Er-

gonomics Program, 65 Fed. Reg. 68,261 (Nov. 14, 2000)); Morton Rosenberg, Whatever Happened
to Congressional Review of Agency Rulemaking?: A Brief Overview, Assessment, and Proposal for

Reform, 51 ADMIN. L. REV. 1051, 1052 (1999) (noting prior history of the CRA).
27 Barry R. Weingast & Mark J. Moran, Bureaucratic Discretion or Congressional Control?

Regulatory Policymaking by the Federal Trade Commission, 91 J. POL. ECON. 765, 767 (1983).
28 See JOEL D. ABERBACH, KEEPING A WATCHFUL EYE 14, 34-37 (199o).

29 See, e.g., Alexis Simendinger, The Paper Wars, 30 NAT'L J. 1732, 1735-36 (z998).
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administration. 30 This work notes that perfect control of an institution
is likely to be invisible: if the agencies always did what Congress

wanted, Congress would have no need to hold oversight hearings, ex-

press disapproval, or impose sanctions. Several of these political scien-

tists further claim, based principally on studies of the Federal Trade

Commission, that the available empirical evidence supports the hy-

pothesis of covert but effective legislative control of administrative
policymaking.

3 1

A primary mechanism of control, on either theory of congressional
power, is a "fire alarm" system, backed by powerful legislative sanc-

tions.3 2 The fire alarm system is a set of procedures and practices that

enable citizens and interest groups to monitor an agency and report

any perceived errors to the relevant congressional committees. Such a

system allows Congress to pass on many of the costs of monitoring

administrative action to non-governmental entities. The legislative

sanctions backing up the system include new legislation, budget cuts,
and embarrassing oversight hearings. If a fire alarm goes off, the

committee can threaten and, if necessary, use one of these sanctions to

bring the agency into submission. Through this mechanism, declares

one political scientist, "the Congress controls the bureaucracy, and the
Congress gives us the kind of bureaucracy it wants. '33

This claim of congressional dominance, however, likely errs as

much in one direction as the conventional view of legislative impo-

tence erred in the other.34  The new scholarship indeed suggests that
Congress possesses sufficient weapons, and sufficient will to use them,
to make agencies sensitive to its preferences. The work of legal schol-

ars on the legislative veto supports this view, finding that although

Congress rarely used the veto, agencies negotiated and compromised

30 See Mathew D. McCubbins, Roger G. Noll & Barry R. Weingast, Administrative Proce-

dures as Instruments of Political Control, 3 J.L. EcON. & ORG. 243, 274 (1987); Mathew D.
McCubbins & Thomas Schwartz, Congressional Oversight Overlooked: Police Patrols Versus Fire

Alarms, 28 AM. J. POL. SCI. 65, 176 (1984); Weingast & Moran, supra note 27, at 768-69, 792-93.
31 See Weingast & Moran, supra note 27, at 791-92.
32 The public choice theorists claim that the fire alarm system "predominate[s]" in congres-

sional oversight of administrative action. McCubbins & Schwartz, supra note 3o, at 171; see

McCubbins, Noll & Weingast, supra note 3o, at 250. Joel Aberbach claims that Congress also in-

creasingly engages in more direct oversight of administrative action, often called "police patrol"
oversight, but agrees that the fire alarm mechanism is "important." See ABERBACH, supra note
28, at ioi.

33 Morris P. Fiorina, Congressional Control of the Bureaucracy: A Mismatch of Incentives and

Capabilities, in CONGRESS RECONSIDERED 332, 333 (Lawrence C. Dodd & Bruce I. Oppen-

heimer eds., 2d ed. 1981); see id. at 339-40 (arguing that in response to constituency pressure,
members of Congress use the threat of sanctions to control agency decisions).

34 For a similar conclusion, see EPSTEIN & O'HALLORAN, supra note ig, at 29. As Epstein

and O'Halloran note, Congress's stepped-up efforts to limit statutory delegations betray a lack of

confidence in its ability to control the recipients of delegated authority in the way the congres-
sional dominance theorists posit. See id. at 74.
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with congressional committees in the shadow of that sanction.3 5  But
the evidence of dominance is doubtful at best. The empirical work of
the public choice theorists, purporting to show that agencies routinely
comply with legislative agendas, has come under sharp fire.3 6 And al-
though Aberbach showed increased use of hearings and other public
oversight tools, he did not try to assess the real significance of this de-
velopment. Indeed, if the public choice theorists are correct, an in-
crease in formal oversight may suggest the decline rather than the rise
of congressional power. Most important, all the claims of legislative
control inadequately acknowledge the limits on Congress's ability to
impose harsh sanctions.3 7 Statutory (including most budgetary) pun-
ishments require the action of the full Congress - action which is
costly and difficult to accomplish. And since the demise of the legisla-
tive veto, even majority support is not enough: to impose its most ef-
fective sanctions, Congress must gain the approval of either the Presi-
dent or two-thirds of both houses s.3  For these reasons, although
agencies do not and cannot ignore Congress, they often can get their
way regardless.

Further, to the extent that Congress influences agency behavior,
two related features of the way it does so give cause for concern about
this result. The first relates to the identity - more particularly, the
factional characteristics - of the parties most engaged in Congress's
oversight system. As the congressional dominance theorists point out,
the fire alarms triggering congressional review of agency action go off
in the committee and subcommittee rooms of Congress, not on the
floor of the House or Senate.3 9 Each of these committees dispropor-

35 Harold H. Bruff & Ernest Gellhorn, Congressional Control of Administrative Regulation: A
Study of Legislative Vetoes, go HARV. L. REV. 1369, 1410-I2 ('977).

36 See JAMES Q. WILSON, BUREAUCRACY: WHAT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES DO AND

WHY THEY Do IT 254-56 (I989); Terry M. Moe, An Assessment of the Positive Theory of 'Con-
gressional Dominance', 12 LEGIS. STUD. Q. 475, 513 (1987).

37 See Moe, supra note 36, at 486-9o (noting the significant difficulties involved in using legis-
lative powers to influence agency action).

38 Congress may hold its strongest hand in the appropriations process, if for no other reason

than that passage of a budget is an annual requirement. But as Terry Moe notes, "It is easy to

exaggerate the power of the purse." Id. at 488. Exercising this power requires the authorizing
and appropriations committees of both houses to discover and agree on an effective budgetary
sanction. Furthermore, as a Republican Congress often found during the Clinton Presidency, the
President's veto power may be capable of forcing the deletion of riders and the return of monies.

See David Baumann, The Art of the Deal, 39 NAT'L J. 2700, 2701 (5999) (noting that "[t]he con-
ventional wisdom around town is that Clinton always wins these budgetary showdowns" and
stating that he "has extraordinary leverage during ... end-of-year negotiations"); David E. Rosen-
baum, Bush Rules! It's Good To Be the President, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 28, 2001, § 4, at 16 (noting
findings by the National Resources Defense Council that Clinton had succeeded in blocking more
than seventy appropriations riders that aimed to relax regulatory requirements).

39 See, e.g., Barry R. Weingast, The Congressional-Bureaucratic System: A Principal-Agent

Perspective (with Applications to the SEC), 44 PUB. CHOICE 147, 150 (984) ("For any particular
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tionately includes legislators whose constituents have a special interest
in its jurisdiction: so, for example, agriculture committees attract rep-
resentatives of farming districts, banking committees representatives of
urban districts, and public lands committees representatives from
western states. 40 And these legislators tend to develop strong ties to
the set of organized interests that sound the fire alarms in the first in-
stance. Even if the proliferation of both interest groups and commit-
tees has lessened the force of classic "iron triangle" relationships, 41 the
administrative policy set by this confluence of players rarely will mir-
ror the preferences of Congress as a whole or the general public.

The second notable aspect of congressional control, as described by
this theory, lies in its reactive nature. Recall that the theory posits that
congressional committees focus on administration primarily in re-
sponse to complaints by outside parties. These complaints likely will
arise more often when an agency changes than when it maintains ex-
isting policy. The resulting congressional oversight thus will tend to
have a conservative (in the sense of status quo-preserving) quality.
Moreover, these complaints often will present themselves as discrete
problems even when they are aspects of broader regulatory issues.
The complaint-driven nature of congressional oversight, especially in
combination with its reliance on committees, thus pushes toward the
ad hoc rather than the systematic consideration of administrative pol-
icy.

B. Self-Control

In the wake of Congress's shift toward broad delegations - or

metaphorically, of the breakdown in the transmission belt connecting
Congress to the administration - bureaucratic officials necessarily
gained enhanced power over regulatory policy. Operating under stan-

agency. it is not the Congress as a whole that is relevant ... but rather the committee(s) with
jurisdiction ... ."); see also Bruff & Gellhorn, supra note 35, at x410 (finding that all of the bar-
gaining done in the shadow of the legislative veto occurred in committees and subcommittees).

40 See KENNETH A. SHEPSLE, THE GIANT JIGSAW PUZZLE: DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE

ASSIGNMENTS IN THE MODERN HOUSE 231-34 (1978); Barry R. Weingast & William J. Mar-
shall, The Industrial Organization of Congress; or, Why Legislatures, Like Firms, Are Not Organ-
ized as Markets, 96 J. POL. ECON. 132, 145-46, 150-52 (1988). But see Keith Krehbiel, Are Con-
gressional Committees Composed of Preference Outliers?, 84 AM. POL. Sci. REV. 149, 149, 158-59
(iggo) (challenging the "dominant view" of committee membership).

41 DOUGLASS CATER, POWER IN WASHINGTON 17-48 (1964), and J. LEIPER FREEMAN,

THE POLITICAL PROCESS 22-31, 66-129 (rev. ed. 1965), discuss "iron triangles" (or "subgovern-
ments"), which bind an agency tightly to a single congressional committee and organized interest.
More recent scholarship expresses skepticism about the strength and stability of these relation-
ships. See, e.g., Jeffrey M. Berry, Subgovernments, Issue Networks, and Political Conflict, in
REMAKING AMERICAN POLITICS 239, 239-40 (Richard A. Harris & Sidney M. Milkis eds.,
1989); Hugh Heclo, Issue Networks and the Executive Establishment, in THE NEW AMERICAN
POLITICAL SYSTEM 87, 102-o5 (Anthony King ed., 1978).
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dards as diffuse as "just and reasonable," 42 "fair and equitable,"43 and
in the "public convenience, interest, or necessity,"" administrators ac-
quired wide latitude to make rules and define priorities in their areas
of substantive responsibility. At the same time, administrators saw
these areas widen, as Congress created additional agencies and ex-
panded the jurisdiction of existing agencies to deal with aspects of
economic and social life newly thought appropriate for regulation. 4

The need for expertise emerged as the dominant justification for
this enhanced bureaucratic power. James Landis became the principal
spokesman for the idea on his return from the New Deal Securities
and Exchange Commission to the legal academy. "With the rise of
regulation, the need for expertness became dominant[," Landis wrote,
"for the art of regulating an industry requires knowledge of the details
of its operation .... "46 Political control - legal control, for that mat-
ter - posed the risk of unduly stifling this needed "expertness." Lan-
dis spoke admiringly of "[o]ne of the ablest administrators" he knew,
who never read the statutes he administered, but simply "assumed that
they gave him power to deal with the broad problems of an industry
and, upon that understanding ... sought his own solutions."47 Fear
not this official, Landis implied, for "expertness" imposed its own
guideposts, effectively solving the problem of administrative discretion.
Expert professionals could ascertain and implement an objective pub-
lic interest; administration could become a science.

Expressed in this form, the idea today seems almost quaint, and
even then it provoked strong opposition.48 At the heart of the critique
lay a growing skepticism about the possibility of neutral or objective
judgment in public administration. Whereas the questions of what
and how to regulate seemed to Landis matters of fact and science, they
appeared to his detractors, ever more numerous as time passed, to in-
volve value choices and political judgment, thus throwing into ques-
tion the legitimacy of bureaucratic power. The critique did not deny

42 Natural Gas Act of 1938, 15 U.S.C. §§ 717-717z ('994).
43 Emergency Price Control Act of 1942 § 2(a), 56 Stat. 23, 24 (1942).
44 Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 309(a) (994) (lapsed 1947).
45 Robert Rabin provides an illuminating history of what he terms a "century of regulatory

expansion" in Federal Regulation in Historical Perspective, 38 STAN. L. REV. 1I89, 1193 (1986).
46 JAMES M. LANDIS, THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS 23 (938).

47 Id. at 75.
48 Roscoe Pound, for one, attacked the expertise theory, as well as the reach of the administra-

tive state it had helped to create. In a report written for the American Bar Association, Pound
warned of "administrative absolutism" and wrote of the National Labor Relations Board: "The
postulate of a scientific body of experts pursuing objective scientific inquiries is as far as possible
from what the facts are or are likely to be." Comm. on Admin. Law, Am. Bar. Ass'n, Report of
the Special Committee on Administrative Law, 63 ANN. REP. A.B.A 331, 344 (1938). Morton
Horwitz provides a lively account of the dispute between Landis and Pound. See HORWITZ, su-
Pra note 13, at 217-22.
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the importance of expert knowledge in helping to shape public policy
decisions, by providing information or analyses relating to available
regulatory strategies. But opponents of Landis's theory did insist that
much besides expertise necessarily permeated administrative choice
and that assignment of these value-laden decisions to unelected admin-
istrative officials - possessing, along with expertise, political views,
interest group affiliations, and bureaucratic interests - needed at the
least to be subject to external control.

This new skepticism toward expertise resulted in dramatic changes
in administrative process. Bureaucratic officials, to be sure, continued
in some strong sense to determine bureaucratic policy. They remained,
after all, the delegees of congressional authority, the managers of the
administrative apparatus, and the proprietors of vast stores of infor-
mation relevant to regulatory decisions. The passage of the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act (APA) of I946, 49 however, curtailed the sway of
administrative officials by subjecting their most important lawmaking
mechanisms - rulemakings and (especially) adjudications - to strin-
gent procedural requirements. And a subsequent generation's en-
hancement of these procedures to provide still greater public participa-
tory rights, detailed in the next section of this Article,50 further cut into
the flexibility, latitude, and power of professional administrators. 5 1

In recent years, however, influential observers of administrative
process, most prominent among them law-professor-turned-Justice
Stephen Breyer, have urged that professional administrators again take
center stage in regulatory policymaking, this time with support from a
more sophisticated variant of Landis's defense of technocratic values.5 2

Focusing on health risk regulation, but in a way that intimates wider
application, Breyer proposes the creation of an elite cadre of adminis-
trators charged with bringing order and rationality to regulatory pol-
icy. Breyer's case for this proposal stresses two points: first, the failure
of the current regulatory system to set sensible priorities, and second,
the potential of bureaucracy itself to ameliorate this failure. Breyer
emphasizes, with respect to the latter point, what he views as the "in-
herent" bureaucratic virtues of expertise, rationalization, and insula-

49 Pub. L. No. 79-404, 6o Stat. 237 (1946) (codified as amended at 5 U.S.C. §§ 55x-559, 701-
706 (1994 & Supp. IV x998)).

50 See infra pp. 2265-67.

51 See Antonin Scalia, Vermont Yankee: The APA, the D.C. Circuit, and the Supreme Court,

1978 SUP. CT. REV. 345, 404-05 (noting that the augmentation of procedural requirements limits
agencies' power).

S2 See STEPHEN BREYER, BREAKING THE VICIOUS CIRCLE: TOWARD EFFECTIVE RISK
REGULATION (1993). Bruce Ackerman is another prominent member of the new expertise
movement. See Bruce Ackerman, The New Separation of Powers, 113 HARV. L. REV. 633, 697-
715 (2000).
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tion.13 Knowledge of administration and its subject matter, combined
with the habit and practice of developing systems, further combined
with distance from politics and public opinion, Breyer posits, will pro-
duce the most coherent regulatory policy. To the objection that this
proposal is undemocratic, Breyer responds that the operation of his
new administrative entity, by "reduc[ing] a mass of individual decisions
to a smaller number" and "publiciz[ing] the criteria used" to make
them, would clarify policy choices and thus "empower" Congress and
the public.14

Several commentators on Breyer's work have criticized it on
grounds reminiscent of the attack on Landis's original version of the
expertise theory.5 s Focusing as Breyer does on health risk regulation,
these critics again have emphasized the "centrality of questions of
value" 6 and the "political dimension of science. '5 7  They have noted,
for example, the diversity of ways to conceive risk and thus to specify
the goals of regulation. 8 And they have questioned the propriety of
giving unelected administrators, potentially acting on the basis of per-
sonal views, interests, and relationships, the task of making these con-
testable choices. All these criticisms should sound familiar.

But another point, routinely neglected in the legal literature on
administration, is equally important: bureaucracy also has inherent
vices (even pathologies), foremost among which are inertia and torpor.
The standard rhetoric of administrative law, which talks of the need to
control agency action, obscures this danger. If the perceived solution is
control of administration, then surely the problem must be "out of con-

53 BREYER, supra note 52, at 61.
54 Id. at 73-74. A different response, deriving from an argument made by Jerry Mashaw in

favor of broad delegations, see Jerry L. Mashaw, Prodelegation: Why Administrators Should

Make Political Decisions, i J.L. ECON. & ORG. 8i (i985), and more consistent with the argu-

ments made in this Article, see infra pp. 2332-39, would focus on the twin connections between

(i) administrative officials and the President and (2) the President and the public. But although

Breyer places his proposed administrative corps someplace in the executive branch, he is anxious

to emphasize the separation rather than the link between that entity and the White House, stress-

ing the importance of insulation from politics and noting with sympathy suggestions that the cur-

rent OMB's Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) "wields undue political influ-
ence" because of its ties to the White House. BREYER, supra note 52, at 69.

55 See David A. Dana, Setting Environmental Priorities: The Promise of a Bureaucratic Solu-

tion, 74 B.U. L. REV. 365, 379-85 (1994); Lisa Heinzerling, Political Science, 62 U. CHI. L. REV.
449, 47o-73 ('995); Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 87-89.

56 Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 87.
57 Heinzerling, supra note 55, at 473.
58 Pildes and Sunstein, for example, make a strong case for the rationality of evaluating risk by

looking not only to mortality and morbidity rates, as Breyer would, but also to contextual factors
such as the nature, distribution, and familiarity of the risk. See Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at
57-58, 87-89.
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trol" agencies or "runaway" bureaucracy.5 9 But the need to control bu-
reaucracy may be more a matter of providing direction and energy
than of imposing constraints. Louis Jaffe saw as early as 1954 that
governmental agencies inevitably develop "arteriosclerosis." 60 Students
of all kinds of bureaucracies have identified what one calls a "rigidity
cycle" or "ossification syndrome": 61 Bureaus "become[] ... gigantic
machine[s] that slowly and inflexibly grind[] along in the direction in
which... initially aimed," incapable of acting speedily or making nec-
essary innovations. 62 As a result, officials set up new and smaller or-
ganizations (like Breyer's proposed administrative corps), but these too
degenerate after a few years of operation.63 According to the classic
view, the best hope of arresting or at least moderating this downward
cycle lies in subjecting bureaucracies to an outside "sovereign" posi-
tioned both to receive feedback about the administration and to exert
pressure on it.64 Some more recent scholarship, responding to the
same problems of administrative performance, has urged instead
greater decentralization of decisionmaking.65 For now, the remedial
question is premature. The key point is that models of administration,
like those of Landis or Breyer, relying on internal expertise provoke se-
rious questions about the quality, no less than the legitimacy, of agency
action.

C. Interest Group Control

One purpose, even if unfulfilled, of efforts to place institutional
controls on agency action relates to the prospect that, in the absence of
these safeguards, regulated entities and other organized interests them-
selves will grasp the reins of regulatory authority. The view that firms
subject to regulation had "captured" the agencies gained wide currency

59 See, e.g., Stephen Breyer, The Legislative Veto After Chadha, 72 GEO. L.J. 785, 796 (1984)
(noting the argument that agencies are "out of control"); Jerry L. Mashaw, Organizing Adjudica-
tion: Reflections on the Prospect for Artisans in the Age of Robots, 39 UCLA L. REV. 1055, 1056

(1992) (noting the fear of "runaway" adjudicators); Mark Seidenfeld, Demystifying Deossification:
Rethinking Recent Proposals To Modify Judicial Review of Notice and Comment Rulemaking, 75
TEX. L. REV. 483, 5X (1997) (arguing for a check on "runaway" agencies).

60 See Louis L. Jaffe, The Effective Limits of the Administrative Process: A Reevaluation, 67
HARV. L. REV. 1105, 1109 (1954).

61 ANTHONY DOWNS, INSIDE BUREAUCRACY 158 (1967) (emphasis omitted).
62 Id. at x6o.
63 See id. at 161. As even a noted defender of expert-dominated administration recently con-

ceded, "[blureaucracies are intellectually conservative creatures - full of old-timers who have
invested heavily in obsolete conventional wisdom." Ackerman, supra note 52, at 701.

64 See DOWNS, supra note 6i, at 163-64.
65 See Michael C. Dorf & Charles F. Sabel, A Constitution of Democratic Experimentalism, 98

COLUM. L. REV. 267, 314-23 (1998). The two proposed remedies do not necessarily conflict with
each other, given that the "sovereign" itself can order decentralization. Indeed, decentralization
may be more difficult without such an authoritative command from outside the bureaucracy. See
infra p. 2345.
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beginning in the I96OS. 66  Although the thesis often was stated too

crudely, few could argue with its basic insight - that well-organized
groups had the potential to exercise disproportionate influence over

agency policymaking by virtue of the resources they commanded, the

information they possessed, and the long-term relations they main-

tained with agency officials. 67

The response of both the courts and Congress to "capture theory"

was to open still wider the doors of the agencies to groups affected by

regulatory action. 68  If the administrative state had become tainted by

the participation in agency processes of the most powerful interest

groups, particularly regulated businesses, then it could become pure

again through the inclusion of additional, traditionally unrepresented
interests. Going beyond what the APA seemed to require, the federal

courts in the 197os imposed on agencies new rules designed to ensure

the meaningful participation in agency process of all potentially af-

fected interests. 69 Congress likewise passed a set of statutes providing,
in select areas of regulation, enhanced participatory opportunities. 70

The goal was to put in place procedures that would create a broadly

pluralist system of agency decisionmaking, thus replicating the process

of interest group representation and bargaining thought responsible for

legislation.7 1 In effect, political control of agency action would come

from the interaction and conflict, within the administrative process, of

the full range of affected constituencies.

66 See, e.g., ROBERT C. FELLMETH, THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 15-22

(197o); GABRIEL KOLKO, RAILROADS AND REGULATION, 1877-1916, at 233-35 (1965).

67 See Stewart, supra note 13, at 1684-87 (providing a fuller statement of the causes, scope,

and limits of this phenomenon).
68 See id. at 171 i-6o (providing the classic account of the judiciary's part in this development);

infra p. 2271 (offering further discussion of the judicial role).
69 See, e.g., United States v. N.S. Food Prods. Corp., 568 F.2d 240, 251-52 (2d Cir. 1977) (re-

quiring an agency to disclose the data on which it relied to interested parties so they could make

meaningful comments); Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Comm., Inc. v. AEC, 449 F.2d 11O9, 1117-19

(D.C. Cir. 1971) (requiring an agency to provide a public hearing before taking action); Envtl. Def.

Fund, Inc. v. Ruckelshaus, 439 F.2d 584, 594-95 (D.C. Cir. I971) (requiring an agency to consider

all relevant interests affected by agency policy).
70 See, e.g., Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-573, 86 Stat. 1207 (codified

as amended at i5 U.S.C. §§ 2051-2o84 (199)); Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976, Pub. L. No.

94-469, 90 Stat. 2003 (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. §§ 26oI-2692 (1994)); Occupational Safety

and Health Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-596, 84 Stat. 1592 (codified as amended at 29 U.S.C.

§§ 651-678 (1994)).
71 For classic accounts of pluralist political theory, see ROBERT A. DAHL, PLURALIST

DEMOCRACY IN THE UNITED STATES: CONFLICT AND CONSENT (1967) and DAVID B.

TRUMAN, THE GOVERNMENTAL PROCESS (1971). Accounts of pluralism written from an eco-

nomic perspective include WILLIAM NISKANEN, BUREAUCRACY AND REPRESENTATIVE

GOVERNMENT (1971) and ANTHONY DOWNS, AN ECONOMIC THEORY OF DEMOCRACY
(1957).
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But even as this system of interest representation went into effect,
doubts emerged about its consequences. 72 At the deepest level, and in
keeping with a broad intellectual attack on pluralist theory, some crit-
ics of the interest representation system assailed its substitution of un-
mediated bargaining among interest groups for the disinterested efforts
of administrative decisionmakers to promote a distinctive public inter-
est. The roots of this critique reach back to Madison's explanation of
constitutional structure: although Madison believed that faction was
inevitable and often beneficial, he also insisted on the need to create
space between factional interests and governmental officials so as to
moderate faction's impact.73 It was exactly this space that the interest
representation system narrowed. The more interest groups flourished
and the more they came to pervade the administrative process, the less
the prospect, on this view, for an attractive, public-regarding form of
administrative government.

Other critics focused on equity issues, contending that the efforts
made to ensure broad representation had left in place, or perhaps even
aggravated, substantial disparities in interest group influence. Some
interests of a diffuse nature continued to lack any adequate representa-
tion. Others crossed this threshold only to find that traditionally pow-
erful interests could take comparatively greater advantage of the new
panoply of participatory rights. On one conception of pluralism, none
of this made a difference: the unrestrained competition of interest
groups, even assuming inequalities of power, would work better than
any alternative system to promote socially optimal policy outcomes.7 4

But the interest representation model had arisen precisely to counter-
act the ability of certain factions to dominate agency process through
resource and organizational advantages. In this context, the apparent
"imperfections" of group politics simultaneously sparked yet further ef-
forts to equalize interest groups' influence and fostered a growing
sense of disillusion that this goal ever could be accomplished.

As this debate occurred, the interest representation system silently
operated to increase the costs of administrative, and particularly in-
formal rulemaking, processes. The "ossification" of rulemaking, as

72 See SHAPIRO, supra note 15, at 9-35, 49-54 (providing a fuller discussion of the critiques of
interest representation discussed in this and the next paragraph).

73 See THE FEDERALIST No. zo, at 122 (James Madison) (Isaac Kramnick ed., 1987). Ac-
cording to Madison, representation would "refine and enlarge the public views by passing them
through the medium of a chosen body of citizens, whose wisdom may best discern the true inter-
est of their country and whose patriotism and love of justice will be least likely to sacrifice it to
temporary or partial considerations." Id. at 126.

74 See, e.g., Gary S. Becker, A Theory of Competition Among Pressure Groups for Political In-
fluence, 98 Q.J. ECON. 371, 396 (1983).
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administrative law scholars now have tagged the problem,7" had many

causes, not the least of which was the "hard look" method of judicial

review discussed in the next section of this Article.7 6 But one principal

culprit (itself related to hard look review) was the elaborate set of in-

teractive procedures agencies had to adopt to ensure that all affected

interests could participate meaningfully in the rulemaking process. At

a minimum (when no statute other than the APA is involved), these

procedures require a formal "paper hearing" that includes extensive

and often repeated notice to affected groups of a proposed rule, provi-

sion to them of the factual and analytical material supporting it, and

detailed responses to any group's adverse comment or alternative pro-

posal.77  These interest-group-oriented procedures, which depart

markedly from any the drafters of the APA contemplated, impose sig-

nificant burdens and delay on agencies and thus make them reluctant

to issue new rules, revisit old rules, or experiment with temporary rules

even when the circumstances warrant. 78

This formalization of rulemaking also, if ironically, undercut the

very purposes of interest representation. The more courts required

agencies to give detailed notice to interest groups of proposed regula-

tory action, the more pressure agencies felt to complete the bulk of

their work prior to the onset of the rulemaking process. And the more

work agencies put into their proposals at this preliminary stage, the

less flexibility they showed during rulemaking to respond to the con-

cerns and preferences of affected parties. True interaction with inter-

est groups now took place elsewhere and earlier 79 - in all the informal
and nontransparent ways that initially had raised concerns about ine-

qualities of interest group access and resulting agency capture.
In part because of the difficulties afflicting informal rulemaking, a

new form of interest group representation, called negotiated rulemak-
ing, recently has emerged - taking its place, as another mechanism to

75 E.g., Thomas 0. McGarity, Some Thoughts on "Deossifying" the Rulemaking Process, 41

DUKE L.J. 1385 (1992); Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Seven Ways To Deossify Agency Rulemaking, 47

ADMIN. L. REV. 59 (1995).
76 See infra pp. 2270-71.

77 See, e.g., Horsehead Res. Dev. Co. v. Browner, 16 F.3d 1246, 1267-69 (D.C. Cir. x994); Solite

Corp. v. EPA, 952 F.2d 473, 484 (D.C. Cir. i99i); Portland Cement Ass'n v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d

375, 394 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
78 See CARNEGIE COMM'N, RISK AND THE ENVIRONMENT. IMPROVING REGULATORY

DECISION MAKING 107-09 (1993); McGarity, supra note 75, at 1387-92.

79 As one legal scholar, a former General Counsel of the Environmental Protection Agency, has

written:
No administrator in Washington turns to full-scale notice-and-comment rulemaking

when she is genuinely interested in obtaining input from interested parties. Notice-and-

comment rulemaking is to public participation as Japanese Kabuki theater is to human

passions - a highly stylized process for displaying in a formal way the essence of some-

thing which in real life takes place in other venues.
E. Donald Elliott, Re-Inventing Rulemaking, 41 DUKE L.J. 1490, 1492 (1992).
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control administrative action, beside the new incarnations (actual and
proposed) of congressional oversight and bureaucratic management.
In this process, governed by federal statute,80 the agency establishes a
negotiating committee thought to represent all affected interests and
charges it with reaching consensus on the terms of a rule.81 The
agency must invite public comment on any consensus proposal, but
because relatively few parties remain to respond, the agency usually
issues the rule much as it emerged from the committee. For the same
reason, the chance of judicial challenge is slight; indeed, not a single
court has reviewed the outcome of a negotiated rulemaking. Propo-
nents of the process argue that it leads to constructive solutions to
regulatory issues, while greatly reducing the uncertainties and costs to
agencies associated with standard rulemaking.8 2 The underlying no-
tion is essentially of a perfect interest representation process, with all
affected interests having an equal vote and public officials ratifying
their deal precisely as written.

Conceived in this way, negotiated rulemaking becomes subject -
except more so - to the most fundamental criticism of the interest
representation system: that it equates the aggregation of private pref-
erences with the determination of the public interest. Expressing dis-
gust that an agency, in issuing a rule, would do no more than certify a
private deal, Judge Richard Posner, in a rare opinion involving the
Negotiated Rulemaking Act, wrote: "It sounds like an abdication of
regulatory authority to the regulated, the full burgeoning of the inter-
est group state, and the final confirmation of the 'capture' theory of
administrative regulation."8 3 Stated another way, the practice excludes
the application of all governmental - whether expert or political -
judgment.

It is, in any event, unlikely that negotiated rulemaking ever could
become a principal technique of administrative government, given the
difficulty of reaching consensus across a wide range of interests on
regulatory issues. For this reason, agencies have attempted negotiated
rulemakings rarely (especially on significant or contentious issues) and

80 See Negotiated Rulemaking Act, 5 U.S.C. § 561-570 (994).
81 The Negotiated Rulemaking Act defines consensus as unanimity unless the negotiating

committee agrees otherwise. See Id. § 562(2). As a practical matter, the committee's ability to
depart from the default definition - like the agency's ability to exclude potentially dissenting
groups from the negotiation - is limited by the desire to avoid objections at the comment stage of
a rulemaking or in a later lawsuit.

82 See, e.g., Jody Freeman, Collaborative Governance in the Administrative State, 45 UCLA L.
REV. 1, 33-66 (1997); Philip J. Harter, Negotiating Regulations: A Cure for Malaise, 71 GEO. L.J.
I, 28-31 (1982).

83 USA Group Loan Servs. v. Riley, 82 F.3d 708, 714 (7th Cir. 1996).
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have completed these rulemakings on even fewer occasions.8 4  Most

administrative action necessarily entails serious conflict about both the

selection of values and the allocation of gains and losses. Administra-

tive process cannot change this fact. Administrative law therefore

must confront the issue this Article has begun to address: the appro-

priate allocation of influence among institutions or groups over the

resolution of these conflicts. The courts, as the next section will show,

inevitably have had much to say about this question.

D. Judicial Control

The judiciary can play a role in controlling administrative govern-

ment in either of two ways: directly, by engaging in substantive review

of agency decisions, or indirectly, by supporting, through various rules

of procedure and process, other institutions and groups that can influ-

ence agency policymaking. The history of administrative law doubt-

less provides many examples of the former approach.85 The current

law, however, leans far in the latter direction. Courts, to be sure,

sometimes say that an agency decision (especially of fact, less often of

policy) reflects a simple misreading of the evidence or error of judg-

ment.8 6 But they usually shy away from such substantive review of

agency outcomes, perhaps in recognition of their own inability to claim

either a democratic pedigree or expert knowledge. The courts incline

instead toward enforcing structures and methods of decisionmaking
designed to enable or assist other actors discussed in this Part to influ-

ence administrative actions and policies. For this reason, most admin-

istrative law today amounts to an allocation of power to and among

the different parties (internal and external) interested in controlling
agency product.

The pattern of this law is by no means neat. Some of the current

rules empower, encourage, or legitimate one mechanism of control (say,
interest groups), some another (say, bureaucratic experts). The rules

arose at diverse times and in diverse contexts, with judges often giving

little attention to the similarly motivated but differently oriented rules

that already littered the landscape. The choice of each rule - effec-

tively, a choice among groups and institutions - created a progres-

sively more complex, multivariate system for controlling administra-

84 See Cary Coglianese, Assessing Consensus: The Promise and Performance of Negotiated

Rulemaking, 46 DUKE L.J. 1255, 1273-76 & tbls.1-2 (1997) (reporting that between 1983 and

x996, agencies announced sixty-seven negotiated rulemakings and completed thirty-five - about

one-tenth of one percent of all regulations adopted in this period).
85 See, e.g., Rabin, supra note 45, at 1210-15 (detailing de novo review of agency ratemaking

at the turn of the twentieth century).
86 See, e.g., Allentown Mack Sales & Serv. v. NLRB, 522 U.S. 359, 367-68 (1998) (overturning

a factual finding for lack of substantial evidence); Cmty. Nutrition Inst. v. Bergland, 493 F. Supp.

488, 494 (D.D.C. 298o) (remanding a regulation for irrationality of policy judgment).
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tive decisions. A historical treatment of this doctrine's elaboration lies
beyond the scope of this Article. What matters, to complete the back-
drop against which presidential control of administration operates (and
to pave the way for my later discussion of how legal doctrine could
support it), is to indicate some of the ways in which administrative law
today reinforces (or declines to reinforce) rival forms of control.

In this scheme, the courts have assigned Congress an odd and
paradoxical role, by at once enforcing legislative primacy and counte-
nancing legislative inferiority in relation to administrative action.
Congress's power here proceeds from the first premise of judicial re-
view of agency conduct - when Congress has spoken clearly as to
what an agency should do or what factors it should consider in making
a decision, the agency must adhere to that directive. Congress's frailty
results, initially, from the courts' accession to broad delegations of dis-
cretion, which largely cede this directive authority.8 7 But more, this
frailty derives from the courts' refusal, in the face of broad delega-
tions, to ratify alternative mechanisms of legislative control over
agency decisionmaking. In invalidating not only the legislative veto,
but also various schemes giving Congress a role in the appointment or
removal of administrative officials, 8 the courts have suppressed politi-
cal control of administration by the legislature.

The courts, by contrast, have promoted vigorously the control of
administrative policy by bureaucratic experts, not only by enabling
them to fill the space that Congress might have occupied but also by
requiring that agency action bear the indicia of essentially apolitical,
"expert" process and judgment. The sharpest judicial spur to this ex-
pert authority comes from "hard look" review, which requires an
agency (on pain of judicial reversal of its action) to address all signifi-
cant issues, take into account all relevant data, consider all feasible al-
ternatives, develop an extensive evidentiary record, and provide a de-
tailed explanation of its conclusions.8 9  These requirements both
express a vision of an expert-driven, technocratic administration and
attempt to force that vision on the agencies. They in effect assign to
experts a dominant role in the agency's process by insisting that the
agency's decisions reflect and proceed from the distinctive kind of
knowledge, skills, and evaluative capacity that experts possess. Cor-

S7 The Supreme Court used the nondelegation doctrine for both the first and the last time
sixty-six years ago in A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935); and
Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935).

88 See Metro. Wash. Airports Auth. v. Citizens for the Abatement of Aircraft Noise, Sol U.S.
252, 274-77 (1991); Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714, 736 (1986); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 135-
36 (1976).

89 See, e.g., Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n of the U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463
U.S. 29 (1983).
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relatively, these requirements aim to subject other, more political influ-

ences on administration to the disciplining effect of expert judgment.90

Yet the courts also have promoted the control of administrative

policy by interest groups - a form of surrogate political control - by

articulating rules that require agencies to heed these groups' views in

the decisionmaking process. Recall that the judicial demand for an ex-

tensive paper hearing in informal rulemaking sought to enhance the

ability of the full range of an agency's external constituencies to shape

its decisions. 91 So too did doctrine that expanded the rights of affected

interests to intervene in agency adjudications. 92 These requirements,

essentially compelling administrators to consider the views and pro-

posals of affected interests, render external constituencies always visi-

ble and potentially important players in agency decisionmaking.
And how have courts treated the President? Parts IV and V will

address this question fully; for now, a few words will suffice. One pos-

sible view is that the cases barring Congress from exercising new forms

of supervisory authority over the agencies in effect affirm the power of

the President by suggesting that once a delegation has occurred, politi-

cal control over administration passes from one end of Pennsylvania

Avenue to the other. But this understanding of the law fails to take

account of several indications to the contrary. First, as the proponents

of a unitary executive lament, the courts sometimes have allowed Con-

gress to insulate the administrative state from the President through

limitations on his power to remove officeholders. 93 Next, and critically

important given current methods of presidential control, the courts

never have recognized the legal power of the President to direct even

removable officials as to the exercise of their delegated authority. Fi-

nally and most broadly, the courts usually have ignored the very exis-

tence of the President in their articulation of administrative law, again

90 Although hard look review thus affirms control of administration by experts at the possible

expense of interest groups, this technique of judicial review in some sense depends on, and in turn

provides additional impetus to, the paper hearing process that has become the hallmark of the

interest representation model of administrative control. This dynamic results because an exten-

sive record of public comments and responses helps a court to review the adequacy of an agency's

decisionmaking process.
91 See supra pp. 2265, 2267.

92 See Nat'l Welfare Rights Org. v. Finch, 429 F.2d 725, 736 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Office of Com-

munication of United Church of Christ v. FCC, 359 F.2d 994, oo5 (D.C. Cir. x966).
93 See Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654 (1988); Humphrey's Ex'r v. United States, 295 U.S. 602

(1935). As a practical matter, successful insulation of administration from the President - even if

accomplished in the name of "independence" - will tend to enhance Congress's own authority

over the insulated activities. See Frank H. Easterbrook, The State of Madison's Vision of the

State: A Public Choice Perspective, 107 HARV. L. REV. 1328, 1341 (1994). The cases approving

independent agencies thus count as something of an exception to the general reluctance of courts,

noted at p. 2270, above, to countenance legislative control over administration in any way other

than by delegating precisely.
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even in cases involving executive branch officials. The courts seem-
ingly have assumed in this doctrine the absence of strong presidential
involvement in agency decisionmaking; at the least, they have de-
clined, with one possible important exception, 94 to create doctrinal
rules that acknowledge, much less support, this form of administrative
supervision. To explore in the last Part whether this approach is in er-
ror, I now begin to examine and assess the newly emergent system of
presidential administration.

II. PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION -

SOME BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

Harry Truman, preparing to leave the Presidency, famously re-
marked of his soon-to-be successor: "He will sit here and he'll say, 'Do
this! Do that!' And nothing will happen. Poor Ike - it won't be a bit
like the Army."95 Truman's comment may have applied to more than
the administrative sphere, but his relationship with the federal bu-
reaucracy doubtless took pride of place as a source of his frustration.
Since the dawn of the modern administrative state, Presidents have
tried to control the bureaucracy only to discover the difficulty of the
endeavor.9 6  On another occasion, Truman complained, "I thought I
was the president, but when it comes to these bureaucrats, I can't do a
damn thing."97  John Kennedy reportedly once told a petitioner, "I
agree with you, but I don't know if the government will."98 Richard
Nixon notoriously viewed himself as surrounded by a hostile admini-
stration, complaining on one occasion to his chief domestic policy ad-

94 The possible exception derives from Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984), in which the Court held that an agency's interpretation of an
ambiguous statute is entitled to deference. One rationale for this rule, mentioned in the Court's
opinion, focuses on the agency's relationship to a publicly accountable "Chief Executive." Id. at
865. Other rationales for the rule, however, derive from congressional intent, bureaucratic exper-
tise, and even interest representation. Part V will address this issue further. See infra pp. 2373-
76.

95 RICHARD E. NEUSTADT, PRESIDENTIAL POWER AND THE MODERN PRESIDENTS io
(iggo) (internal quotation marks omitted).

96 See, e.g., FORREST MCDONALD, THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY: AN INTELLECTUAL
HISTORY 329 (994) ('From the point of view of administration, the history of the Presidency in
the twentieth century has been the history of presidents' attempts to gain control of the sprawling
federal bureaucracy."); see also THOMAS E. CRONIN, THE STATE OF THE PRESIDENCY 224
(2d ed. 198o) ("It is difficult to overestimate the degree of frustration and resentment that White
House aides develop about the seeming indifference of the permanent government toward presi-
dential policy.").

97 RICHARD P. NATHAN, THE ADMINISTRATIVE PRESIDENCY 2 (Macmillan Publ'g Co.
1986) (1983) (internal quotation marks omitted).

98 Id. at x (internal quotation marks omitted).
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visor that "we have no discipline in this bureaucracy."99 Jimmy Carter

commented in a press conference during the last year of his Presidency
that although he knew from the beginning that "dealing with the fed-

eral bureaucracy would be one of the worst problems [he] would have

to face," the reality had been even "worse than [he] had anticipated.' 00

The reasons for this difficulty and attendant frustration come in

two kinds. The President, as an initial matter, confronts a typical

principal-agent dilemma: how to ensure against slippage between the

behavior the principal desires from the agent and the behavior the

principal actually receives, given the agent's own norms, interests, and

informational advantages. In a world of extraordinary administrative
complexity and near-incalculable presidential responsibilities, no

President can hope (even with the assistance of close aides) to monitor

the agencies so closely as to substitute all his preferences for those of

the bureaucracy. And superimposed on this constraint lies another: the

President, even in theory and even as to executive branch agencies, is

not the single, indisputable principal. Given both the structure of

American government and the requirements of administrative law, the

President must compete for that preeminent position with the other in-

stitutions and groups discussed in Part I. The agents themselves, or at

least those possessing substantive expertise, have a claim to control of

the administrative sector; so too does Congress (or its many parts) and

even special interest organizations. This multiprincipal structure -

creating a welter of cross-pressures, forcing all manner of trade-offs
and compromises, and offering a wealth of opportunities for strategic
machination - forms the context in which a President tries to control
administration. 10' Little wonder that Presidents often have felt power-
less to achieve this objective.

Viewed from this perspective, the debate in legal doctrine and

scholarship between strong and weak presidentialists emerges as far

too narrow in focus, relating to only one small part of a much larger
whole. That debate almost exclusively concerns the constitutionality
(and, to a lesser extent, the desirability) of Congress's creation of inde-
pendent agencies - that is, agencies whose heads the President may

not remove at will.102 This question has some practical importance:

99 CRONIN, supra note 96, at 223 (internal quotation marks omitted). To his credit, Nixon

took some measure of personal responsibility for this situation: "We always promote the sons-of-

bitches that kick us in the ass." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
100 NATHAN, supra note 97, at 2 (internal quotation marks omitted).

101 For related discussions of this point in the political science literature, see Thomas H.

Hammond & Jack H. Knott, Who Controls the Bureaucracy?: Presidential Power, Congressional

Dominance, Legal Constraints, and Bureaucratic Autonomy in a Model of Multi-lnstitutional

Policy-Making, 12 J.L. EcON. & ORG. 119, 121-26 (1996); and Moe, supra note 36, at 481-82.
102 See Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654 (1988); Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714 (1986); Hum-

phrey's Ex'r v. United States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935); Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52 (1926);
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although the President often cannot make effective use of his removal
power given the political costs of doing so, and although conversely, in
the absence of this power, he retains other methods of exerting influ-
ence over administrative officials, the existence of independent agen-
cies can pose a particularly stark challenge to the aspiration of Presi-
dents to control administration. Indeed, later Parts will return to the
distinction between executive and independent agencies, and suggest
some consequences that should follow from it.103 But when Truman
and other Presidents spoke of the difficulties of controlling administra-
tion, they did not mean primarily the Federal Trade Commission and
like agencies, nor did they usually follow their laments with appeals
for greater removal power. They understood that these difficulties
pervade the administrative state and that successful strategies for as-
serting presidential control would involve more than structural
changes to independent agencies (even were such changes remotely
plausible).10 4 Their incipient efforts to implement these strategies, fol-
lowed by Ronald Reagan's more aggressive and successful plan, form
the subject of this Part.

A. Early Efforts

In 1937, the Brownlow Committee, a study group set up by Frank-
lin Roosevelt, explained its call for fundamental reforms in administra-
tion with the simple conclusion: "The President needs help.' 05 Earlier
twentieth-century Presidents had made forays into this territory. A
commission established by Theodore Roosevelt had proposed measures
to standardize and centralize administrative practices; one formed by
President Taft had advanced similar measures, including the prepara-
tion of a unified executive budget for submission to Congress. 0 6 In

Calabresi & Prakash, supra note i; Flaherty, supra note i; Lessig & Sunstein, supra note i; Miller,
supra note i.
103 See infra pp. 2326-28, 2377.
104 The focus of legal scholars on independent agencies has become all the more misdirected in

light of the gradual transfer of power from independent to executive branch agencies. This shift
has resulted from the elimination of some independent agencies (the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and Civil Aeronautics Board) and the assignment of emerging regulatory functions to new
executive branch agencies (the EPA) or new divisions of existing executive branch agencies (the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration in the Department of Labor). The single, albeit
significant, change in the opposite direction resulted from the recent detachment of the Social Se-
curity Administration from the Department of Health and Human Services. I am grateful to
David Shapiro for this point.
105 PRESIDENT'S COMM. ON ADMIN. MGMT., REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE WITH

STUDIES OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 5
('937).

106 See PERI E. ARNOLD, MAKING THE MANAGERIAL PRESIDENCY: COMPREHENSIVE

REORGANIZATION PLANNING, 1905-i996, at 22-5 1 (2d ed. 1998); MCDONALD, supra note 96,
at 330-31.
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each case, however, Congress had rebuffed the President's proposals,
noting pointedly in response to Roosevelt that the power he sought to
manage the incipient administrative state was "an authority previously
the exclusive and unchallenged domain of Congress. '10 7 As a result of
wartime deficits, Congress gave to President Harding what Taft had
wanted: the Budget and Accounting Act of 192I provided that the
President, assisted by a new Bureau of the Budget (placed in the
Treasury Department but understood to have a direct connection to
the President), would oversee and coordinate all agencies' budget re-
quests.108 This was landmark legislation, endowing the President for
the first time with a fiscal lever over administrative policy. Still, as the
Brownlow Committee surveyed the landscape immediately after the
spate of New Deal reforms, it found a President who although "now
ha[ving] popular responsibility" for the "direction and control of all
departments and agencies of the Executive Branch ... is not equipped

with adequate legal authority or administrative machinery to enable
him to exercise it."' 9

The proposals of the Brownlow Committee, most of which Con-
gress accepted, established the infrastructure underlying all subsequent
attempts by the White House to supervise administrative policy.
These reforms created the Executive Office of the President (EOP) and
placed within it a greatly enlarged Bureau of the Budget and an ex-
panded personal staff for the President." 0 A decade later, this time in
response to proposals by the Hoover Commission, Congress enacted
further reforms to create a more coordinated administration under a
more managerial President. The intent of the proposals, in the lan-
guage of the Commission's report, was to "cut[] through the barriers
that have in many cases made bureaus and agencies practically inde-
pendent of the Chief Executive,""' and to create "a clear line of com-
mand from the top to the bottom, and a return line of responsibility
and accountability from the bottom to the top.""' 2

With little else done in ensuing years to achieve this goal, even as
the size and responsibilities of the federal government continued to
grow, Richard Nixon entered office to discover a bureaucracy he

107 MCDONALD, supra note 96, at 330-31 (internal quotation marks omitted).

108 See ARNOLD, supra note io6, at 53-55.

109 Id. at 103 (quoting Memorandum from Louis Brownlow, President's Committee on Admin-

istrative Management, to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (Nov. 5, 1936) (A-II-33 Roosevelt
Library)) (internal quotation marks omitted).

110 See id. at 103-o6.

111 COMM'N ON ORG. OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF THE GOV'T, GENERAL MAN-

AGEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH 7 (1949).
112 Id. at i.
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deemed both hostile to his policies and impervious to his control. 113

Nixon responded by creating a "counter-bureaucracy" within the EOP,
with a White House staff more than double the size of Lyndon John-
son's, a new White House-centered Domestic Council to formulate pol-
icy positions on domestic issues, and an expansive OMB, remade from
the Bureau of the Budget in ways designed to bring certain non-
budgetary matters under its aegis. 114 Many of these reforms served
more to supplement than to supervise - much less to co-opt - the
permanent administration: while the White House focused on formu-
lating legislative proposals, it left strictly administrative decisions, in-
cluding the development of important rules, in the hands of the agen-
cies." 3 But as part of his re-creation of OMB, Nixon instituted a
"Quality of Life" review of proposed regulations relating to environ-
mental quality, consumer protection, and other matters of public
health. Under the program, OMB circulated proposed rules of one
agency to other agencies for comment, integrated the criticisms re-
ceived, and sent them on to the initiating agency. Although OMB
rarely played a substantive role, the review process set a precedent for
an enhanced EOP role in agency decisionmaking.1 6

Presidents Ford and Carter built incrementally on this precedent by
using inter-agency review processes to encourage greater analytical
rigor by agencies, particularly regarding the costs of regulations.
Faced with the threat of rising inflation, Ford directed agencies to con-
sider the inflationary impact of all major rules and to submit their
analyses to a new office in the EOP named the Council on Wage-Price
Stability. But because all parties viewed the Council's role as purely
consultative, agencies tended to treat the process as more a paperwork
obligation than a substantive constraint." 7 Carter followed by requir-
ing agencies to submit analyses of major proposed rules - including a
description of alternatives and a comparative evaluation of their eco-
nomic consequences - to the Regulatory Analysis Review Group, a
new body consisting of EOP and agency representatives. But again,
all parties understood final decisionmaking authority to rest with the

113 See NATHAN, supra note 97, at 8-9. An empirical study conducted as the Nixon admini-

stration came to a close suggested that the federal bureaucracy indeed was "dominated by admin-
istrators ideologically hostile to many of the directions pursued by the Nixon administration in the
realm of social policy." Joel D. Aberbach & Bert A. Rockman, Clashing Beliefs Within the Execu-
tive Branch: The Nixon Administration Bureaucracy, 7o AM. POL. Sci. REV. 456, 467 (1976).

114 NATHAN, supra note 97, at 34; see Peri E. Arnold, The Managerial Presidency's Changing
Focus, Theodore Roosevelt to Bill Clinton, in THE MANAGERIAL PRESIDENCY 217, 222-23
(James P. Pfiffner ed., 2d ed. 1999).

115 See NATHAN, supra note 97, at 8.
116 See Harold H. Bruff, Presidential Management of Agency Rulemaking, 57 GEO. WASH. L.

REV. 533, 546-47 (i989); Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 13-14.
117 See THOMAS 0. MCGARTY, REINVENTING RATIONALITY: THE ROLE OF REG-

ULATORY ANALYSIS IN THE FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY 18-ig (iggi).
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initiating agency, and in any event, the Review Group evaluated only a
smattering of rules during its brief operation. I" 8 As a result, the Con-
gressional Research Service could report to a Senate committee at the
close of the Carter administration that "more, not fewer ... agencies
and programs [were] considered outside of direct accountability to the
president," thus "further undermin[ing] the president's managerial au-
thority and influence over the administrati[on]." 19

B. The Reagan Era

The sea change began with Ronald Reagan's inauguration. Just a
year earlier, an influential report by the American Bar Association had
noted that Presidents historically "ha[d] shunned direct intervention" 20

in rulemaking and that they "ha[d] been loath to let it appear that they
were influencing regulatory agencies, even those within the executive
branch, to write their regulations one way rather than another."121

Reagan, by contrast, self-consciously and openly adopted strategies to
exert this influence. He began by using his appointment power, per-
haps more successfully than any other modern President, to staff the
agencies with officials remarkable for their personal loyalty and ideo-
logical commitment, who would subscribe to his (obligingly clear) pol-
icy agenda even in the face of competing bureaucratic pressures. 122

But in the event these officials strayed, or proved unable to control
their departments, Reagan also instituted, through two executive or-
ders, a centralized mechanism for review of agency rulemakings un-
precedented in its scale and ambition - and soon shown to be un-
precedented in its efficacy as well, though perhaps still not to the
degree its advocates desired. 123

Executive Order 12,291, issued during Reagan's first month in of-
fice, established the system: the order required executive - but not
independent - agencies to submit to OMB's Office of Information

118 See Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 14.
119 HAROLD SEIDMAN & ROBERT GILMOUR, POLITICS, POSITION, AND POWER: FROM

THE POSITIVE TO THE REGULATORY STATE iz8 (4 th ed. 1986) (quoting SENATE COMM. ON
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, 96TH CONG., THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE ESTABLISHMENT.
EVOLUTION AND TRENDS 20 (Comm. Print 198o)).

120 COMM'N ON LAW & THE ECON., AM. BAR ASS'N, FEDERAL REGULATION: ROADS TO
REFORM 73 (i979) [hereinafter ROADS TO REFORM].

121 Id. at 70.
122 See NATHAN, supra note 97, at 74; Terry M. Moe, The Politicized Presidency, in THE

MANAGERIAL PRESIDENCY, supra note 114, at 144, I58.
123 Political scientists have noted the contrasting presidential strategies of "centralization" and

"politicization" - meaning, respectively, a shift in the locus of decisionmaking to the White House
and other offices of the EOP and an attempt to infiltrate the agencies through aggressive use of
the appointment power. See Terry M. Moe & Scott A. Wilson, Presidents and the Politics of
Structure, 57 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 1, 17-19 (994). Perhaps unique among modern Presi-
dents, Ronald Reagan accomplished both.
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and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) for pre-publication review any pro-
posed major rule, accompanied by a "regulatory impact analysis" of
the rule, including a cost-benefit comparison. 124 The order also out-
lined substantive criteria to govern agency rulemaking: "to the extent
permitted by law," an agency could regulate only if the benefits of do-
ing so exceeded the costs and the choice among alternatives "involv[ed]
the least net cost to society."1 25  Although the order and the legal opin-

ion supporting it explicitly disclaimed any right on the part of OMB,
or the President himself, to dictate or displace agency decisions, 26 the
order effectively gave OMB a form of substantive control over rule-
making: under the order, OMB had authority to determine the ade-
quacy of an impact analysis and to prevent publication of a proposed
or final rule, even indefinitely, until the completion of the review proc-
ess. "'27 Executive Order 12,498, issued four years later, added a man-
date that each agency submit for OMB review an annual regulatory
plan listing proposed actions for the year, thus giving OMB an earlier
opportunity to influence agency rulemakings. 12

8

These orders proved in practice, as promised on paper, more con-
sequential than any prior review system, especially in their early years
of operation.' 29  During Reagan's tenure, roughly eighty-five rules
each year were either returned to the agencies for reconsideration or
withdrawn by the agencies in the course of review.' 30 Although this
figure amounted to less than four percent of all rules OMB reviewed,
the rules that provoked OMB's displeasure tended to be among the
most important.131 In 1986, responding to questions from Democrats

124 Exec. Order No. 12,291 § 3, 3 C.F.R. 127, 128-30 (i98i), reprinted in 5 U.S.C. § 6oi (1994).

The Reagan Administration almost certainly exempted the independent agencies because it feared

provoking a Democratic Congress, rather than because it believed the law, as properly inter-

preted, required this course of action. The Reagan Justice Department in several other contexts

challenged the insulation of administrative entities from the President, in what the then-Solicitor

General has termed a "battle to rearrange government power." FRIED, supra note IO, at 133.
125 Exec. Order No. 12,291 § 2, 3 C.F.R. at 128.

126 The order stated that it was not to be "construed as displacing the agencies' responsibilities

delegated by law." Id. § 3(f)(3), 3 C.F.R. at 130. In addition, the legal opinion approving the or-

der issued by the Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel stated that neither

the President nor the OMB Director had any authority under the order "to displace the relevant

agencies in discharging their statutory functions or in assessing and weighing the costs and bene-

fits of proposed actions" or "to reject an agency's ultimate judgment." Proposed Executive Order

Entitled "Federal Regulation", 5 Op. Off. Legal Counsel 59, 63-64 (198I).
127 Exec. Order No. 12,291 § 3(e)-(f), 3 C.F.R. at 129-30.

128 Exec. Order No. 12,498, 3 C.F.R. 323 (1985) (repealed 1993).

129 OMB probably achieved its greatest influence in the early to mid-ig8os. By the end of that

decade, with enthusiasm for deregulation on the wane, agencies appear to have regained strength

in their negotiations with OMB. See W. KIP VIScUSI, FATAL TRADEOFFS: PUBLIC AND PRI-

VATE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR RISK 251, 259-6o (1992).

130 See MCGARITY, supra note 117, at 22.

131 See id.
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in Congress, the OMB director could cite only six instances in which
agencies had issued rules over OMB's objections: in four, the agencies
had acted under judicial order, and in two, the agencies successfully
had appealed their position to the White House. 132 These statistics do
not show that OMB won all other battles. In many cases in which
OMB initially objected, including cases in which a rule was returned
or withdrawn, OMB and the relevant agency eventually reached
agreement, sometimes favoring OMB, sometimes the agency. But
OMB used its powers under the executive orders to change or (less of-
ten) block some proposed rules deemed not fully consistent with
Reagan's regulatory policies, including rules relating to environmental
quality and workplace safety.133

Proponents of this system stressed the need for a centrally policed
requirement of cost-benefit analysis to guard against regulatory fail-
ures - in particular, excessive regulatory costs imposed by single-
mission agencies with ties to special interest groups and congressional
committees. If agency heads had to assess costs and benefits - and to
offer their assessments for external review - they would begin to cor-
rect for what two former heads of OIRA termed "covert redistribution
and overzealous pursuit of agency goals.' 134 More generally, advocates
of OMB oversight argued that the increased complexity of govern-
ment, along with the proliferation of administrative entities, enhanced
the need for effective coordination and priority-setting. Given Con-
gress's inability to provide overarching management of administration,
demonstrated by its delegation of broad authority to agencies in the
first place, only the President, acting through his advisors, could per-
form this coordinating function. 13

The Reagan oversight program, however, also provoked sharp
criticism, most of which related to perceptions of the scheme's anti-
regulatory bias. 136 The most fundamental, though least commonly ac-
cepted, objection held that the Reagan executive orders violated the
separation of powers: because the Constitution allocated lawmaking
power to Congress, and because Congress had delegated this power, in
the form of rulemaking authority, not to the President, but to agency
officials, the President (or his delegates) could not engage in substan-
tive review of agency rules, even short of directing or displacing any

132 See Percival, supra note 2, at x5o.

133 See MCGARITY, supra note 117, at 2 74-79.
134 DeMuth & Ginsburg, supra note 2, at o8i. DeMuth served as the head of OIRA from 1981

to 1984, and Ginsburg from i984 to 1985.
13S See ROADS TO REFORM, supra note io, at 68-73, 84-88 (recommending the creation of a

regulatory review system); Strauss & Sunstein, supra note 2, at 189 (commending Executive Or-
ders 12,291 and 12,498).

136 For good summaries of these criticisms, see MCGARITY, supra note 117, at 28x-88, and
Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 4-6.
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decisions. 137 Although capable of statement in unadorned terms, this
claim derived most of its power from accompanying assertions that
OMB used oversight to drive regulation in a direction (toward deregu-
lation) different from that which the delegees would have chosen. A

second criticism focused even more explicitly on the substantive prin-
ciples - most notably, the commitment to cost-benefit analysis - in-
corporated in Reagan's orders. Opponents urged that this analytical
tool, especially as wielded by an office predisposed against regulation,
worked against even socially gainful regulation because of the diffi-

culty of quantifying certain benefits; they also claimed that the orders'
emphasis on cost, even as qualified by the phrase "to the extent per-
mitted by law," clashed with the policies underlying most regulatory

statutes.' 3 8 A final objection stressed the delay created by OMB re-
view, which critics saw as both a harm in itself and a means of dilut-
ing regulatory initiatives. 139

Enmeshed with all these objections was concern about the secrecy

with which President Reagan's regulatory oversight system oper-

ated. 140 Most of OMB's communications with the agencies, whether
written or oral, never appeared in the public record of rulemakings or

became otherwise subject to disclosure. OMB thus could induce

changes in a proposed rule - before, during, or after the official com-

ment period - in ways and for reasons that remained invisible to in-
terested parties, the public, the courts, and Congress.' 4 ' Worse yet, in
the view of critics, OMB could and did discuss rules with interest
groups (often the regulated entities) and convey their views to the ini-

tiating agencies, as either the groups' analysis or OMB's own, without
divulging the nature or content of these communications. The OMB
process thus created an additional mechanism for the back-channel
participation of industry groups, which reinforced the review system's
antiregulatory inclinations. 142

137 See Morton Rosenberg, Presidential Control of Agency Rulemaking: An Analysis of Consti-

tutional Issues That May Be Raised by Executive Order 12,291, 23 ARIZ. L. REV. ii99, 1205-20

(x98x). Section IV.A, pp. 2320-31, below, addresses a related but more difficult constitutional

question arising from President Clinton's assertion of authority to direct administrative action.
135 See, e.g., Percival, supra note 2, at 186-89; Shane, supra note 3, at 178.

139 See McGARTY, supra note 117, at 282-83; Morrison, supra note 2, at 1o65.
140 See Morrison, supra note 2, at io67-68; Percival, supra note 2, at 168-72.
141 In response to Congressional pressure, OMB began in 1986 to release, upon written request

following publication of proposed or final regulations, the drafts of regulations sent to OMB for

review as well as any written comments sent by OMB to the agency head. See Wendy L. Gramm,

Adm'r, Office of Info. & Regulatory Affairs, Memorandum for the Heads of Departments and

Agencies Subject to Executive Order Nos. 12,291 and 12,498 (June 13, 1986), reprinted in

OFFICE OF MGMT. & BUDGET, REGULATORY PROGRAM OF THE UNITED STATES Gov-
ERNMENT, APRIL 1, I990--MARCH 31, 1991 app. 3, at 605, 6o6 (i99o).

142 The APA contains no prohibitions on ex parte contacts between agency personnel and out-

side persons in notice-and-comment rulemaking, but courts sometimes have required agencies to
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C. A Postscript

Despite these criticisms, President Bush retained both of Reagan's
executive orders. Bush's primary innovation was to assign responsibil-
ity for overseeing OIRA itself to a new body, the Council on Competi-
tiveness, chaired by Vice President Quayle and run by his office.143

Congress unwittingly triggered this new arrangement by refusing to
confirm Bush's nominee for OIRA Administrator or to reauthorize the
office in retaliation for Bush's refusal to sign legislation imposing time
limits on OIRA's review of rules and requiring fuller disclosure of its
processes. Although OIRA continued to review rules under a non-
political acting administrator, the Council on Competitiveness assumed
an increasingly important role with respect to controversial regula-
tions. Like the Reagan OIRA, the Council advocated deregulatory
policies; even more than OIRA, the Council spurned broad practices of
disclosure. As a result, the Council provoked the same criticisms, ex-
cept perhaps still more heated, formerly lodged against OIRA.

III. PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION IN THE CLINTON YEARS

In light of this criticism, observers might have predicted that when
a Democratic President assumed office in 1993, a radical curtailment
of presidential supervision of administrative action would follow. In-
stead, the very opposite occurred. President Clinton, to be sure, re-
placed Reagan's executive orders on regulatory review and eliminated
Bush's Competitiveness Council. But as this Part will show, presiden-
tial control of administration, if with a different policy orientation and
in a different form, expanded significantly during the Clinton Presi-
dency, moving in this eight-year period to the center of the regulatory
landscape.

President Clinton treated the sphere of regulation as his own, and
in doing so made it his own, in a way no other modern President had
done. 144 Clinton came to view administration as perhaps the single

include summaries of significant contacts in the rulemaking record. See Sierra Club v. Costle, 657
F.2d 298, 402-o5 (D.C. Cir. ig8i); Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 57-59 (D.C. Cir.
1977). The Reagan OMB agreed early on to identify for inclusion in the agency's rulemaking re-
cord any "factual" (but not "policy") material developed or received from outside parties and
transmitted to the agency. See Memorandum from David Stockman, Director, Office of Man-
agement and Budget, Certain Communications Pursuant to Executive Order 12,291 (June ii,

1981). Five years later, OMB agreed both to send to the agency and to make public all written
materials received from outside sources, as well as a complete list (but no summaries) of meetings
between OMB personnel and persons outside the federal government. See Gramm, supra note
141, at 606.

143 For a critical analysis of the Council on Competitiveness, see Shane, supra note 3, at 165-73.

14 Among legal academics, Peter Strauss alone, to my knowledge, has noted Clinton's in-
creased involvement in regulatory action. Strauss observed in a recent highly critical essay -

perhaps focused somewhat more than my treatment on the public relations aspects of Clinton's
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most critical - in part because the single most available - vehicle to
achieve his domestic policy goals. He accordingly developed a set of
practices that enhanced his ability to influence or even dictate the con-
tent of administrative initiatives. He exercised this power with respect
to a wide variety of agency action - rulemakings, more informal
means of policymaking, and even certain enforcement activities. The
new practices, to be sure, had significant limits, some internally and
others externally imposed, and they left untouched a wide swath of
regulatory activity. But to a considerable extent, Clinton built on the
legacy Reagan had left him to devise a new and newly efficacious way
of setting the policy direction of agencies - of converting administra-
tive activity into an extension of his own policy and political agenda.
In so doing, Clinton also showed that presidential supervision of ad-
ministration could operate, contrary to much opinion, 145 to trigger, not
just react to, agency action and to drive this action in a regulatory, not
deregulatory, direction.

In the first section of this Part, I offer by way of prologue a brief
description of two examples of rulemaking in the Clinton Administra-
tion, focusing in each case on the President's involvement. In the sec-
ond section, I describe the techniques Clinton developed to direct ad-
ministrative policymaking and discuss the frequency with which he
employed them. In the third section, I consider the effective span of
these practices, delineating the kinds of administrative matters in
which Clinton became involved (or declined to do so). I discuss in the
fourth section both the causes of Clinton's engagement with agency ac-
tion and the responses it evoked, especially from Congress. I conclude
in the fifth section by drawing some comparisons between Reagan's
and Clinton's respective styles of presidential administration and ten-
dering some predictions about the future.

A. Two Examples

To gain an initial sense of presidential administration during the
Clinton years, consider two rulemakings:

On August io, 1995, President Clinton began a press conference by
announcing publication of a proposed rule to reduce youth smoking.
He explained his action as follows:

practices - that "the proprietary interest in particular [administrative] outcomes that President
Clinton has taken in public political actions appears to be a new phenomenon." Strauss, supra
note 5, at 967. Several of Washington's most respected journalists also have written about Presi-
dent Clinton's focus on administration in ways that support my analysis. See, e.g., James Bennet
& Robert Pear, How a Presidency Was Defined by the Thousand Parts of Its Sum, N.Y. TIMES,
Dec. 8, 1997, at Ai; Robert Pear, The Presidential Pen Is Still Mighty, N.Y. TIMES, June 28,

x998, § 4, at 3; Alexis Simendinger, An Executive Endgame Takes Shape, 32 NAT'L J. 628 (2000);

Alexis Simendinger, The Paper Wars, 3o NAT'L J. 1732 (1998).
145 See supra note 6.
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Today I am announcing broad executive action to protect the young peo-
ple of the United States from the awful dangers of tobacco .... Today
and every day this year, 3,000 young people will begin to smoke. One
thousand of them ultimately will die of ... diseases caused by smoking
.... Therefore, by executive authority, I will restrict sharply the advertis-
ing, promotion, distribution, and marketing of cigarettes to teenagers. I do
this on the basis of the best available scientific evidence .... Fourteen

months of study by the Food and Drug Administration confirms what we
all know: Cigarettes and smokeless tobacco are harmful, highly addictive,
and aggressively marketed to our young people .... So today I am au-

thorizing the Food and Drug Administration to initiate a broad series of
steps all designed to stop sales and marketing of cigarettes and smokeless
tobacco to children. 146

With that, Clinton laid out the six principal measures proposed in the
rule to limit the marketing and advertising of tobacco to children, and
noted that Congress could make the rule unnecessary by passing legis-
lation containing these restrictions. 147  The announcement by the
President effectively opened the public comment period (here, lasting
ninety days) that the APA requires for regulations. Following the
comment period, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (a compo-
nent of an executive branch agency), with the participation of White
House, OMB, and Justice Department staff, spent some nine months
preparing the 92 i-page final rule and supporting annex. Although the
final rule incorporated a number of changes, none went to the heart of
the regulatory proposal (or to the President's public comments). 148

The final documents, containing new proscriptions on tobacco manu-
facturers and vendors, a statement of the health-related justifications
for those proscriptions, and a lengthy defense of FDA jurisdiction over
the issue, nowhere mentioned the President; rules, as a historic matter,
very rarely have done so, and this one was no exception. Nonetheless,
Clinton stepped up again to announce the issuance of the rule, this
time in a Rose Garden ceremony.149

On May 23, 1999, Clinton publicly entered a rulemaking at an even
earlier stage - not with the announcement of a proposed regulation,

146 The President's News Conference, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1237 (Aug. 10, 1995).
147 See id. at 1237-38.

148 See Regulations Restricting the Sale and Distribution of Cigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco

to Protect Children and Adolescents, 61 Fed. Reg. 44,396 (Aug. 28, 1996) (codified at 21 C.F.R.

pts. 8oi, 803, 804, 807, 820 & 897); Annex: Nicotine in Cigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco Is a

Drug and These Products Are Nicotine Delivery Devices Under the Federal Food, Drug, and

Cosmetic Act: Jurisdictional Determination, 61 Fed. Reg. 44,619 (Aug. 28, 1996). By a 5-4 vote,

the Supreme Court ultimately struck down the rule as exceeding the FDA's authority under the

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. See FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 120 S. Ct. 1291,

1315-16 (2000).
149 Remarks Announcing the Final Rule To Protect Youth from Tobacco, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1332

(Aug. 23, 1996).
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but before there was any proposal to speak of. Delivering one of his
yearly commencement addresses, Clinton announced that he would
"us[e] [his] executive authority as President" to "direct[] the Secretary
of Labor to issue a rule to allow States to offer paid leave to new
mothers and fathers" through the unemployment insurance system.150

A written memorandum accompanying this announcement gave the
Secretary slightly more leeway than did Clinton's oral remarks, but
also made the announcement official. It stated:

I hereby direct the Secretary of Labor to propose regulations that enable
States to develop innovative ways of using the Unemployment Insurance
(UI) system to support parents on leave following the birth or adoption of
a child .... In this effort, the Department of Labor is to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of using the UI system for these or related purposes. 13 l

A little more than six months later, Clinton appeared with the Secre-
tary and others to announce the proposed Labor Department rule,
which indeed would allow states to use the unemployment insurance
system to offer paid leave to new parents. Although the public com-
ment period on this proposal had yet to begin, Clinton spoke of the
plan (as he had of the proposed tobacco regulation) as essentially con-
summated. He contended in this announcement that "giving States
the flexibility to experiment with paid employment leave is one of the
best things we can do to strengthen our families," stated that "[w]ith
this act, the United States joins the rest of the world's advanced
economies, all of whom already have some form of paid leave for par-
ents," and expressed his "hope [that] States will take advantage of this
new option."5 2  Six months later still, following OMB review of a
draft rule, Clinton used his weekly radio address to unveil the final
Department of Labor regulation, which in fact gave states this op-
tion.'5

3

B. Techniques: Review, Directives, and Appropriation

Presidential administration during the Clinton Presidency pro-
ceeded in three stages, each of which played some role in one or both

150 Commencement Address at Grambling State University in Grambling, Louisiana, x PUB.

PAPERS 836, 839 (May 23, 1999).
151 Memorandum on New Tools To Help Parents Balance Work and Family, I PUB. PAPERS

841, 841 (May 24, 1999).
152 Remarks Prior to Departure for San Francisco, California, and an Exchange with Report-

ers, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 2466, 2466 (Nov. 30, I999). While the rule was in the pro-
posal stage, Clinton also announced in a weekly radio address that he would ask Congress to ap-
prove a $20 million competitive grant program to help states develop new approaches for
providing paid parental leave, whether through the unemployment insurance system or in some
other manner. The President's Radio Address, 36 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 292 (Feb. 12,

2OO0).
153 The President's Radio Address, 36 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. Doc. 1333 (June 1o, 2000).
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of the examples just cited. The first and most important was the use
of formal directives (generally styled as memoranda to the heads of
departments) instructing one or more agencies to propose a rule or per-
form some other administrative action within a set period of time.
Consider here the directive to the Secretary of Labor to issue a pro-
posed regulation on the use of unemployment insurance for paid fam-
ily leave. The second, applying to rules alone, was a modified form of
OMB review, in practice less intrusive on agency decisionmaking than
Reagan's, but in theory going further - and in doing so, providing a
harbinger of the other two methods of presidential control. The third
was the personal appropriation by Clinton of regulatory action, ac-
complished through regular public events sending a message, to the
public and agency officials alike, that the action in question was his
own rather than the agency's product. Consider here the number of
public announcements Clinton made in connection with the tobacco
and family leave rules and the rhetoric he used in these announce-
ments. I discuss below these three techniques or modes of presidential
control, which together comprised the arsenal Clinton used to impress
his policy and political agenda on administrative decisionmaking.

i. Review. - Of these techniques, Clinton's OMB review process
counts, however paradoxically, as both the least significant and the
most foundational. The process in operation largely followed the
Reagan model, except probably to less effect. Yet the executive order
that established the process, issued in the first year of the Clinton
Presidency, implicitly articulated a stronger view than its predecessor
had of the President's authority over the administrative state - most
notably, as to the question whether the President had ultimate power
over the exercise of discretion delegated to agency officials. The an-
swer provided in the executive order - a not quite absolute yes -
suggested an aggressive attitude on Clinton's part toward the adminis-
trative state and portended his development of other techniques, out-
side the OMB review process, to assert this power. For this reason,
Clinton's executive order on OMB regulatory review is the appropriate
place to start this discussion.

President Clinton's Executive Order 12,866, issued in September
1993 as a replacement for Executive Orders 12,291 and 12,498, re-
tained the most important features of President Reagan's oversight
system. The new order again required that agencies submit major
regulations to OMB for review.'14 It made clear that cost-benefit
analysis, to the extent permitted by the relevant statute, would con-

154 Exec. Order No. 12,866 §§ 2(b), 6(aX3XB), 3 C.F.R. 638, 640, 645 (1993), reprinted in 5

U.S.C. § 6ox (994).
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tinue to serve as the basic criterion in assessing regulatory decisions."' 5

And it established an annual regulatory planning process similar to
that initiated by Executive Order 12,498.156

The differences in the new order that most observers highlighted
were those moderating controversial aspects of the Reagan oversight
system.'57 As an initial matter, much of the rhetoric in the order
downplayed the substantive importance of OMB's role in reviewing
agency decisions. The order listed as one of its objectives "to reaffirm
the primacy of Federal agencies in the regulatory decision-making pro-
cess" and pledged that "the regulatory process shall be conducted
... with due regard to the discretion that has been entrusted to the
Federal agencies."'158 Backing up this statement of intent, the order
limited the time available for OMB review, thus preventing OMB from
using delay as a tool for pressuring agencies to revise proposed rules.15 9

The order further restructured the regulatory planning process to en-
courage earlier consultation and coordination between OMB and the
agencies in an effort to reduce the incidence of last-minute conflicts in
the review process. Finally, the order suggested a generally more posi-
tive attitude toward regulatory efforts, particularly on health and
safety matters. In addition to reciting language about the potential
benefits of regulation, the order eased the mandate that agencies use
cost-benefit analysis as the basis of decisionmaking by authorizing the
agencies to incorporate in this analysis "equity," "distributive impacts,"
and "qualitative measures. ' 160 A later executive order continued in the
same vein by requiring agencies to conduct, and submit to OIRA for
review, evaluations of the environmental, health, or safety effects on
children of proposed major regulations.16'

Perhaps the most heralded changes in the new executive order re-
lated to ex parte contacts and disclosure issues. Under the order, only
the Administrator of OIRA could receive oral communications from
persons outside the executive branch, and agency personnel had the
right to be present at any such meeting.1 62 The order further required
OIRA to forward to the relevant agency all written communications

'55 Id. §§ i(b)(5), x(b)(6), 6(a)(3)(B)(ii), 6(a)(3)(C), 3 C.F.R. at 639, 645.
156 Compare id. § 4, with Exec. Order No. 12,498, 3 C.F.R. 323 (1985) (repealed 1993).

157 See Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 27 (stating that "Executive Order 12866 is significant

mostly for the constraints it imposes on presidential oversight"); Shane, supra note 3, at 192 (stat-
ing that the Clinton order intended to achieve "greater consistency between the aims of regulatory
review and the value structure animating Congress, greater deference to individual agencies as
policy makers, and more openness in regulatory review').

158 Exec. Order No. 12,866 pmbl., 3 C.F.R. at 638.
159 Id. § 6(b)(2), 3 C.F.R. at 646-47.
160 Id. § i(a), 3 C.F.R. at 639.

161 Exec. Order No. 13,045, 3 C.F.R. 198 (1997), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. § 4321 (Supp. III i997).

162 Exec. Order No. 12,866 § 6(b)(4 )(A)-(B)(i), 3 C.F.R. at 647.
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from outsiders and to maintain a log, available to the public, of both
written and oral communications involving these parties. 163 And after
publication of the regulatory action (or a decision not to go forward
with it), OIRA was required to disclose all written communications be-
tween itself and the agency.164 Taken together, these provisions sub-
stantially opened the review process to public view and comment.

The new review system produced fewer battles between OMB and
the agencies than had occurred in the Reagan and Bush Administra-
tions, although the reasons are uncertain. Some statistics suggest no
less activism by Clinton's OMB than by its two predecessors. Of the
rules reviewed by the Clinton OMB, the percentage approved without
change sharply decreased from prior years, the percentage approved
with change increased proportionately, and the small percentage either
returned to or withdrawn by the initiating agency remained roughly
constant. 165 These figures may imply that the abatement of open con-
flict between OMB and the agencies in the Clinton years had less to do
with decreased scrutiny in the review process than with the absence of
a Democratic Congress ready to ally itself with the agencies in defense
of regulation. But that analysis is open to question on two grounds.
First, the statistics to some degree compare apples and oranges, be-
cause the Clinton OMB chose to review fewer rules than did its prede-
cessors, so as to focus resources on the most important; thus, an
equivalent percentage return by the Clinton OMB of this smaller
group of rules would indicate decreased activism if prior OMBs re-
turned only (or mostly) rules meeting this level of significance. Second,
the statistics cannot negate the possibility that the Clinton OMB, even
if revising or returning the same number of important rules, chose less
often than prior OMBs to cross swords with the agencies on the most
critical matters. On this hypothesis, the lack of conflict arising from
regulatory review in the Clinton years indeed resulted from a less in-
terventionist stance on the part of OMB, attributable either to the def-
erence pledged to agencies in the new executive order or to a conver-
gence of views about regulatory policy between rulemaking agencies
and the OMB of a Democratic President.166

163 Id. § 6(b)(4 )(B)(ii), 6(b)(4)(C), 3 C.F.R. at 647-48.
164 Id. § 6(b)(4 )(D), 3 C.F.R. at 648.

165 See CORNELIUS M. KERWIN, RULEMAKING: How GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WRITE

LAW AND MAKE POLICY 222 tbl.6-5 (2d ed. 1999) (summarizing these statistics).
166 This hypothesis may receive support from recent empirical findings that the Clinton OMB

failed to enforce rigorously its requirement that agencies include full cost-benefit analyses (includ-

ing consideration of alternatives) in their regulatory impact statements. See Robert W. Hahn, Ja-

son K. Burnett, Yee-Ho I. Chan, Elizabeth A. Mader, and Petrea R. Moyle, Assessing Regulatory

Impact Analyses: The Failure of Agencies To Comply With Executive Order z2,866, 23 HARV. J.L.

& PUB. POL'Y 859, 861-62 (2000). The authors of this study note, however, that economic analy-
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But beneath the apparent restraint of the Clinton executive order,
as both written and applied, lay two hints of an expansive understand-
ing of the President's authority over the sphere of administration. The
first came in the executive order's treatment of independent agencies.
Whereas the Reagan orders had exempted the independent agencies,
the Clinton order included them to a certain extent. Although not re-
quiring the independent agencies to submit individual rules for review,
the order did subject the independents to the regulatory planning
process administered by OMB and overseen by the Vice President. 167

This provision enabled the other participants in the process (including
the Vice President) to "request further consideration" of proposed rules
that appeared in conflict with other agency action, the regulatory prin-
ciples set out in the executive order, or "the President's priorities. '168

Clinton might have taken this extra step because he had less reason
than Reagan to fear the reaction of a still-Democratic Congress, but
the provision nonetheless signified a strong commitment to presidential
oversight of administration, extending even beyond the executive
branch to the independent agencies. 169

Even more important, the Clinton executive order, unlike the
Reagan orders, suggested that the President had authority to direct ex-
ecutive department (though not independent agency) heads in the ex-
ercise of their delegated rulemaking power. The order did so by set-
ting up a formal process, with the President serving as arbiter, for
resolving disputes arising out of OMB review. According to the order,
conflicts between agencies or between OMB and an agency were to be
resolved, "[t]o the extent permitted by law, ... by the President, or by
the Vice President acting at the request of the President, with the rele-
vant agency head (and, as appropriate, other interested government of-
ficials)."' 70  If the last clause in this provision raised a question
whether agency heads had some shared role in making these decisions
(beyond the opportunity to present their views to the President), a later
provision suggested they did not: "At the end of this review process,

ses of regulations by agencies "were not necessarily better" in the Reagan and Bush Administra-
tions. See id. at 879 n.5I.

167 Exec. Order No. 12,866 § 4(c), 3 C.F.R. at 642.
168 Id. § 4(c)(4)-(6), 3 C.F.R. at 643.

169 See Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 29 (discussing the inclusion of independent agencies

in the Clinton executive order). Although extending the President's authority over the independ-
ent agencies in this way, the Clinton Administration declined to pursue the Reagan Administra-
tion's legal campaign, mentioned in note 124, above, against these agencies' very existence. Cass
Sunstein has suggested to me in comments on this Article that the reason legal scholars have ne-
glected Clinton's involvement in administrative decisionmaking relates to this abandonment of
the constitutional attack on independent agencies. If so, my claim that legal scholarship has fo-
cused excessively on the constitutional status of independent agencies, see supra pp. 2273-74, be-
comes even stronger.

170 Exec. Order No. 12,866 § 7, 3 C.F.R. at 648.
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the President, or the Vice President acting at the request of the Presi-
dent, shall notify the affected agency ... of the President's decision
with respect to the matter."171 The order, to be sure, included the
phrase "to the extent permitted by law," thus allowing a resistant
agency head to argue that the law prohibited presidential displacement
of her authority - otherwise put, that the law enabled the President to
issue only an advisory opinion. But the fairly clear premise of the or-
der was that the simple delegation of rulemaking authority to a speci-
fied agency head (the kind of delegation which underlies almost all
regulations) would not prevent the President from making a final deci-
sion. There was no hint that the qualifying phrase would swallow the
conflict resolution procedure.

It is questionable whether this provision made much difference in
the actual practice of OMB review of regulations. First, Presidents
Reagan and Bush had found moderately effective, if informal, ways to
resolve conflicts between OMB and an agency (or between different
agencies). 7 2 Indeed, much of the Democratic Congress's criticism of
rulemaking in these administrations focused on the way the EOP
(OMB itself or the White House) had succeeded in altering or even
displacing agency judgments. Viewed from this perspective, the Clin-
ton executive order's provision on conflict resolution might have
seemed only a way of making the emergent exercise of presidential
power over administrative action more open and accountable to the
public. 17 3 Second and conversely, officials in the Clinton administra-
tion in fact used this formal procedure very rarely. 74  Perhaps few
disputes rose to this level of importance; or perhaps officials in both
the EOP and the agencies found advantages in the use of more infor-
mal - that is, less open and accountable - ways of resolving even
significant conflicts. In either event, the dispute resolution provision
of the Clinton executive order did not change the essential way that
OMB regulatory review operated.

As a theoretical matter, however, the conflict resolution provision of
the Clinton executive order constituted a striking assertion of executive
authority. Consider here the historical context: Presidents before
Reagan, as the ABA study noted, usually had shunned direct EOP in-
volvement in any administrative rulemaking, and even Reagan, in cre-

171 Id.
172 See supra pp. 2278-8o.

173 Pildes and Sunstein understand the provision in this way. See Pildes & Sunstein, supra note
3, at 27.

174 Sally Katzen, the Administrator of OIRA from 1993 through I998, can recall only one occa-
sion on which a dispute between OMB and an agency went to President Clinton as contemplated
by this provision. Telephone Interview with Sally Katzen, former Administrator of OIRA (Mar. 2,
2001).
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ating a mechanism for this involvement, had disclaimed any authority
ultimately to displace the judgment of agency officials. 7 s The Clinton
order, by contrast, implied precisely this power - presidential direc-
tive authority over discretionary decisions assigned by Congress to
specified executive branch officials (other than the President). Under
this view, the President would not need to resort to his power of re-
moval over executive branch heads to ensure a certain rulemaking re-
sult: that result would - or at least should - follow by virtue of a
presidential (displacing a secretarial) order.Y6 For the Clinton execu-
tive order to make this claim was to say something significant about
the nature of the relationship between the agencies and the President
- to say that they were his and so too were their decisions. That as-
sertion, although proving to have a marginal impact in the sphere of
OMB review, served as the foundation for the innovative techniques
Clinton used in other contexts, to far greater practical effect, to im-
press his own regulatory views on the administrative agencies.

2. Directives. - The claim of directive authority Clinton made in
his executive order manifested itself most concretely and importantly
in the frequent issuance of formal and published memoranda to execu-
tive branch agency heads instructing them to take specified action
within the scope of the discretionary power delegated to them by Con-
gress. These directives, issued prior to OMB review (in the case of
rules) or independent of this review (in the case of other administrative
action, not subject to the OMB process), enabled Clinton and his
White House staff to instigate, rather than merely check, administra-
tive action. The memoranda became, ever increasingly over the course
of eight years, Clinton's primary means, self-consciously undertaken,
both of setting an administrative agenda that reflected and advanced
his policy and political preferences and of ensuring the execution of
this program.

To view in context Clinton's use of these directives to initiate and
shape administrative action, consider first a decades-old legislative
proposal, initially made by Lloyd Cutler' 77 shortly before he began his
tenure as Counsel to President Carter and subsequently adopted with
slight modification by the American Bar Association report to which I

175 See supra p. 2277; p. 2278 & note 126. As noted earlier, see supra p. 225o, and as discussed
in section IV.A, pp. 2320-31, below, this disclaimer coincided with the generally accepted -
though never judicially settled - view of the President's legal authority.

176 I discuss in the next section, whether this directive power makes any practical difference -
otherwise stated, whether it adds anything of significance to the removal power - in the actual,
workaday world of politics and administration.

177 See Lloyd N. Cutler & David R. Johnson, Regulation and the Political Process, 84 YALE
L.J. 1395, 1414-17 (1975).
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referred earlier.178 Cutler proposed that Congress enact a statute giv-
ing the President authority to:

[D]irect any regulatory agency (a) to take up and decide a regulatory issue
within a specified period of time, or (b) to modify or reverse an agency
policy, rule, regulation, or decision .... Such action could be taken only
by Executive Order published in the Federal Register, setting forth presi-
dential findings that the action or inaction of an agency on a regulatory is-
sue ... threatened to interfere with or delay the achievement of an impor-
tant national objective, and stating the reasons for such findings. 1 9

Cutler made clear in explicating this proposal that the directive au-
thority he contemplated was substantive in nature: it included the au-
thority, with respect to both initiation and repeal of agency action, not
only to compel consideration of an issue (as the language of section (a)
might have suggested), but also to compel a particular result (as the
language of section (b) indicated). 80 Cutler proposed that Congress
grant the President this power over both independent agencies and ex-
ecutive branch agencies, given that the latter were currently "no more
subject to presidential directives on specific policy issues" than were
the former.' 8 ' The ABA amended the proposal only by insisting that
the regulatory action in question be "critical" in nature.182

Presidents, of course, discovered long ago that they could use ex-
ecutive orders and similar vehicles (for example, proclamations) to take
various unilateral actions, sometimes of considerable importance.18 3

Consider, by no means as typical examples but as historical highlights,
Thomas Jefferson's Louisiana Purchase, Theodore Roosevelt's reserva-
tion of public lands for a system of national parks, Harry Truman's
desegregation of the armed forces, Lyndon Johnson's requirement that
federal contractors adopt affirmative action policies, and as already
seen, Ronald Reagan's initiation of OMB regulatory review. Most ex-
ecutive orders, significant and insignificant alike, involved (if foreign
policy orders are placed to the side) the administration of public lands,
the public workforce, or other public operations - although they also
sometimes affected, and indeed were intended to affect, nongovern-

178 See ROADS TO REFORM, supra note 12o, at 79-84; supra p. 2277.
179 Cutler & Johnson, supra note 177, at 1414-15.
180 See id. at 1418 ("Under our proposal the President... would have the power to set and exe-

cute [national policy] priorities when he believes that an agency has failed to do so.").
181 Id. at 1404 n.28.
182 ROADS TO REFORM, supra note 12o, at 79.
183 For discussions of these actions, which both the legal and the political science literature

largely ignored until recently, see Phillip J. Cooper, Power Tools for an Effective and Responsible
Presidency, 29 ADMIN. & SOC'Y 529, 531-40 (997); George A. Krause & David B. Cohen, Presi-
dential Use of Executive Orders, z953-1994, 25 AM. POL. Q. 458, 458-74 (I997); and Terry M.
Moe & William G. Howell, The Presidential Power of Unilateral Action, i5 J.L. ECON. & ORG.
132,1I55-6 10999).
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mental actors.1 8 4  The President in these cases, whether claiming au-
thorization from a federal statute delegating him power or from the
Constitution itself, asserted his right as head of the executive branch to
determine how its internal processes and constituent units were to
function.

President Clinton issued his full share of these orders, thus continu-
ing what some scholars see as a modern trend toward increased use of
this tool of administration and policy. s Although no single order
equaled in consequence the few historic examples just cited, the sum
total significantly affected federal operations and often, albeit indi-
rectly, the actions of private parties. Clinton, for example, designated
vast tracts of public land as national monuments, thus placing them
off-limits to development and other commercial activity.8 6 He also ex-
tended federal nondiscrimination policies to prohibit actions based on
sexual orientation, parental status, and genetic information; 87 initiated
procurement policies to prevent federal contracting with companies
making use of striker replacements or child labor; 8 ordered federal
entities to comply with certain energy and environmental policies; 18 9

required federal agencies to hire set numbers of welfare recipients and
people with disabilities, to adopt new workplace rules relating to reli-
gious expression and family and medical leave, and to ensure the pay-
ment of child support by their employees; 190 and, as discussed above,

184 Phillip J. Cooper, By Order of the President: Administration by Executive Order and Proc-

lamation, 18 ADMIN. & SOC'Y 233, 238 (I986).
185 See Moe & Howell, supra note 183, at 133 (arguing that "the president's formal capacity for

taking unilateral action" through the promulgation of executive orders and similar vehicles "has

grown over time and become more consequential" such that it today "virtually defines what is

distinctively modern about the modern American presidency").
186 E.g., Proclamation No. 7295, Establishment of the Giant Sequoia National Monument, 3

C.F.R. 6o (2000); Proclamation No. 7265, Establishment of the Grand Canyon-Parashant National
Monument, 3 C.F.R. 7 (2000); Proclamation No. 6920, Establishment of the Grand Staircase-

Escalante National Monument, 3 C.F.R. 64 (5996). See generally Margaret Kriz, Call of the Wild,

31 NAT'L J. 3038, 3039 (1999) (detailing the extent of these designations).
187 Exec. Order No. 53,152, 3 C.F.R. 264 (2000) (parental status); Exec. Order No. 53,145, 3

C.F.R. 235 (2000) (genetic information); Exec. Order No. 13,087, 3 C.F.R. 191 (5998) (sexual orien-
tation).

188 Exec. Order No. 13,126, 3 C.F.R. 195 (1999) (child labor), reprinted in 41 U.S.C. § 35 (Supp.

V 1999); Exec. Order No. 52,954, 3 C.F.R. 329 (1995) (striker replacements), reprinted in 40

U.S.C. § 486 (Supp. I 1995). An appellate court struck down the striker replacement order on the
ground that it conflicted with the National Labor Relations Act. Chamber of Commerce v. Reich,

74 F. 3 d 1322, 1339 (D.C. Cir. 1996).
189 Exec. Order No. 53,149, 3 C.F.R. 254 (2000); Exec. Order No. 13,523, 3 C.F.R. 18o (999);

Exec. Order No. 13,031, 3 C.F.R. 245 (1996), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. § 53,212 (Supp. II 1996).

190 Exec. Order No. 13,563, 3 C.F.R. 285 (2000) (disabilities); Memorandum on Religious Exer-

cise and Religious Expression in the Federal Workplace, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1504 (Aug. 14, 1997);

Memorandum on Expanded Family and Medical Leave Policies, x PUB. PAPERS 432 (Apr. iI,

1997); Memorandum on Government Employment for Welfare Recipients, i PUB. PAPERS 266
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substituted his own scheme of regulatory review for that of President
Reagan.

Cutler's proposal, however, concerned orders of a different kind.
Whereas traditional executive orders addressed federal lands, employ-
ees, and operations, Cutler's proposed orders would have addressed
the regulation of parties outside the government. The distinction, to
be sure, might have little significance in certain cases: for example,
Reagan's orders on regulatory review, though technically affecting only
governmental processes, exceeded in importance, to regulated entities
and regulatory beneficiaries alike, any directive he could have issued
specifying the content of a regulation. But across the wide range of
cases, the two kinds of authority - to direct the structure and proc-
esses of government on the one hand and to direct substantive regula-
tory policy on the other - permit different actions and produce differ-
ent results, and Cutler's proposal thus countenanced a significant
increase in presidential power over agency action. In addition,
whereas traditional executive orders usually had relied on a claimed
delegation (through a statute or the Constitution) to the President
alone, Cutler's proposed orders would have operated on top of a statu-
tory delegation to an agency official. This difference would have made
no difference if, as Cutler advocated, Congress were to pass legislation
specifically authorizing the President to direct agency officials in the
exercise of their statutory discretion; then, a "superdelegation" would
exist to countenance the superimposition of presidential authority. But
in the absence of this legislation (as Cutler implicitly conceded by call-
ing for its passage), Cutler's proposed orders would raise questions of
legality inapplicable to orders of the more traditional kind.' 91

President Clinton's principal innovation in the effort to influence
administrative action lay in initiating a regular practice, despite these
outstanding questions, of issuing formal directives to executive branch
officials regarding the exercise of their statutory discretion - effec-
tively doing something very like what Cutler and the ABA had pro-
posed without the authorizing legislation they had recommended. 192

(Mar. 8, '997); Exec. Order No. 12,953, 3 C.F.R. 325 (r995) (child support), reprinted in 42 U.S.C.
§ 65g (Supp. I 1995).

191 I will address these legal questions - otherwise stated, whether the President has authority

to direct an agency official in the exercise of discretion delegated specifically to her - in section
IV.A, pp. 2320-31, below. I do not mean to suggest here that the traditional kind of executive or-
der is always legal; the legality of such an order will depend on its terms and the delegations
thought to justify it. My point is only that in the absence of legislation specifically authorizing the
practice, a presidential order directing an administrative official as to the exercise of power legis-
latively delegated to her (rather than to the President) raises a distinct set of legal questions.

192 As discussed in the next section, the scope of Clinton's directives fell short of the ambit al-

lowable under Cutler's proposal in that they applied only to executive branch agencies. See infra
pp. 23o6-07. They went beyond this ambit, however, in that they concerned not only rulemaking
but also other administrative action. See infra p. 2308.
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The directive authority claimed but never really used within the OMB
process became prior to and outside that process a powerful mecha-
nism for steering the administrative state toward Clinton's policy ob-
jectives. Clinton thus added to the system of presidential oversight
that he had inherited a scheme for direct presidential intervention.

Some numerical comparisons of presidential directives since 1980
tell the story.193 President Reagan issued, by my count, nine directives
to heads of domestic policy agencies regarding substantive regulatory
policy - four in his first term and five in his second. His first direc-
tive, issued in conjunction with his initiation of the OMB review proc-
ess, postponed all proposed and pending regulations for a short pe-
riod; 194 his most detailed subsequent directives concerned nuclear
energy, narcotics, HIV, and family policy.' 95 President Bush issued
four directives in his single term, two imposing moratoria on rulemak-
ing and ordering an administration-wide review and reform of existing
regulations, 196 and two relating to discrete policy issues.' 97 President
Clinton, by contrast, issued 107 of these orders. Beginning slowly, he

193 I do not include in these statistics any directives not communicated to agencies in written

form and contemporaneously released to the public. I consider below the possibility that Presi-
dents prior to Clinton may have instructed agencies in more informal ways to commence regula-
tory action. See infra pp. 2298-99. I also do not include in these statistics presidential directives
regarding only management of federal operations, employees, or lands, of the kind I have de-
scribed above. See supra pp. 2291-92. It is possible, given the room for judgment in making this
categorization and the simple potential for error in reviewing many volumes of presidential pa-
pers, that other researchers might arrive at slightly different numbers; I do not think, however,
that any could challenge the essential comparative point made in this paragraph. Finally, I did
not review, given the constraints of time, the directives of Presidents prior to Reagan. The general
consensus, as I noted earlier, is that these earlier Presidents and White House staffs took a less
active role in administrative policymaking. See supra p. 2277. In addition, two persons I inter-
viewed for this Article, who served in both the Carter and the Clinton Administrations (respec-
tively, at the Justice and Education Departments), confirmed that the Clinton White House inter-
vened far more aggressively in directing administrative policy. Interview with Philip Heymann,
former Deputy Attorney General and former Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Divi-
sion, in Cambridge, Mass. (Jan. 9, 2000); Telephone Interview with Marshall Smith, former Acting
Deputy Secretary of Education and former Chief of Staff to the Secretary of Education (Feb. 22,

2001) [hereinafter Smith Interview].
194 See Memorandum Postponing Pending Federal Regulations, PUB. PAPERS 63 (Jan. 29,

198i).
195 See Memorandums on Governmentwide Family Policy, PUB. PAPERS 1139 (Sept. 9, 1988);

Memorandums on the Human Immunodeficiency Virus Epidemic, PUB. PAPERS 1027-30 (Aug. 5,
1988); Memorandum on Federal Initiatives for a Drug-Free America, PUB. PAPERS 1325 (Oct. 4,
1986); Statement Announcing a Series of Policy Initiatives on Nuclear Energy, PUB. PAPERS 903
(Oct. 8, 1981). None of Reagan's directives instructed agency heads to commence or complete
rulemaking proceedings.

196 See Memorandum on Implementing Regulatory Reforms, PUB. PAPERS 665 (Apr. 29, 1992);

Memorandum on Reducing the Burden of Government Regulation, PUB. PAPERS 166-68 (Jan.
28, 1992).

197 See Memorandum on Social Security Card Changes, PUB. PAPERS 220 (Feb. io, 1992);

Memorandum on Education of Hispanic Americans, PUB. PAPERS x659 (Dec. 6, 1989).
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issued five, four, and six, respectively, in his first three years in office;
then leaping to another plateau, he issued in subsequent years seven-
teen, seventeen, eighteen, twenty, and twenty.

A review of one three-month period - roughly corresponding to
the second quarter of 1999 - gives an initial sense of the variety of

these directives.198 During that period, in addition to directing the
Secretary of Labor to propose the unemployment insurance regulation
mentioned earlier,19 9 Clinton (in chronological order) directed the At-
torney General and the Secretary of Education to collect and dissemi-
nate data on hate crimes in schools and colleges; 200 directed the Secre-
tary of Energy and the Administrator of the EPA to analyze and
report data relating to carbon dioxide emissions;20 1 directed a wide
range of agency heads to undertake a joint effort with state and local
government agencies to reduce crime in seaport cities;202 directed the
Administrator of the EPA and the Secretaries of Agriculture and the
Interior to propose a rule and adopt enforcement measures to enhance
environmental protection of the nation's waters;20 3 directed the Attor-
ney General and Secretaries of the Treasury and Interior to collect and
report data on racial profiling; 20 4 and directed the Secretaries of HHS
and the Treasury to adopt new standards and enforcement policies to
enhance the safety of imported foods.205 The mandates specified in
these directives were often quite detailed: the directive on imported
foods, for example, instructed the Secretaries to .increase inspections,
prevent "port shopping" by importers, set standards for private labora-
tories engaged in analyzing imported food, and impose enhanced civil
monetary penalties on importers who had violated food safety laws
and regulations.

20 6

Presidential directives of this kind, in the view of both Clinton and
his closest White House advisors, constituted a central part of his gov-
erning strategy; stated more precisely, directives to agency heads were

198 In section III.C, pp. 2303-o6, below, I attempt to show how Clinton's various techniques of

controlling administration, including but not limited to the issuance of formal directives, worked

together to shape regulatory policymaking in two discrete areas - health care and firearms con-

trol. I have chosen the three-month period I review here in large part because consideration of

the directives issued in this period will not overlap with that discussion.
199 See supra p. 2284.
200 Memorandum on Hate Crimes in Schools and College Campuses, i PUB. PAPERS 505 (Apr.

6, 1999).
201 Memorandum on Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reporting, I PUB. PAPERS 561 (Apr. 15, i999).

202 Memorandum on Establishment of the Interagency Commission on Crime and Security in

U.S. Seaports, I PUB. PAPERS 649 (Apr. 27, 1999).
203 Memorandum on Clean Water Protection, I PUB. PAPERS 857 (May 29, 1999).

204 Memorandum on Fairness in Law Enforcement, I PUB. PAPERS 9o6 (June 9, 1999).

20S Memorandum on the Safety of Imported Foods, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 1277 (July

3, 1999).
206 Id.
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a critical means of spurring administrative initiatives, and these initia-
tives were an important aspect of his tenure in office. In addressing a
question about his use of one executive order, Clinton declared with
some pride: "I think if you go back over the whole reach of our tenure
here, I have always tried to use the executive authority."0 7 Clinton
frequently instructed White House advisors to devise and prepare ex-
ecutive directives on matters of administrative policy, and indeed
many members of his White House staff, including some of his closest
advisors, understood that task to be a central part of their portfolio. 208

One of his closest domestic policy advisors, referring to these direc-
tives, remarked that "it's a broader way of thinking about the Presi-
dency ... not just what you can do legislatively, but the full panoply
of what you can do with the office."20 9 A self-conscious effort in the
last year of his Presidency to generate still more of these orders became
known in Washington circles as "Project Podesta," named after the
then-chief of staff of the White House.210  Another, equally close do-
mestic policy advisor noted in that year, "We joke about it, but we ex-
pect that we'll be producing executive orders until the morning he
leaves office." 211  Six months later, the same advisor was still at the
task; preparing for what would become an especially aggressive end-
of-Presidency finale, he commented: "We're approaching the next six
months the same way we've approached the last seven and a half
years" with the President "determined to get as much as he can done

through executive action. '212

207 The President's News Conference, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 2537, 2541 (Dec. 8,
1999).

208 Telephone Interview with Rahm Emanuel, former Senior Advisor to the President for Policy

and Strategy (Dec. ii, 2000) [hereinafter Emanuel Interview]; Telephone Interview with Bruce N.
Reed, former Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy and Director of the Domestic Policy
Council (Dec. I1I, 2000) [hereinafter Reed Interview].

209 James Bennet & Robert Pear, How a Presidency Was Defined by the Thousand Parts of Its
Sum, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 8, 1997, at Ax (quoting Gene Sperling, former Assistant to the President
for Economic Policy and Director of the National Economic Council) (internal quotation marks
omitted).

210 Washington Whispers, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., Nov. i, 1999, at 13.
211 Alexis Simendinger, An Executive Endgame Takes Shape, 32 NAT'L J. 628, 628 (2000) (quot-

ing Reed) (internal quotation marks omitted). The frequency of these orders indeed became some-
thing of a Washington joke. At a White House Correspondents Association dinner, an event
noted for its self-mocking speeches, Clinton said: "I took a look at those ticket prices. They seem
pretty high to me. So tonight, by Executive order, I am authorizing the release of i,ooo additional
tickets." Remarks at the White House Correspondents Association Dinner, i PUB. PAPERS 689,
69o (May 4, 1996).

212 Charles Babington & Joby Warwick, White House Seeks Legacy in New Rules, WASH.
POST, Aug. 25, 20oo, at Ai (quoting Reed) (internal quotation marks omitted); see David E.
Rosenbaum, Bush Rules! It's Good To Be the President, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 28, 2001, § 4, at 16
(noting the preliminary findings of one academic researcher that no President had succeeded in
locking in as many "midnight regulations" as Clinton did).
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The significance of this stream of directives turns in part on two
inversely related questions. First, to what extent did the directives
only ratify initiatives that the agencies would have taken independ-

ently? If the directives did no more than put in President Clinton's
voice, presumably for public relations purposes, decisions the agencies
had already reached, then the practice would seem barely relevant to

the study of administration (though perhaps still important to the

study of the Presidency). Second, to what extent did the directives
only formalize decisions that the White House could have imposed on
agencies by other means? If the directives did no more than make of-

ficial an otherwise informal practice, then they might seem less than
fundamental as a tool for establishing presidential control of adminis-
trative action.

The first question elicits a consistent response from both White
House and agency officials involved, who note varying but often sig-
nificant White House participation in formulating the content of the
directives, as well as in overseeing their execution. 213 The initial ideas
for the regulatory actions ordered came sometimes from the agencies,
but often from policy advisors in the White House, most notably those
in the Domestic Policy and National Economic Councils.2 14 Consulta-
tions between the White House and agencies concerned the substan-
tive policy at issue, as well as such ancillary matters as the appropriate
specificity of the directive (and thus the amount of discretion left to the
agency) and the requisite timeline.21 5  The staff, deputies, or heads of
the agencies and White House policy councils typically resolved any
disagreements, with the level of decisionmaking dependent on the mat-
ter's importance; on very few occasions did disputes reach the Presi-
dent before one side deferred to the other. All parties to the process,
however, shared a background understanding (consistent with the view

213 The material in this paragraph comes from my own recollections and telephone interviews

with, among others, the following persons. See Emanuel Interview, supra note 2o8; Reed Inter-

view, supra note 208; Telephone Interview with William Schultz, former Deputy Commissioner of

the FDA (Feb. 7, 2001); Smith Interview, supra note 193; and Telephone Interview with Kevin

Thurm, former Deputy Secretary for the Department of Health and Human Services (Feb. 7,

2001) [hereinafter Thurm Interview]. The White House and agency officials interviewed offered

remarkably similar descriptions - which is not to say assessments - of the process by which

presidential directives developed. (Evaluations of the process diverged, most notably, with respect

to the question discussed in section IV.C. 3 , pp. 2358-64, below - whether presidential command

improperly displaced the substantive expertise that agencies otherwise would have brought to

bear on the development of regulatory policy.)
214 Kevin Thurm divides the directives into two kinds, with some meant to "jumpstart" actions

that the White House believed one or more agencies should undertake and others reflecting ac-

tions already on an agency's agenda. Thurm Interview, supra note 213.
215 Not surprisingly, the agencies usually pressed for both more discretion and more time, while

the White House pushed for the opposite. The specificity of any given directive depended mainly

on the scope of unresolved issues, the complexity of the subject matter, and the form of the

administrative action directed. See interviews cited supra note 213.
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taken in Executive Order 12,866 and the premise of the directives
themselves) that the final call indeed came from the President - or as
to matters that the agency thought unworthy of bringing to his atten-
tion, from his closest policy advisors. 21 6 The actual drafting of the di-
rectives almost invariably occurred at the White House, although the
agencies usually had some opportunity to review a draft and offer revi-
sions. After a directive issued, White House staff monitored the
agency - with the rigor of the review varying with the importance of
the subject - to ensure that agency officials complied in a timely and
effective way with the directive's terms and exercised any discretion
left to them consistently with its objectives. All this, sometimes to the
agencies' consternation, was no routine, post hoc endorsement of their
policy decisions.

The second question, concerning the role directives played in exert-
ing this level of presidential influence, is difficult to answer so securely.
Even absent any assertion of directive authority, a President has many
resources at hand to influence the scope and content of administrative
action. Agency officials may accede to his preferences because they
feel a sense of personal loyalty and commitment to him; because they
desire his assistance in budgetary, legislative, and appointments mat-
ters; or in extreme cases because they respect and fear his removal
power. President Reagan, as noted earlier, successfully relied on these
points of leverage to induce reconsideration of some agency deci-
sions;217 another President might be able to employ these devices to
impel the initiation of administrative action. Conversely, even given
the assertion of directive authority, a President may face considerable
constraints in imposing his will on administrative actors. Their resis-
tance to or mere criticism of a directive may inflict political costs on
the President as heavy as any that would result from an exercise of the
removal power. This fact of political life accounts in part for the con-
sultations and compromises that prefaced many of the Clinton White
House's uses of directive authority. In this context, to put the matter
simply, persuasion may be more than persuasion and command may
be less than command - making the line between the two sometimes
hard to discover.

All that said, a line remains, and by so often asserting legal author-
ity to direct regulatory decisions, President Clinton crossed from one
side of it to the other. Clinton's use of directives at the least signified a

216 None of the officials with whom I spoke had the slightest doubt about where final deci-
sionmaking authority on regulatory matters resided; as one deputy secretary stated, "Of course,
the White House got the final say." Another deputy secretary noted, however, that the Secretary
of a department, faced with a particularly unpalatable order, had the option of offering his resig-
nation. See interviews cited supra note 213.

217 See supra pp. 2278-79.
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change in the form of presidential involvement in administrative deci-
sionmaking. The unofficial became official, the subtle blatant, and the
veiled transparent in ways that reasonably might affect evaluation, es-

pecially with respect to norms of accountability, of the underlying
practice. 218 But more, the change in form likely led to a change in

substance - a change in the practice itself - for two associated rea-

sons. First, overt command sometimes, though not always, can ac-

complish what backdoor pressure cannot in impelling agency action
and, perhaps even more important, locking in that action over time.
Especially when agency resistance to presidential preferences need
take only the form of inertia, publicity can serve as a useful weapon in
the hands of a President - turning a spotlight on and creating a con-
stituency for the action ordered, and thereby increasing the costs of
noncompliance to agency officials. Second and more broadly, the ex-
plicit and repeated assertion of directive authority probably alters over
time what Peter Strauss has called the "psychology of government" 219

- the understanding of agency and White House officials alike of

their respective roles and powers. This change, in turn, makes presi-
dential intervention in regulatory matters ever more routine and
agency acceptance of this intervention ever more ready. The Clinton
White House's use of presidential directives thus created the condi-
tions for a significant enhancement of presidential power over regula-
tory matters.

3. Appropriation. - The final piece of Clinton's brand of presiden-
tial administration lay in his public assertion of ownership of agency
action. Clinton himself unveiled, regardless whether he earlier had or-
dered formally, quantities of administrative work product - reports,
grants, regulatory waivers, guidance, rulings, regulations, even law-
suits. Forums for these announcements included major and minor
speeches, public ceremonies and events, news conferences, and radio
addresses. This mechanism of appropriation, even though used at the
back end of the administrative process, further enhanced Clinton's
ability to shape the nature and content of regulatory action.

Political scientists have spoken for several decades about the in-
creasingly public and - a term they often use synonymously - rhe-

torical aspect of the Presidency.2 0 Although Theodore Roosevelt in-

218 1 discuss this issue further in my normative evaluation of presidential administration, see

pp. 2332-33, 2337, below.
219 Strauss, supra note 5, at 986.
220 See generally GEORGE C. EDWARDS m, THE PUBLIC PRESIDENCY: THE PURSUIT OF

POPULAR SUPPORT (1983); SAMUEL KERNELL, GOING PUBLIC: NEW STRATEGIES OF

PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP (3d ed. 1997); JEFFREY K. TULIS, THE RHETORICAL

PRESIDENCY (987); Lawrence R. Jacobs & Robert Y. Shapiro, The Politicization of Public

Opinion: The Fight for the Pulpit, in THE SOCIAL DIVIDE: POLITICAL PARTIES AND THE

FUTURE OF ACTIVIST GOVERNMENT 83 (Margaret Weir ed., i998); Bruce Miroff, The Presi-
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vented the phrase "bully pulpit," and both he and subsequent (indeed,
even prior) Presidents used that platform on occasion, most political
scientists agree that Presidents significantly stepped up their appeals to
and appearances before the public in the second half of the twentieth
century. Moreover, the trendline throughout this period has pointed
steadily upward. The most thorough empirical study, which includes
an analysis of most of President Clinton's tenure in office, shows that
"the more recent the president, the more often he goes public"221 - the
more often, that is, he reaches out to the populace through speeches,
events, and press opportunities to promote himself and his policies. A
more informal survey by Clinton's chief speechwriter found that in a
typical year, Clinton spoke in public 550 times, compared with 320 for
Ronald Reagan and eighty-eight for Harry Truman.222 In the words of
two presidential scholars, "Bill Clinton set a new standard" in commu-
nicating directly with the public.223

Many if not most of Clinton's appearances included what his
speechwriting department and gradually his whole White House staff
called "deliverables" 224 

- really just news announcements - which
more often than not concerned administrative action. Clinton's chief
speechwriter recently wrote, referring to the beginning of Clinton's
second term:

The White House settled into a rat-a-tat-tat of announcements and state-
ments. A "message event" of the day. Each one with an element of news
- issuing an executive order, announcing the results of a study, setting a
regulation, passing out grants. In previous administrations, many of these
had been the province of cabinet secretaries .... 225

In this administration, however, nothing was too bureaucratic for the
President. In event after event, speech after speech, Clinton claimed
ownership of administrative actions, presenting them to the public as
his own - as the product of his values and decisions. He emerged in
public, and to the public, as the wielder of "executive authority" and,
in that capacity, the source of regulatory action. As a result, during
the Clinton years, the "public Presidency" became unleashed from the
merely "rhetorical Presidency" and tethered to the "administrative
Presidency" instead.

dency and the Public: Leadership as Spectacle, in THE PRESIDENCY AND THE POLITICAL
SYSTEM 301 (Michael Nelson ed., 6th ed. 2000).

221 KERNELL, supra note 220, at 104.
222 See MICHAEL WALDMAN, POTUS SPEAKS: FINDING THE WORDS THAT DEFINED

THE CLINTON PRESIDENCY I6 (2000).
223 See Jacobs & Shapiro, supra note 220, at 96.
224 Telephone Interview with Michael Waldman, Assistant to the President and Director of

Speechwriting (Dec. 11, 2000).
225 WALDMAN, supra note 222, at 164.
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A return to the second quarter of 1999, discussed above in my

analysis of directives, 226 will show as well the variety of administrative
actions Clinton unveiled to the public. In this time period, Clinton

announced two major regulations - a final rule to implement welfare

reform and a proposed rule to set pollution standards for new cars and

sport utility vehicles. 227  He also announced, among other matters,

measures to enhance enforcement of laws prohibiting Internet and

other consumer fraud, to promote parity of mental health treatment by

medical insurers, and to assist communities in preventing school shoot-
ings.

228

Some of this activity no doubt related more to strategies of public

relations than of administrative governance. All methods of "going

public," in the sense that political scientists use the term, aim to culti-

vate public support, and Clinton focused on this goal with equal or

greater intensity than any of his predecessors.2 29 If, as I have indi-

cated, his "going public" strategy had a peculiarly administrative cast,

a prime cause lay in his understanding that announcing new actions

captured more and bigger headlines than did simple opining on policy

issues. 230  And this recognition sometimes led him to commandeer,
wholly after the fact, regulatory decisions made in the bureaucratic
trenches, with little prior or subsequent White House interest or in-
volvement.

231
In three different ways, however, Clinton's strategy of publicly ap-

propriating administrative action exerted a substantive pull on admin-

istrative decisionmaking. First, Clinton's announcement of an admin-

istrative action often constituted a directive of sorts because the action

in question had yet to become final. Consider Clinton's unveiling of

the proposed tobacco rule, discussed above, in which he made pris-

tinely clear that the FDA would adopt a final rule similar, if not iden-

tical, in all important respects to the agency's proposal.232 In this case,
the very language used in the announcement (of the proposed rule)

took on the tone of an order (as to the final rule). Or consider, in the

226 See supra p. 2295.

227 See The President's Radio Address, I PUB. PAPERS 535 (Apr. io, 1999) (welfare); The

President's Radio Address, i PUB. PAPERS 667 (May 1, 1999) (pollution).
228 Remarks Announcing the Financial Privacy and Consumer Protection Initiative, i PUB.

PAPERS 682 (May 4, 1999); Remarks at the White House Conference on Mental Health, i PUB.

PAPERS 894 (June 7, 1999); Remarks on School Safety and an Exchange With Reporters, i PUB.

PAPERS 604 (Apr. 23, 1999).
229 See KERNELL, supra note 22o, at ix-x, 34-35 (discussing "going public" strategies and Clin-

ton's focus on public opinion).
230 See HOWARD KURTZ, SPIN CYCLE: INSIDE THE CLINTON PROPAGANDA MACHINE

17 1-72 (1998) (discussing the dependence of the Clinton White House's press strategy on adminis-

trative initiatives).
231 See interviews cited supra note 213.
232 See supra p. 2283.
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same policy area, Clinton's declaration in his State of the Union Ad-
dress of i999 that "the Justice Department is preparing a litigation
plan to take the tobacco companies to court. 2 33 Here, the terms of the
announcement sounded less like a directive, but the mere public notice
of the preliminary action helped to lock in a final result - that the de-
veloping litigation plan of the Justice Department's lawyers indeed
would become a lawsuit, regardless what new thoughts the lawyers
might entertain in the future. These announcements, in intent and ef-
fect, served much as formal directives did to determine subsequent
administrative decisions. 234

Second, Clinton's practice of announcing regulatory actions,
whether preliminary or final, often prompted the White House staff to
participate actively, if privately, in the administrative process that gave
rise to them. 235 These staff members sometimes instigated an agency's
consideration of an action precisely so Clinton later could unveil it.
Perhaps less aggressively, they also monitored, speeded, and molded
the development of agency-initiated policies that appeared suitable for
eventual presidential announcement. This level of engagement, to be
sure, could have occurred, and occasionally did so, without any pros-
pect of presidential appropriation of the resulting regulatory product.
But this prospect provided White House staff members with both an
additional incentive and an additional justification to become involved
in agency business. The need to feed the schedule of presidential an-
nouncements thus imposed a powerful backend pressure on adminis-
trative decisionmaking.

Finally, Clinton's appropriation of regulatory product, even when
wholly post hoc, sent a loud and lingering message: these were his
agencies; he was responsible for their actions; and he was due credit
for their successes. The public might have failed to appreciate this
communication's import, but no one within the EOP or agencies could
have done so. In asserting, time and again, ownership of and respon-
sibility for the administrative sphere, Clinton may have made the
prospects of substantive presidential intervention in any given regula-
tory matter ever more likely. And in repeatedly brooking this assertion
- indeed, in facilitating it by providing Clinton with the raw material
for his strategy of appropriation - the agencies themselves may have
done so as well. The point here, again, relates to the changing psy-
chology of governmental actors, perhaps resistant to empirical proof,
but still potentially of significance. If nothing else, the message of au-
thority conveyed in the appropriation of regulatory product buttressed

233 Address Before a Joint Session of Congress on the State of the Union, I PUB. PAPERS 62, 66
(Jan. ig, 1999).

234 See Reed Interview, supra note 2o8.
235 The material in this paragraph comes from the interviews cited in note 213, above.
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the other ways in which that practice - along with the others Clinton
used - exerted substantive pressure on administrative decisions and,
in so doing, reshaped the relationship between the agencies and Presi-
dent.

C. Scope and Limits

The techniques Clinton developed to control administration played
out in varying ways and to varying degrees across the range of admin-
istrative policymaking. In this section, I aim to provide a sense of the
reach of these practices taken in combination. To do so, I first discuss
two policy areas - health care and gun control - in which Clinton
made frequent use of his new techniques of control over administra-
tion. In providing a representative list of various actions that Clinton
took in these areas, I wish to illustrate the kinds of administrative ac-
tivities in which he involved himself and administrative policies he
thereby promoted. I then attempt to delineate more generally, using
this discussion as a base, the scope and limits of these practices - es-
sentially, the span of presidential administration as practiced by Clin-
ton, defined by reference to the form, subject matter, and source of
administrative action.

Consider first health care regulation. A single memorandum con-
cerning patients' rights in federally administered or regulated health
care programs, signed at a public event in 1998, illustrates the range of
agency actions that Clinton routinely subjected to his directive author-
ity.2 36 This memorandum itself followed an earlier one, also signed at
a public event, ordering the heads of all departments with responsibil-
ity for health care programs to report to him on the extent to which
those programs complied with a model "patients' bill of rights" rec-
ommended by an advisory commission Clinton previously had estab-
lished.2 37 Upon receiving these reports, Clinton ordered each depart-
ment head to take the administrative steps necessary to achieve the
fullest possible compliance with this model, consistent with existing
statutes. The provisions of the directive included: an order to the Sec-
retary of Labor to propose regulations requiring health plans regulated
under ERISA to meet strengthened standards regarding internal ap-
peals of decisions to deny benefits; an order to the Administrator of the
Office of Personnel Management, in her management of federal em-
ployees' health plans, to contract only with insurance carriers that
agreed to comply with the model bill of rights and to propose regula-

236 See Memorandum on Federal Agency Compliance with the Patient Bill of Rights, I PUB.

PAPERS 260 (Feb. 20, 1998).
237 See Memorandum on the Health Care "Consumer Bill of Rights and Responsibilities," 2

PUB. PAPERS x621 (Nov. 2o, 1997).
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tions to ensure enforcement of one of the bill's provisions; and orders
to the Secretaries of Health and Human Services (HHS), Veterans Af-
fairs, and Defense to issue specified policy directives, notifications to
relevant state officials, and other "appropriate administrative actions"
to bring into compliance Medicare, Medicaid, and the veterans' and
military health systems. Over the next several months, in radio ad-
dresses and still more public events, Clinton announced the accom-
plishment of each of the actions he had ordered.238

In other formal directives on health care issued during his second
term, Clinton directed the Secretary of HHS to revise Medicare pro-
gram guidance to cover the costs of clinical trials of new drugs and
medical treatments; 23 9 ordered eight department heads to take speci-
fied measures, many also involving coordination and information shar-
ing with state and local officials, regarding the use of promotional ma-
terials, application procedures, training, and research to promote the
enrollment of children in Medicaid and the Children's Health Insur-
ance Program;240 and in the wake of an independent research report
on the frequency of preventable medical errors, directed the depart-
ment heads responsible for administering or regulating health pro-
grams to develop new ways to track medical errors and reduce errors
associated with misuse of medications and medical devices. 241 A pub-
lic announcement of a proposed regulation requiring enhanced testing
and labeling of drugs prescribed for children served as a more infor-
mal directive, with Clinton stating that "[t]he executive action that I
take"2 42 constituted "one more significant step toward assuring quality

238 See Remarks to the Convention of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 2

PUB. PAPERS x6oi (Sept. x7, i998); The President's Radio Address, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1476 (Aug.
29, 1998); Remarks on the Patients' Bill of Rights in Louisville, Kentucky, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1416
(Aug. io, i998); The President's Radio Address, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1384 (Aug. i, 1998); Remarks in a
Roundtable Discussion on the Patients' Bill of Rights, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1233 (July IS, x998).

239 See Memorandum on Increasing Participation of Medicare Beneficiaries in Clinical Trials,
36 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 1311 (June 7, 2ooo). The memorandum also directed HHS to
initiate measures to inform beneficiaries of the new coverage option, track Medicare payments
made for this purpose, and report back to the President on other means to promote medical re-
search important to Medicare participants. See id.

240 See Memorandum on Actions To Improve Children's Health Insurance Outreach, I PUB.
PAPERS 1017 (June 22, 1998). Like the principal directive on the patients' bill of rights, this
memorandum resulted from another, which required the same agency heads to coordinate with
each other in developing detailed plans on these matters for submission to the President. See
Memorandum on Children's Health Insurance Outreach, x PUB. PAPERS 239 (Feb. i8, i998).

241 See Memorandum on Improving Health Care Quality and Ensuring Patient Safety, 35
WEEKLY COMP. PRES. Doc. 2530 (Dec. 7, x999). Following receipt of a report on these matters,
Clinton announced two months later that he had accepted its recommendations on new FDA la-
beling standards and a nationwide, state-based system of reporting medical errors. See Remarks
on Efforts to Improve Patient Safety, 36 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. Doc. 351 (Feb. 22, 2ooo).

242 Remarks Announcing Action on the Safe and Effective Use of Medications To Treat Chil-

dren, i PUB. PAPERS xo98, io98 (Aug. 13, 1997).
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health care for our children." 243  And Clinton similarly appropriated,

except at no fewer than three stages of the regulatory life-cycle, a regu-
lation on medical privacy: first declaring in his State of the Union ad-
dress that unless Congress acted on the subject, the administration
would propose regulations within the year,2 44 then publicly issuing the
proposed rule with the statement that "I'm honoring the pledge made
in the State of the Union Address and using the full authority of this
office to create the first comprehensive national standards for protec-
tion of medical records," 245 and last announcing the final rule in a pub-
lic event designed for that purpose. 246

A similar pattern of presidential orders and announcements
emerged quickly in the area of firearms regulation, with Clinton here
directing and appropriating not only rulemakings but enforcement
strategies. Early in his first term, Clinton instructed the Secretary of
the Treasury, through two formal directives, to begin the rulemaking
necessary to suspend the importation of foreign-made assault pistols as
well as to take specified steps to improve enforcement of gun-licensing
requirements. 247  Similarly, near the beginning of his second term,
Clinton ordered the Secretary to propose regulations requiring firearms
dealers to issue certain notifications to purchasers; 48 to declare an
immediate moratorium on the importation of modified assault weap-
ons (through the suspension of existing permits) and initiate the pro-
ceedings that would make this cessation permanent;249 and, with the
Attorney General and in reliance on partnerships with state and local
officers, to begin enforcement efforts to trace all guns used to commit

243 Id. at io99.
244 See Address Before a Joint Session of the Congress on the State of the Union, x PUB.

PAPERS 62, 65 (Jan. ig, 1999).
245 Remarks on Action To Preserve Privacy of Medical Records and an Exchange with Report-

ers, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 2188, 2188 (Oct. 29, 1999).
246 See Remarks on the Issuance of Final Regulations on Protection of Medical Records Pri-

vacy, 26 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 3138 (Dec. 20, 2000).
247 See Importation of Assault Pistols, 3 C.F.R. 763 (1993); Gun Dealer Licensing, 3 C.F.R. 764

(1993). The language of these early directives was more deferential to the Secretary than was

typically the case in later documents. The directive on assault pistols referred to the advice given

to the President by the Secretary on the appropriateness of a rulemaking, and the directive on gun

dealer licensing superimposed the President's order to the Secretary on a statement of the Secre-

tary's intent to order the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to undertake the enumerated
actions. When Clinton publicly signed and announced the directives, however, he said only that

he was ordering the Treasury Department to take these actions. See Remarks Announcing the

Anticrime Initiative and an Exchange with Reporters, 2 PUB. PAPERS 136o, 1362 (Aug. i1, 1993).
248 See Memorandum on Enforcing the Youth Handgun Safety Act, i PUB. PAPERS 720 (June

II, 1997); Remarks at the Juvenile Justice Conference, I PUB. PAPERS 717, 720 (June 11, 1997).
249 See Memorandum on Importation of Modified Semiautomatic Assault-Type Rifles, 2 PUB.

PAPERS 1575, 1576 (Nov. 14, 1997); Remarks to the Women's Leadership Forum in Las Vegas,
Nevada, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1567, 1571 (Nov. i4, 1997).
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crimes in cities throughout the United States.250 Still later, Clinton en-
dorsed a threat of suit against gun manufacturers made by the Secre-
tary of Housing and Urban Development and announced the agree-
ment of Smith & Wesson, prompted in part by that threat, to make
certain changes in the design and marketing of the company's fire-
arms.251

As these directives and announcements show, Clinton effectively
placed himself in the position of a department head with respect to
nearly every possible method of administrative policymaking. In
rulemakings, he ordered and announced the issuance of proposed regu-
lations for public comment, as well as the issuance of final regulations
after the legally prescribed comment period had ended. If he never
technically directed the issuance of a final regulation prior to a public
comment period (though he certainly made this result more likely), he
merely followed in this respect the legal strictures, imposed by the
APA, applicable to any secretary. He additionally took full advantage
of the opportunities the APA provided for more informal policymak-
ing, by ordering and announcing, just as a department head might, fi-
nal agency action through guidance, policy statements, and the like.
And he involved himself in the development and implementation of
enforcement policy, even (albeit rarely) as to decisions to prosecute
identifiable parties like manufacturers of handguns or tobacco prod-
ucts. The only mode of administrative action from which Clinton
shrank was adjudication. At no time in his tenure did he attempt pub-
licly to exercise the powers that a department head possesses over an
agency's on-the-record determinations.

Clinton simultaneously used his central position in the governmen-
tal structure to direct administrative action transcending individual
departments. Many of the matters in which he took a special interest,
evident again in the spheres of health care and firearms regulation, in-
volved multiple agency heads possessing partial or competing jurisdic-
tions. Here, Clinton's actions demanded simple coordination or, per-
haps still more often, joint adoption of new policy goals, as in his
efforts to enhance protections for patients or increase the tracing of
firearms. Many, too, involved the incorporation of state and local ac-
tors into the sphere of federal administration, as in his steps to expand
children's health insurance or his repeated directives to agencies, in
health care and other areas, to collect and disseminate best practices

250 See Memorandum on the Youth Crime Gun Interdiction Initiative, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1084

(July 8, 1996); Remarks on the Youth Crime Gun Interdiction Initiative, 2 PUB. PAPERS Io82,
io83 (July 8, r996).

2S1 See The President's News Conference, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 2537, 2541 (Dec. 8,
1999); Remarks on the Gun Safety Agreement with Smith & Wesson and an Exchange with Re-
porters, 36 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOc. 569 (Mar. 17, 2000).
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information. 25 2  Department heads sometimes could and did promote
these cooperative arrangements with state and local entities, but Clin-
ton's central position in national political life, as well as his detach-
ment from historic tensions and competition between federal and non-
federal administrative actors, perhaps made him especially apt to
reach outside the federal bureaucracy for ideas and assistance.

Clinton's activity in the regulatory spheres just discussed, as well
as others involving core domestic policy, usually targeted issues promi-
nent on the national agenda. Clinton's strategies of control, even in
these areas, touched but a small fraction of administrative activity: the
number of federal register pages devoted in his Presidency to health
care and firearms regulation, to use one measure, doubtless far ex-
ceeded the number whose content Clinton could claim to have influ-
enced. But when the focus turns to issues in these policy areas that in-
spired legislative and public debate, the frequency and vigor of
Clinton's interventions becomes apparent: most of the actions noted in
this section (for example, those regarding patients' rights, medical pri-
vacy, and assault weapons and handgun control) arose from and in
turn became part of serious policy discussion. Perhaps this focus does
not align precisely with matters of substantive import; Congress and
the public have been known to misdirect their efforts, and Clinton's
activity may have spurred, as well as responded to, their attention to
these issues. The focus yet reveals (at a minimum) that in domestic
policy areas such as health care and gun control, Clinton directed or
otherwise played a role in the administrative action most connected to
hotly debated public issues.

In exercising his techniques of administrative control, however,
Clinton declined to cross certain subject-matter boundaries. Clinton
asserted and achieved his greatest influence over agency action in the
areas he considered the staples of domestic policy: education, welfare,
child care and support, and crime, in addition to health care and gun
control. He used these techniques far less to direct what often are
viewed as the paradigmatic cases of regulation: standards governing
exposure to hazardous substances and materials. Even here, Clinton
at times directed and appropriated agency action in the ways previ-
ously discussed: he made the regulation of tobacco products entirely

252 See, e.g., Memorandum on Improving Immunization Rates for Children at Risk, 36

WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 3o6i (Dec. 11, 2000); Memorandum on School-Based Health In-

surance Outreach for Children, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOc. 2013 (Oct. 12, 1999); Memoran-

dum on Low-Performing Public Schools, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1442 (Oct. 28, 1997); Memorandum on

Adoption and Alternate Permanent Placement of Children in the Public Child Welfare System, 2

PUB. PAPERS 2209 (Dec. 14, 1996); Memorandum on Promoting Excellence and Accountability in

Teaching, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1555 (Sept. 12, x996); cf. Dorf & Sabel, supra note 65, at 345-56 (laud-

ing the use of best practices information as a prime example of "democratic experimentalism').
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his own, and he also participated, albeit more haphazardly, in issues of
vehicular and food safety.2 3 But he rarely took a public role in
formulating agency rules and other decisions relating to hazardous
substances in the environment and workplace. This choice reflected
his substantive interests as well as the structure and organization of
the White House;254 but it also may have derived from a general, if
unarticulated, sense that these actions involved significant levels of
scientific expertise and thus offered less space for presidential
involvement. Here, in any event, Clinton largely declined to drive his
policy agenda through the agencies, but instead contented himself with
using OMB to review, with a fair amount of deference, their
regulations and other decisions.

Clinton also - and importantly - refrained from trying to exercise
his usual techniques of control over independent agencies. As earlier
discussed, Clinton did bring these agencies into an OMB-led, admini-
stration-wide regulatory planning process. 255  He also occasionally
wrote letters to independent agencies requesting them to investigate
or take action on issues within their jurisdictions, and highlighted
these appeals in public appearances.25 6 These were echoes, but only
ever so faint, of how Clinton functioned with respect to executive
branch agencies. When the independents were involved, he acted not
as the commander, but as a simple petitioner of the administrative

253 See, e.g., Memorandum on Standards To Prevent Drinking and Driving, i PUB. PAPERS

318 (Mar. 3, I998); The President's Radio Address, I PUB. PAPERS 16o (Feb. 15, 1997) (child
safety seats); Memorandum on Increasing Seatbelt Use, I PUB. PAPERS 71 (Jan. 23, 1997); The
President's Radio Address, 2 PUB. PAPERS 2236 (Dec. 28, 1996) (airbags); Memorandum on the
Safety of Imported Foods, 35 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. Doc. 1277 (July 3, 1999); Memorandum on
the Food Safety Initiative, 2 PUB. PAPERS 1285 (Oct. 2, 1997).

254 Environmental issues in the Clinton White House fell under the aegis of the Council on En-
vironmental Quality, which reported not to President Clinton directly but to Vice President Gore.
This structure reflected the relative interest of the two in environmental policy. Clinton did, how-
ever, repeatedly use presidential directives and other tools of presidential administration to protect
federal lands and waters. See Exec. Order No. 13,158, 3 C.F.R. 273 (2000) (creating national sys-
tem of marine protected areas); Memorandum on Protection of Forest "Roadless" Areas, 35
WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 2023 (Oct. 13, 1999) (directing Forest Service to propose regulations
to protect roadless areas); supra p. 2292 & note i86.

255 See supra p. 2288.
256 See, e.g., Letter to the Attorney General and the Chairman of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion on a Study on Youth Violence and Media Marketing, I PUB. PAPERS 864 (June 1, 1999);
Remarks Announcing a Study on Youth Violence and Media Marketing, 35 WEEKLY COMP.
PRES. Doc. 1oo9 (June 1, 1999); Letter to the Chairman and Members of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission on Free and Discounted Airtime for Campaign Advertising, I PUB. PAPERS
182 (Feb. 5, 1998) (requesting the FCC to require media outlets to provide free and reduced air-
time to political candidates); Letter to the Federal Election Commission Requesting Action To
End the Soft Money System in Domestic Politics, I PUB. PAPERS 702 (June 4, 1997) (requesting
that the FEC change its regulations to permit national parties and candidates for federal office to
raise only hard money); The President's Radio Address, x PUB. PAPERS 702 (June 28, 1997) (high-
lighting letter to the FEC).
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state. Any other approach often would have proved futile (and there-
fore embarrassing): Clinton, after all, had appointed only a subset of
the commissioners, could remove none of them, and lacked any claim
recognized in either the legal or the political sphere to their submis-
sion. And even if a commission stood ready to comply with a presi-
dential assertion of power, the congressional outrage potentially ac-
companying this action may have sufficed to deter the extension of
presidential control to the independents.

D. Causes and Responses

Many factors contributed to President Clinton's turn toward ad-
ministration as a means of realizing his domestic policy ambitions.
Some were idiosyncratic, relating to his individual interests and gov-
erning style as set within potentially ephemeral features of the political
context. But others had a more structural aspect, reflecting long-term
trends that, although not irreversible, appear likely to apply as well to
other Presidents. These factors - which essentially make the need for
tangible achievement ever greater and its likelihood through legislation
ever more remote - create a kind of political logic, pushing the Presi-
dent toward the administrative sphere as the forum most readily
available for translating his policy objectives into action. The diffi-
culty Congress faces in resisting these presidential efforts factors into
the calculus that makes active involvement in, and even dictation of,
administrative outcomes so attractive to Presidents.

Traits and circumstances peculiar to President Clinton (or at least
not necessarily shared by other modern Presidents) explain some part
of the developments I have described in this Article. A notorious pol-
icy "wonk," knowledgeable about and engaged by the details of gov-
ernmental programs, Clinton no doubt understood the importance of
administration and enjoyed consideration of its sometimes esoteric as-
pects. Perhaps too, and even more important, he saw (or came to see)
administration as a mechanism for promoting the activist government
he favored in the face of the budgetary constraints and public skepti-
cism he encountered. Through most of Clinton's tenure, budget defi-
cits precluded large increases in federal spending, and popular hostility
toward "big government," as seen in and further spurred by the col-
lapse of his initial health care plan, limited the potential for novel pro-
grams. In these circumstances, the apparent incrementalism of ad-
ministration, as well as its absence of direct budgetary consequences,
made it a natural metier for a President still devoted to showing that
government could aid in solving national problems.

But more enduring, structural aspects of the modern Presidency
and the political system in which it operates also likely contributed to
Clinton's enhancement of the presidential role in administrative action.
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Consider here the following multifaceted bind, and pity the modern-
day President caught within it:

i. The American public harbors high and rising expectations about
what a President should be able to accomplish. 25 7 The unity and "per-
sonality" of the presidential office long has made it the dominant focus
of public attention devoted to the political world. As the role and
scope of government have grown, as Congress repeatedly has failed to
demonstrate sustained capacity for political leadership, and as modern
media technologies have placed the President ever more in the spot-
light, the public increasingly has looked to him for all manner of policy
direction. More than any other player in the political system, the
President is in practice, even if not in constitutional theory, responsible
for governance. Yet the President has a limited set of assets he can use
to meet these expectations. A gap or imbalance thus emerges: in
Theodore Lowi's words, "the expectations of the masses have grown
faster than the capacity of presidential government to meet them."2 58

2. The modern press makes insatiable demands and places impos-
sible pressures on the office of the President.2s9 The press covers the
President relentlessly, reflecting as well as reinforcing the public's fo-
cus on him. With the explosive growth of media outlets and accompa-
nying competition, that coverage has become ever more fast-paced, ag-
gressive, and scandal-oriented. For the President not to lose control of
the debate about him, he must grab the public stage and make the
news himself. Yet the President, once again, has a limited repertoire of
ways to accomplish this objective. Hence another gap opens: the crav-
ings of the press have grown faster than the ability of the President to
satisfy them. And this gap exacerbates the first, for when the press
"beast" is not fed, it forages in ways that further increase the Presi-
dent's difficulty in meeting public expectations.

3. For these reasons, the pressure on Presidents to demonstrate ac-
tion, leadership, and accomplishment has grown. Many past Presi-

257 A broad consensus has developed in political science literature on the extent to which

Americans view the President as the center of government and invest their hopes and expectations
for governance primarily in his person. See, e.g., THEODORE J. LOWI, THE END OF

LIBERALISM: THE SECOND REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES 302 (2d ed. 1979); BERT A.
ROCKMAN, THE LEADERSHIP QUESTION: THE PRESIDENCY AND THE AMERICAN

SYSTEM xvi (1984); Charles 0. Jones, The Separated Presidency - Making It Work in Contem-
porary Politics, in THE NEW AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM I, 27 (Anthony King ed., 2d ver-
sion 199o); Michael Nelson, Evaluating the Presidency, in THE PRESIDENCY AND THE
POLITICAL SYSTEM 3, 14-17 (Michael Nelson ed., 6th ed. 2000).

258 THEODORE J. LowI, THE PERSONAL PRESIDENT POWER INVESTED, PROMISE
UNFULFILLED xii (1985).

259 For recent accounts of this phenomenon, from both academic and popular perspectives, see
generally BILL KOVACH & TOM ROSENSTIEL, WARP SPEED: AMERICA IN THE AGE OF

MIXED MEDIA (1999); KURTZ, supra note 230; and THOMAS E. PATTERSON, OUT OF ORDER

(1993).
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dents, of course, have pursued activist courses - to implement their
policy convictions, enhance their reputations, or win re-election. But
the changing shape of public expectations and press relations may
make this route less an option than a requirement, and less a broad
governing stance than a daily performance. Overt action and
achievement can aid in narrowing the gaps discussed above - by fo-
cusing media coverage and, relatedly, securing public support. And
narrowing these gaps in turn plays a critical role in a President's abil-
ity to exert influence on any dimension 260 and to realize his electoral
and "legacy" interests.

4. Yet the possibility of significant legislative accomplishment -

which gives the President his most obvious means of demonstrating
leadership - has grown dim in an era of divided government with
high polarization between congressional parties. The most striking
feature of modern government lies in division of party control of the
two branches, which necessitates bipartisan cooperation in legislative
action. Between 1946 and 2ooo, different parties controlled the Presi-
dency and Congress in thirty-four years, or sixty-three percent of the
time; between 1968 and 2ooo, divided government reigned for twenty-
six years, or eighty-one percent of the time; and between ig8o and
2ooo, a full eighteen years, or ninety percent of the total, featured di-
vided rule. As I write, a single party controls the Presidency and Con-
gress for the first time since 1994, but this circumstance rests on one
Senator's vote, which may change even before this Congress adjourns;
no one should inter divided government based on current conditions.
Bipartisan cooperation of course remains possible, and Presidents often
will try to induce it, given the incentives provided by a national con-
stituency.26  But the difficulty of the task has increased because con-
gressional parties have grown more ideologically coherent and partisan
as legislative districts have become more homogeneous and primaries
have become the dominant means of candidate selection. 26 2 In recent

260 See, e.g., EDWARDS, supra note 220, at i ("The greatest source of influence for the president

is public approval."); KERNELL, supra note 220, at 34 ("Under [modern] circumstances, the presi-

dent's [public] prestige assumes the currency of power."); NEUSTADT, supra note 95, at 78 ("A
President's [public] prestige is ... a factor that may not decide the outcome in a given case but

can affect the likelihoods in every case and therefore is strategically important to his power.").
261 For scholarly commentary on past Presidents' relative lack of partisanship, see Sidney M.

Milkis, The Presidency and Political Parties, in THE PRESIDENCY AND THE POLITICAL

SYSTEM, supra note 22o, at 374; and Austin Ranney, The President and His Party, in BOTH

ENDS OF THE AVENUE: THE PRESIDENCY, THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND CONGRESS IN

THE I98oS 131, 148-51 (Anthony Kifig ed., 1983). For a popular account of Clinton's attempt to
blur partisan differences, widely known as "triangulation," see DICK MORRIS, BEHIND THE

OVAL OFFICE: WINNING THE PRESIDENCY IN THE NINETIES 79-88 ('997).
262 See JAMES G. GIMPEL, FULFILLING THE CONTRACT;. THE FIRST ioo DAYS 13-14

(1996); BARBARA SINCLAIR, LEGISLATORS, LEADERS, AND LAWMAKING: THE U.S. HOUSE

OF REPRESENTATIVES IN THE POSTREFORM ERA 50 (1995); Mark Tushnet, The Supreme
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years, the center has fallen out entirely: in the 1999 Senate, according
to a respected analysis of congressional voting, every Democrat had an
average score to the left of the most liberal Republican.263  The
strengthened role of party leadership within Congress 264 and the in-
creased use of the filibuster 265 both reflect and exacerbate this height-
ened polarization - and thereby further dim the prospect for real leg-
islative achievement in the context of divided government. 266

It is not surprising, given these changes in the political landscape,
that a President would turn to administration - a sphere in which he
unilaterally can take decisive action. The more the demands on the
President for policy leadership increase and the less he can meet them
through legislation, the greater his incentive to tap the alternate source
of supply deriving from his position as head of the federal bureaucracy.
Administrative action is unlikely to provide a President with all he
could obtain through legislation: Congress, after all, has set bounds on
administration through prior statutory enactments. But as compared
with legislative stasis, administrative action looks decidedly appealing.
More, administrative action has the potential to spur legislative action
by calling public attention to Congress's failure to act on the relevant
issue.

The history of presidential involvement in administration during
the Clinton years comports with this explanation. Clinton's use of di-
rective authority over the executive branch agencies accelerated dra-
matically when the Democrats lost control of Congress in the third
year of Clinton's Presidency: after a lag of one year, which the Clinton
White House perhaps spent adjusting to the changed political envi-
ronment, the number of directives issued to agency heads each year in-

Court, 1998 Term-Foreword: The New Constitutional Order and the Chastening of Constitu-
tional Aspiration, 113 HARV. L. REV. 29, 43-51 (1999).

263 See Richard E. Cohen, A Congress Divided, 32 NAT'L J. 382, 382 (2000). In the House,

only two Republicans were in that chamber's more liberal half, and only two Democrats (one of
whom later became an independent) counted in the more conservative half. See id.

264 See SINCLAIR, supra note 262, at 5-7.
265 See BARBARA SINCLAIR, UNORTHODOX LAWMAKING: NEW LEGISLATIVE

PROCESSES IN THE U.S. CONGRESS 47-49 (,997).
266 See Tushnet, supra note 262, at 52-56. Political scientist David Mayhew found, in a study

of legislative action since World War II, that the number of "significant" bills passed by Congress

remained roughly the same in periods of divided government as in periods of one-party rule. See
DAVID R. MAYHEW, DIVIDED WE GOVERN: PARTY CONTROL, LAWMAKING, AND

INVESTIGATIONS, 1946-i99o, at 119-24 (1991). But other scholars have questioned or quali-

fied his conclusions, arguing either that the use of a more limited definition of "significant" legisla-
tion produces more intuitive findings across the whole postwar period, see Sean Q. Kelly, Divided
We Govern? A Reassessment, 25 POLITY 475 (1993), or that review of more recent stretches of
divided government shows a marked change from the historical pattern Mayhew identified, see
CHARLES 0. JONES, THE PRESIDENCY IN A SEPARATED SYSTEM 287-89 (1994).
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creased almost fourfold.267 And many, if not most, of these directives
and associated announcements, as earlier suggested, had links to items
on Clinton's legislative agenda.2 68 The many directives on patient
protections, for example, would have had less purpose if Democrats
had maintained a working majority of both houses of Congress
throughout Clinton's time in office. These and similar directives func-
tioned as an end run around Congress, and also a goad to Congress, in
a context in which presidential inaction could incur a steep price from
the press and the public.

Clinton White House aides indeed spoke of their administrative
strategy in these terms - essentially, as a reaction to the set of incen-
tives created by the political environment. Citing the media and pub-
lic audiences to whom this strategy was addressed, Clinton's chief
speechwriter recently wrote: "It was a way of showing the public that
Bill Clinton was working on issues that . . . mattered a lot to ordinary

citizens . .. [and of] forc[ing] the press to cover the thrust of the Presi-
dent's remarks."269 And focusing on the legislative link, Clinton's
chief domestic policy advisor stated: "In our experience, when the
[President] takes executive action, it not only leads to results while the
political process is stuck in neutral, but it often spurs Congress to fol-
low suit."270 Or as a less restrained advisor remarked, in comparing

executive directives to legislative initiatives: "Stroke of the pen, law of
the land. Kind of cool."271

This political calculus depended on a judgment, confirmed in prac-
tice, that Congress would fail to override presidential directives. Even
if Clinton might have seen occasional advantage in courting a losing
battle with Congress, he presumably would have eschewed this ap-

267 See supra pp. 2294-95. In contrast to these findings, a recent study of formal executive or-

ders avers that Presidents, including Clinton, issued fewer executive orders during periods of di-

vided, than of unified, government. See Kenneth R. Mayer, Executive Orders and Presidential

Power, 61 J. POL. 445, 460, 462 (x9gg). This study, however, appears to include only documents

officially styled and numbered as executive orders; it fails to take into account that Clinton typi-

cally used unnumbered memoranda to exercise directive authority. In addition, this study fails to

distinguish among the orders it considers on the basis of their subject matter. It combines orders

concerning foreign affairs with those concerning domestic policy, and orders affecting only gov-

ernmental procedures and operations with those affecting other, usually more substantive regula-
tory policy.

268 See supra pp. 2307-08.
269 WALDMAN, supra note 222, at 164-65.
270 Marc Lacey, Blocked by Congress, Clinton Wields a Pen, N.Y. TIMES, July 5, 2000, at A13

(quoting Bruce Reed) (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Richard W. Stevenson, Political

Memo: Clinton Ending Term on a Busy Note, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 25, 2000, at A27 ("The president

has had a sense that he has authority ... that he can exercise to make progress for the American

people, especially in areas where special interests have a hammerlock on Congress .... " (quoting

former White House Chief of Staff John Podesta) (internal quotation marks omitted)).
271 James Bennet, Tue to Form, Clinton Shifts Energies Back to U.S. Focus, N.Y. TIMES, July

5, x998, § i, at xo (quoting Paul Begala, former Counselor to President Clinton).
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proach as a general strategy. He needed exercises of presidential au-
thority to withstand congressional disfavor, and he repeatedly collected
on his wager that they would do so. Many members of Congress, to
be sure, protested Clinton's actions, objecting not only to the specific
policies he implemented, but also to his very assertion of power. Sena-
tor Hagel decried the "danger[] [of] a president ... implement[ing] pol-
icy by essentially debasing the constitutional structure";272 Senator
Craig indicted Clinton for "thumbing [his] nose at an open legislative
process";273 Congressman Watts accused him of "pretty much
... acting as the king of the world."2 7 4 Members introduced and held
hearings on bills to impose conditions on the use of presidential direc-
tive authority;275 they also attempted to reverse individual orders
through stand-alone legislation and appropriations riders. A few of the
particularized efforts met with success.2 76  But in general, a Republi-
can Congress proved feckless in rebuffing Clinton's novel use of direc-
tive authority - just as an earlier Democratic Congress, no less rhet-
orically inclined, had proved incapable of thwarting Reagan's use of a
newly strengthened regulatory review process. 277

The reasons for this failure are rooted in the nature of Congress
and the lawmaking process. 278 The partisan and constituency interests
of individual members of Congress usually prevent them from acting
collectively to preserve congressional power - or, what is almost the
same thing, to deny authority to the other branches of government.
Opposition to presidential action of course may arise from members'
noninstitutional interests, especially when different parties control the
White House and Congress. But members sometimes will decide that
complaint serves these interests better than action does, because the
former tactic allows them to evade responsibility for government. And
even when this is not the case, members can make their opposition ef-
fective only through the laborious and costly process of passing legisla-
tion - and then, most critically, of overriding the President's probable

272 Lacey, supra note 270 (quoting Sen. Hagel) (internal quotation marks omitted).
273 John J. Fialka, Clinton Is Likely To Leave the Presidency with Record of Having Protected

Lands, WALL ST. J., Dec. 29, 2000, at A18 (quoting Sen. Larry Craig) (internal quotation marks
omitted).

274 NewsHour with Jim Lehrer (PBS television broadcast, Jan. 22, 2ooi), http://www.pbs.org/
newshour/bb/politics/jan-j uneo /abortion- 1 -22 .html.

275 See, e.g., Separation of Powers Restoration Act, H.R. 2655, io6th Cong. (iggg).
276 In the most notable example by far, Congress prohibited the Department of Education from

using any funds to implement, administer, or distribute national education tests, which Clinton
had instructed the Department to prepare. See Ronald Brownstein, More Liberal than You
Thought: Why Both Bradley and Gore Are Going Left, AM. PROSPECT, Nov. 23, 1999, at 32.

277 See Moe & Wilson, supra note 123, at 38-41 (providing a detailed description of the con-

gressional response to the initiation of OMB review); supra notes 141-142 (noting the relatively
minor changes that Congress eventually forced on the review process).

278 For an excellent discussion of these issues, see Moe & Howell, supra note 183, at 143-48.
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veto. Members of Congress play a stronger hand when they attempt

to deny effect to executive action through the appropriations process,

but even here, the veto power gives the President substantial lever-

age.279 None of this means that Congress is wholly incapable of effec-

tive response to presidential action or that a President can afford ut-

terly to dismiss congressional opposition. Congress occasionally has

served as a check, and the overall success of Clinton and Reagan be-

fore him in overcoming congressional disfavor may well have derived

from a cognizance of and respect for the outer boundaries of that

branch's tolerance. But institutional analysis, like history, suggests a

fair degree of leeway from this quarter for presidential attempts to di-
rect administrative policies.

E. Comparisons and a Prediction

The election of a new President last year raises obvious questions
regarding what the history and analysis presented so far in this Article

signifies for the future. I here consider these questions briefly, drawing
on evidence from George W. Bush's first few months in office but nec-

essarily also indulging in a fair amount of speculation. Before I do so,

I set the scene with some further discussion of the distinctions between

the Reagan and Clinton approaches to controlling administrative ac-

tion. This discussion highlights the choices available to President
Bush as he charts his own course concerning administrative matters.

I already have detailed the essential difference in the techniques
used by Presidents Reagan and Clinton to control administration:
Reagan relied almost exclusively on the review of regulations previ-
ously developed by executive branch agencies, whereas Clinton, al-
though retaining a review process, relied principally on the issuance of
directives to these agencies and the later appropriation of their regula-
tory action. This difference in large measure related to four others,
noted earlier in passing but worthy, now that the descriptive part of
this Article is complete, of more explicit mention.

First, the Clinton approach generally favored regulation, whereas
the Reagan approach sought mainly to suppress it. Reagan wanted
above all else to reduce the burden of regulation, and he accordingly
put in place a gatekeeping mechanism to prevent the promulgation of
unnecessarily stringent rules. Clinton wanted above all else to garner
- and to prove - the benefits of active if incremental government,
and so he established a triggering mechanism to promote, in a central-
ized way consistent with his policy vision, the development of regula-
tory solutions to national problems. There was no absolutely neces-
sary connection between these purposes and mechanisms: review

279 See supra note 38.
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processes can force broader regulatory action, and directives can
prompt deregulatory initiatives. But the mechanisms that the two
Presidents adopted were the most natural to achieve their respective
goals of checking and prodding administrative action.

Second and related, the Clinton and Reagan approaches operated
at different stages of the regulatory process. The Reagan review proc-
ess usually commenced only after an agency had fleshed out a pro-
posal; the process thus precipitated frequent conflicts between the
agencies and OMB, while limiting the ability of OMB to influence
regulatory initiatives as fully as it wanted. The Clinton executive or-
der on regulatory review signaled a modest change by redesigning
OMB's regulatory planning process to encourage early consultation re-
garding initiatives proposed by the departments. 2 0 The use of presi-
dential directive authority to initiate agency action then accelerated
the shift toward early White House involvement by establishing an in-
strument for centralized control that functioned before the agencies
had adopted a proposal (or perhaps even taken up an issue in the first
instance). At the same time, Clinton's repeated end-stage appropria-
tion of agency action (and the prospect of it) promoted, albeit did not
ensure, White House involvement in certain regulatory proceedings
throughout their lifespans.

Third, the Clinton approach in large part functioned in public view,
whereas the Reagan approach often functioned in private. The
Reagan OMB process assigned a high value to the confidentiality of
internal government discussions, complying with only modest disclo-
sure rules forced by Congress. Here too, the Clinton executive order
on regulatory review signaled a new direction, with its emphasis on in-
creased formality and openness in the OMB process. 281 But here as
well, the most profound changes came from Clinton's issuance of offi-
cial directives to agencies and his public announcements of both these
directives and final agency action. These methods did not just dis-
close, but purposefully trumpeted (indeed, sometimes exaggerated) the
President's involvement in agency proceedings, offering it up as grist
for public review and comment.

Fourth and again related, the Clinton approach moved control of
the agencies closer than it had been to the Oval Office. Reagan's regu-
latory review process relied on an office distanced physically (if only by
a parking lot) from the White House and staffed primarily by civil
servants. Perhaps more significantly, nothing in the design of this
process necessarily brought its outcomes to the attention of the Presi-
dent. This is not to say that OMB functioned as just another bureauc-

280 See supra p. 2286.

281 See supra pp. 2286-87.
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racy, indistinguishable from the agencies themselves in its relationship
to the President or its adherence to his priorities. It is only to note that

the OMB review process was not a presidential review process in the

strict sense and itself carried risks of routinization and detachment.
The methods of administrative control on which Clinton principally
relied reduced, albeit could not eliminate, those risks. The staff in-

volved came mostly from the White House policy councils, units even

smaller than OIRA which were based in the West Wing and consisted

entirely of political appointees. More, Clinton's methods of control

necessarily involved Clinton himself, if potentially only at the end of a

staff-managed process. Because he signed the directives and he made

the public announcements, presidential control of administration be-

came more personal - became, in fact, more presidential - than be-
fore.

By noting these differences, I wish neither to understate nor to ob-

scure the fundamental continuities between the Reagan and Clinton

approaches to presidential administration. To the contrary, although

the distinctions are significant in determining both what has happened
to administration and whether this development is desirable, the essen-

tial story this Article has told concerns movement in a single direction,
stretching across the two decades from Reagan's first term through

Clinton's second, toward a new relationship between the executive
agencies and the President. The point is not that the President rules;

that would be an impossible change in a context in which Congress,
bureaucratic experts, and interest groups historically have played im-

portant roles and retain powerful incentives to do so. The point is

only - but this is no small "only" - that the President, in relation to

these other actors, has attained an ever greater capacity to oversee, to

supervise, and even to direct administrative action.
Focusing first on this general trend, I view as unlikely the prospect

that President Bush will elect to cede this power. My prediction flies

in the face of conventional wisdom regarding Bush's management
style, which emphasizes his attachment to corporate models of organi-

zation. Former Senator Moynihan, no inexperienced observer of

Washington ways, has asserted that Bush is "going back to cabinet
government"; 8 2 and the New York Times has reported broad consensus
that Bush, as compared with Clinton, will "delegat[e] more authority"

to executive agency heads, "[s]ignaling [a] [r]eduction in [the] [r]ole of

[the] White House [s]taff." 283 But Bush has close personal relation-
ships with only a few of his cabinet or subcabinet officials; for the

282 Richard L. Berke, Bush Is Providing Corporate Model for White House, N.Y. TIMES, Mar.

I1, 200, § x, at x (internal quotation marks omitted).
283 Joseph Kahn, Bush Filling Cabinet with Team of Power-Seasoned Executives, N.Y. TIMES,

Dec. 31, 2000, at Ax.
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most part, these officials belong to what might be termed the perma-
nent GOP governing establishment. These officials likely will adopt
elements of the mindsets of their departments or other players in the
administrative process. For Bush to impose a personal governing
agenda, he will have to locate decisionmaking authority closer to
home, among the staff of his Executive Office. 284 Indeed, this alloca-
tion of authority may have begun already, as Bush conspicuously has
abandoned certain cabinet officials engaged in what he must have
viewed as the independent articulation of governmental policy.285

The more interesting question concerns the form that Bush's con-
trol of administrative action will take, as compared with Reagan's and
Clinton's. Bush's choice for the administrator of OIRA suggests an in-
tent to renew an aggressive posture toward the agencies in the regula-
tory review process; 28 6 so too do Bush's frequent references, in just the
first few months of his tenure, to the economic costs of regulatory deci-
sions.287 At the same time, Bush may well find advantage in incorpo-
rating Clinton's more affirmative strategies into his own approach to
administration. The public and media demands for action and leader-
ship that I previously discussed remain; so too does a Congress, if not
technically divided by party from the White House, still capable, given
its composition, of resisting the presidential agenda. Even during his
campaign, Bush promised to issue a number of directives to adminis-
trative officials - for example, a Clintonesque directive to the Secre-
tary of HHS to aid states in establishing registries of fathers of chil-
dren born out of wedlock. 288 Upon taking office, Bush immediately
signed a memorandum directing an agency head to reinstate a ban on
funding nongovernmental organizations engaged in abortion-related
activities, 289 which Clinton had lifted by directive during his first week

284 For a similar critique of the conventional wisdom, see Ryan Lizza, White House Watch:

Spokesmen, NEW REPUBLIC, Jan. 29, 2001, at 18.
285 See Selwyn Crawford, Cabinet Gets a Voice but Not the Last Word: Bush Overrules Officials

on Some Policies, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Mar. 15, 2001, at iA, LEXIS, News Library Ma-
jpap File.

286 See Douglas Jehl, Regulations Czar Prefers New Path, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 25, 2oo, at Al.
287 Statement on Signing Legislation To Repeal Federal Ergonomics Regulation, 37 WEEKLY

COMP. PRES. DOC. 477 (Mar. 20, 2001); Press Conference, 37 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 536,
537-38 (Mar. 29, 2001).

288 See Frank Bruni, Bush Closes In on Selecting Running Mate, N.Y. TIMES, July 18, 2000, at
Ax4.

289 Memorandum on Restoration of the Mexico City Policy, 37 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC.
216 (Jan. 22, 2OOI). Bush also made aggressive early use of traditional executive orders, issuing
government contracting rules hospitable to nonunion employers and employees, see Exec. Order
No. 13,203, 66 Fed. Reg. 11,227 (Feb. 17, 2OO); Exec. Order No. 13,202, 66 Fed. Reg. 11,225 (Feb.
17, 2001); Exec. Order No. 13,201, 66 Fed. Reg. 11,221 (Feb. 17, 2001), and establishing an emer-
gency board whose effect was to prevent an airline strike, see Exec. Order No. 13,205, 66 Fed.
Reg. 15,ox (Mar. 9, 200).
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in office.2 90 In addition, Bush instructed all agency heads, through a
memorandum from his chief of staff, to review all regulations issued at
the end of Clinton's term that had yet to take effect.2 91 These incen-

tives and early indications suggest that Clinton's methods of control
will join Reagan's in Bush's arsenal, thus continuing the expansion of
presidential administration this Article has chronicled.

IV. ASSESSING PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION

To describe recent developments in administrative process in this

way is not to draw any conclusions about either their legality or their
wisdom. In this Part, I turn to these questions, offering a broad
though not unlimited defense of the emergent system of presidential
administration. The first section considers and rejects constitutional
objections. Issues of constitutionality, of course, often diverge from is-
sues of normative appeal: much action that is constitutional is unwise,
and (perhaps less acknowledged in our legal culture) some action that
is unconstitutional has much to recommend it. In this context, how-
ever, for reasons I detail, the hardest issue of constitutionality turns on
an issue of statutory interpretation which itself rests partly - although
not wholly - on a policy judgment. The second section takes up in
depth the relevant policy questions, arguing that in our current politi-
cal and regulatory climate, concerns relating to both the accountability
and the effectiveness of government action support a strong role for
the President in setting administrative direction. In the third section, I
consider objections to this claim, each of which has links to one of the
alternative models of administrative control discussed in Part I. Al-
though mostly rejecting these counterarguments, I locate the contexts
in which they have the greatest force, and I suggest corresponding lim-
its on the appropriate exercise of presidential power over the adminis-
trative process. Throughout this evaluation of legal and policy issues,
I make certain distinctions arising from the different characteristics of
presidential administration under Presidents Reagan and Clinton.

A. Constitutional Questions

President Clinton's assertion of directive authority over administra-
tion, more than President Reagan's assertion of a general supervisory
authority, raises serious constitutional questions. In a nutshell, for
now, the objection goes as follows. Basic separation of powers doc-
trine maintains that Congress must authorize presidential exercises of
essentially lawmaking functions. In directing agency officials as to the

290 See Memorandum on the Mexico City Policy, I PUB. PAPERS io (Jan. 22, 1993).
291 Memorandum for the Heads and Acting Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, 66

Fed. Reg. 7702 (Jan. 20, 2001).
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use of their delegated discretion, the President engages in such func-
tions, but without the requisite congressional authority. Congress in-
deed has delegated discretionary power, but only to specified executive
branch officials; by assuming responsibility for this power, the Presi-
dent thus exceeds the appropriate bounds of his office. This argument
underlies the conventional, though never adjudicated, view that the
President lacks directive authority over administrative officials. I ac-
cept here the rudiments of the constitutional argument; more specifi-
cally, unlike the unitarians, I acknowledge that Congress generally
may grant discretion to agency officials alone and that when Congress
has done so, the President must respect the limits of this delegation.
My argument in defense of Clinton's practices concerns the statutory
predicate underlying the conventional view. I suggest, that is, that
most statutes granting discretion to executive branch - but not inde-
pendent - agency officials should be read as leaving ultimate deci-
sionmaking authority in the hands of the President. This rule of statu-
tory construction appropriately derives from an effort to determine
congressional intent as well as, given some uncertainty in doing so, an
effort to promote good lawmaking practices.

Consider first, to see the problem, Justice Black's opinion for the
Court in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer,292 which invali-
dated President Truman's seizure of the nation's steel mills. "In the
framework of our Constitution," Justice Black famously wrote, "the
President's power to see that the laws are faithfully executed refutes
the idea that he is to be a lawmaker."293 Then, referring to the struc-
ture and terms of Truman's order to the Secretary of Commerce to
carry out the seizure, Justice Black expounded:

The preamble of the order itself, like that of many statutes, sets out rea-
sons why the President believes certain policies should be adopted, pro-
claims these policies as rules of conduct to be followed, and again, like a
statute, authorizes a government official to promulgate additional rules
and regulations consistent with the policy proclaimed and needed to carry
that policy into execution. 294

This presidential act, Justice Black concluded, violated the Framers'
decision to "entrust[] the lawmaking power to the Congress alone in
both good and bad times."295

President Clinton's repeated invocation of a vaguely defined "ex-
ecutive authority" to direct administrative officials to adopt certain
presidential policies appears in great tension with - or perhaps in
outright opposition to - the understanding of constitutional structure

292 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
293 Id. at 587.
294 Id. at 588.
295 Id. at 589.
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expressed in Justice Black's opinion. When Clinton ordered a given
executive agency official, for example, to propose or (following a com-
ment period) to issue regulations, he engaged in an exercise of the kind
of policymaking authority Justice Black denied the President in
Youngstown. 296 Indeed, the terms of most of these directives fit almost
precisely Justice Black's description of Truman's order: all set out
"reasons why the President believe[d] certain policies should be
adopted" and instructed designated executive officials to take the ac-
tions appropriate and necessary to implement those policies.

But consider now a difference between the steel seizure order and
Clinton's directives, relating not to the President's own, but to Con-
gress's prior exercise of lawmaking power. On Justice Black's view of
the situation facing the President (and ultimately the Court) in Youngs-
town, Congress had passed no statute either expressly or impliedly
delegating the power to take possession of private property.2 97 On two
concurring Justices' view, Congress had gone so far as to pass statutes
impliedly reserving this power for itself.2 98 By contrast, Clinton issued
the directives this Article has discussed against a backdrop not of con-
gressional silence, much less of congressional reservation, but of ex-
plicit congressional delegations to make regulations and otherwise ex-
ercise discretion. Congress had decided that there would be a
decisionmaker other than itself.

But still there remains a rub, and not an insignificant one, for the
persons that Congress explicitly chose for this function were agency of-
ficials, rather than the President. The Youngstown Court had no need
to address this issue because no Justice in that case understood the
relevant congressional history to suggest any distinction between the

296 It might be argued that Clinton's orders lacked the qualities of finality and concreteness

that Truman's order possessed and so raise fewer constitutional issues. With respect to finality,
Clinton's orders on rulemaking did adhere to the formal structures that the APA imposed: he or-
dered only proposed rules prior to notice-and-comment, waiting until after that period to order
final regulations. See supra 23o6-07. But in doing so, he did no more than an administrative of-
ficial exercising discretionary power would have done - that is, follow an explicit congressional
limit on the mode of exercising that discretion. No one would say that a head of department does
not engage in policymaking when and because she follows APA procedures; similarly, no one
should view a President's adherence to the APA as somehow mitigating the substantive content
and effect of his actions. Moreover, Clinton ordered quantities of final agency action outside the
rulemaking process (for example, administrative guidance and interpretive statements), see supra
pp. 23o6-07, which even if not technically binding, effectively determined agency policy. With
respect to concreteness, Clinton's orders did leave room for agency officials to fill in many details
- but then, so too did Truman's directive to the Secretary of Commerce. Clinton's orders, like
Truman's, usually specified the essentials of the policy matter at issue, confining the scope of ac-
tion of the relevant agency official. For examples, see p. 2295, above. If there is a difference here,
it is one of degree rather than kind, insufficient to eliminate or transform the legal question faced
in Youngstown.

297 Youngstown, 343 U.S. at 585.
298 Id. at 599 (Frankfurter, J., concurring); id. at 639 (Jackson, J., concurring).
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President and an agency official. But what if Congress had delegated
specifically to the Secretary of Commerce the authority to seize prop-
erty in certain circumstances? Could President Truman then have is-
sued the order that he did? Could he effectively have substituted his
decision as to the propriety of the seizure for that of the Secretary? 299

This is essentially the question posed by Clinton's use of directive au-
thority - by his assumption, expressed in formal terms, that when
Congress designates an agency official as a decisionmaker, the Presi-
dent himself may step into that official's shoes.

Because no Supreme Court cases specifically address this question,
analysis of it under current law must begin with the body of cases re-
lating to the President's removal power. Just nine years after the
Court in Myers v. United States300 appeared to recognize a plenary
power on the part of the President to remove administrative office-
holders, the Court approved in Humphrey's Executor v. United
States301 a statute providing that the President could dismiss a mem-
ber of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) only for "inefficiency, ne-
glect of duty, or malfeasance in office." 302 The Court distinguished
Myers on the basis that the FTC Commissioner exercised "quasi-
legislative" and "quasi-judicial" duties, as opposed to performing
purely "executive function[s]. ' 30 3 Later cases downplayed the impor-
tance of this distinction, focusing instead on the question whether the
removal provision at issue only limited the President (thus creating a
more "independent" entity) or also gave Congress a hand in determin-
ing the official's tenure (thus effecting a legislative "aggrandizement"
of executive power).3 0 4  If the former, but only if the former, the re-
moval provision was permissible, provided it did not "unduly inter-
fer[e]" with the President's constitutionally assigned functions.305

299 This hypothetical question assumes that the initial delegation to the Secretary of Commerce

is constitutionally permissible. The question also assumes that the content of the presidential di-

rective falls within the scope of the delegation. If, to use the clearest case, Congress had delegated

a mandatory duty, then the President, like the Secretary, would have to give it effect. As the Su-

preme Court early stated in Kendall v. United States, 37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 524, 61o (1837), "in such
cases, the duty and responsibility grow out of and are subject to the control of the law, and not to
the direction of the President." Similarly, if Congress had delegated limited discretionary author-
ity, then the President, like the Secretary, would have to act within those limits. With these im-
portant assumptions in place, the only remaining question is whether the President's involvement
in carrying out the delegation would violate the Constitution.

300 272 U.S. 52 (1926).
301 295 U.S. 6o2 (935).
302 Id. at 623.
303 Id. at 628, 630.
304 See Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654 (1988); Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714 (1986).
3oS Morrison, 487 U.S. at 693-96. Although the "interference" test is notoriously vague, it pre-

sumably contemplates a core set of presidential functions, probably lying mainly in the defense
and foreign policy spheres, that would prevent Congress from, say, restricting the President's
power to remove the Secretary of Defense or State.
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These cases strongly suggest that Congress may limit the Presi-
dent's capacity to direct administrative officials in the exercise of their
substantive discretion. If Congress can create a zone of independent
administration by preventing the President from removing officials at
will, then it can advance the same end by barring the President from
imposing his policy choices on them. This is true regardless whether
Congress in fact has chosen to insulate the official from the President's
at-will removal authority. If Congress has done so, the limit on the
President's directive power seems but a necessary corollary: a for-cause
removal provision would buy little substantive independence if the
President, though unable to fire an official, could command or, if nec-
essary, supplant his every decision. And even if Congress has not done
so, it should be able, as an alternate means of ensuring a measure of
independence, to limit the President's directive authority, thus forcing
him to bear the burden of removing an official (and substituting a
more compliant person) when he wishes to dictate an agency's deci-
sion.30 6  Indeed, a dictum from Myers suggests that even when Con-
gress cannot at all limit the President's power to remove an official,
Congress may be able to confine the President's capacity to direct that
official as to the exercise of his delegated discretion. Said the Court:
"Of course there may be duties so peculiarly and specifically commit-
ted to the discretion of a particular officer as to raise a question
whether the President may overrule or revise the officer's interpreta-
tion of his statutory duty in a particular instance."307

The conventional view in administrative law, in apparent accord
with these cases, holds that the President lacks the power to direct an
agency official to take designated actions within the sphere of that of-
ficial's delegated discretion.308 The President may have the power to

306 It is possible to argue, contrary to the claim in the text, that Congress must choose between

limiting the President's removal power and giving him plenary control over administrative offi-

cials: in other words, once it has decided that the President should be able to remove an official at
will, Congress cannot otherwise limit the President's hierarchical authority. The rationale for this

stance might rest on a notion of political accountability: if the President can remove an official,
the public will hold him accountable for that official's decisions; and if the public will hold the
President so accountable, he ought to have all the tools available (not just the often ineffective
removal power) to control these decisions. But this reasoning, aside from conflicting with the dic-
tum from Myers discussed below in the text, seems both too empirically questionable (does the

public's view of political responsibility really hinge on the President's removal power?) and too
unhinged from conventional modes of constitutional interpretation to establish a prohibition on
Congress.

307 Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 135 (1926). In making this statement, the Court tacitly
acknowledged the practical limits on the President's removal power: this power alone does not

ensure that all decisions made by administrative officials will accord with the President's views
and priorities.

308 See sources cited supra note 8. Even administrative law scholars who protest this result, on

the ground that the Constitution as correctly interpreted provides the President with plenary
power over administration, see infra p. 2325, agree that current constitutional law deprives the
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remove an official at will, because Congress either has not taken or
(more rarely) could not take that power away. In addition, and criti-
cally, the President may have what Peter Strauss and Cass Sunstein
have called "procedural" supervisory authority over administrative of-
ficers, enabling the President to demand information from and engage
in consultation with them.30 9  Congress usually has done nothing to
suggest that it wishes to interfere with this authority as to executive
branch agencies; 310 and even if Congress has indicated this intent as to
the independents, Article II of the Constitution, most notably its Opin-
ions Clause, may bar Congress from such interference. 311 This proce-

President of directive authority. See Lawson, supra note 20, at 1242-46. The consensus on this
issue emerged following the Court's decisions in the removal cases. Attorneys General in the
nineteenth century, for example, divided on the question whether the President possessed directive
authority over administrative officials. Compare, e.g., ii Op. Att'y Gen. 14, 15 (1864) (denying
directive authority), and r Op. Att'y Gen. 624, 625 (x823) (same), with 6 Op. Att'y Gen. 326, 327
(1854) (sustaining directive authority), and 2 Op. Att'y Gen. 482, 487 (183) (same). The Myers
dictum and Humphrey's Executor holding appear responsible for tipping the balance against ac-
knowledging a presidential directive authority.

309 Strauss & Sunstein, supra note 2, at 200; see Lessig & Sunstein, supra note i, at 72; Strauss,

supra note 8, at 646-47.
310 When Congress does indicate a desire to deprive the President of procedural oversight

power over executive branch agencies, the question becomes, as in the independent agency con-
text, whether Congress may do so constitutionally. I address this question immediately below in
the text and next footnote. Legislation passed in i98i, exempting several executive agency rule-
makings from the OMB review process (a form of procedural oversight power), raised this consti-
tutional issue. See Act of Oct. 9, x98i, Pub. L. No. 97-58, sec. 4(a)(2), § xog(dX2), 95 Stat. 979, 984
(codified at 16 U.S.C. § 1379(d)(2) (1982)). President Reagan approved the legislation, but noted
in his signing statement that he would not read the bill "to infringe in any way on the President's
constitutional responsibility to supervise [the relevant secretaries] in their execution of the law."
Statement on Signing a Bill Concerning the Protection of Marine Mammals, PUB. PAPERS 914

(Oct. 9, ig8i).
311 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2 (empowering the President to "require the Opinion, in writing, of

the principal Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon any subject relating to the Du-
ties of their respective Offices"). The Opinions Clause may receive reinforcement, for purposes of
this argument, from the Take Care Clause, see U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3 (obligating the President to
"take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed"). Although framed in the language of duty
rather than power, this clause may imply some minimum amount of presidential oversight author-
ity, on the theory that the President could not perform this function if unable to require informa-
tion from and engage in consultations with agency officials. See Strauss, supra note 8, at 648-50.
A third provision, the Vesting Clause, see U.S. CONST. art. ii, § i (vesting "executive power" in
the President), also may play a role in the argument, although it is notoriously uncertain whether
this clause refers only to the powers specifically enumerated in the rest of Article II (such as those
deriving from the Opinions and Take Care Clauses) or encompasses some more general grant of
authority. Compare Calabresi & Prakash, supra note i, at 570-85 (interpreting the Vesting Clause
as a general grant of authority), with Lessig & Sunstein, supra note i, at 47-55 (interpreting the
Vesting Clause to refer to enumerated powers). The removal cases need not be read so broadly as
to grant Congress the power to strip the President of this kind of procedural authority over ad-
ministration. To be sure, a dictum in Humphrey's Executor lends support to this understanding of
congressional power by stating that a member of the Federal Trade Commission was simply not
an officer of an executive department. See Humphrey's Ex'r v. United States, 295 U.S. 602, 630
(I935). On this account, neither the Opinions Clause (by its explicit terms) nor the Take Care and
Vesting Clauses (also referring to law "execut[ion]") would apply. The reasoning in Humphrey's
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dural oversight power, most administrative law experts agree, supports
OMB review of at least executive agency (and perhaps independent
agency) actions, so long as ultimate decisionmaking power resides in
the hands of agency officials; the review system then operates as a
channel through which the President can obtain information from and
offer advice to the relevant administrators. 312  So too this oversight
power sustains Clinton's directives to agency officials demanding re-
ports on various issues, even if these directives, like the demands of
OMB review, suggested a preferred policy position.313 But there the
line is drawn. The President has no authority to act as the decision-
maker, either by resolving disputes in the OMB process or by issuing
substantive directives. This is because Congress, under the removal
precedents, can insulate administrative policymaking from the Presi-
dent, and Congress has exercised this power by delegating the relevant
discretion to a specified agency official, rather than to the President.

The work of the scholars and lawyers known as unitarians pro-
vides a basis for contesting this view by attacking the removal deci-
sions on which it rests. The unitarians argue that, contrary to these
decisions, Article II of the Constitution establishes a President with
plenary control over all heads of agencies involved in executing, im-
plementing, or administering federal law. 314 Most unitarians make this
claim on the basis of the original meaning of the constitutional text.315

A few rely on the identification of broad constitutional values and the
translation of those founding values into the contemporary context.31 6

In either event, the unitarians insist that the Court has allowed Con-

Executor, however, has never been repeated, and the question actually decided in the case was
much narrower; although insisting that Congress may limit the President's power to remove many
administrative officials - and thus making clear that Congress has broad power to insulate from
the President these officials' exercise of discretionary authority - the Court did not hold that
Congress could cut off agencies in all respects from the President by, for example, preventing the
President from removing an agency officer for cause or, more relevant here, preventing the Presi-
dent from requiring the officer to provide reports and other information. See Strauss & Sunstein,
supra note 2, at 199-203.

312 See sources cited supra note 3o9. The distinction between this kind of procedural oversight
and the actual displacement of substantive authority lay at the heart of the Justice Department
opinion authorizing Reagan's executive order initiating regulatory review. See Proposed Execu-
tive Order Entitled "Federal Regulation", 5 Op. Off. Legal Counsel, 59, 63 (198x); supra p. 2278 &
note 126.

313 For an example of these directives, see supra note 237.
314 See FRIED, supra note io, at I4-6o; Calabresi & Prakash, supra note i; Calabresi & Rho-

des, supra note io; Currie, supra note io, at 34-36; Liberman, supra note io; Miller, supra note x;
Theodore Olson, Founders Wouldn't Endorse America's Plural Presidency, LEGAL TIMES, Apr.
27, 1987, at ii; see also Lessig & Sunstein, supra note i, at 93-119 (making a somewhat weaker
unitarian argument).

315 See, e.g., Calabresi & Prakash, supra note z; Calabresi & Rhodes, supra note io; Liberman,
supra note io.

316 See Lessig & Sunstein, supra note i, at 93-1 19.
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gress too much power to insulate the agencies from the President. Al-
though focusing on the question of removal, the unitarian position
equally would bar legislative inroads into the President's directive au-
thority.

I do not espouse the unitarian position in this Article, instead tak-
ing the Supreme Court's removal cases, and all that follows from
them, as a given. I adopt this stance for two reasons. First, although I
am highly sympathetic to the view that the President should have
broad control over administrative activity, I believe, for reasons I can
only sketch here, that the unitarians have failed to establish their claim
for plenary control as a matter of constitutional mandate. The original
meaning of Article II is insufficiently precise and, in this area of stag-
gering change, also insufficiently relevant to support the unitarian po-
sition.3 17 And the constitutional values sometimes offered in defense of
this claim are too diffuse, too diverse, and for these reasons, too easily
manipulable to justify removing from the democratic process all deci-
sions about the relationship between the President and administration
- especially given that this result would reverse decades' worth of es-
tablished law and invalidate the defining features of numerous and en-
trenched institutions of government. Second and equally important,
the cases sustaining restrictions on the President's removal authority,
whether or not justified, are almost certain to remain the law (at least
in broad terms, if not in specifics); as a result, any serious attempt to
engage the actual practice of presidential-agency relations must incor-
porate these holdings and their broader implications as part of its
framework.

But my acceptance of congressional authority in this area does not
require the conclusion, assumed on the conventional view, that the
President lacks all power to direct administrative officials as to the ex-
ercise of their delegated discretion. That Congress could bar the
President from directing discretionary action does not mean that Con-
gress has done so; whether it has is a matter of statutory construction.
If Congress, in a particular statute, has stated its intent with respect to
presidential involvement, then that is the end of the matter. But if

Congress, as it usually does, simply has assigned discretionary author-
ity to an agency official, without in any way commenting on the Presi-

dent's role in the delegation, then an interpretive question arises. One
way to read a statute of this kind is to assume that the delegation runs

to the agency official specified and to that official alone. But a second
way to read such a statute is to assume that the delegation runs to the
agency official specified, rather than to any other agency official, but

317 For a powerful criticism of the originalist argument for unitarianism, see id. at 12-84. A

principal dispute concerns the meaning of the Vesting Clause, noted supra note 31 1.
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still subject to the ultimate control of the President. The lawfulness of
a President's use of directive power depends on the choice between
these two readings.

The availability of presidential directive authority thus usually will
turn on the selection of an interpretive principle - really, a presump-
tion - with which to approach a statutory delegation to an adminis-
trative official. The principle that advocates of the conventional view
implicitly have adopted reads a standard delegation as excluding the
President, in the absence of evidence to the contrary. The contrary
principle would read a standard delegation as including the President,
unless Congress indicates otherwise. Either principle would give clear
guidance to courts and, equally important, provide Congress with a
clear default rule against which to legislate. The choice between them
appropriately rests on other considerations: in the first instance, on a
judgment about legislative intentions; and to the extent these are in
doubt, on a judgment about institutional competencies.

When the delegation in question runs to the members of an inde-
pendent agency, the choice between these two interpretive principles
seems fairly obvious. In establishing such an agency, Congress has
acted self-consciously, by means of limiting the President's appoint-
ment and removal power, to insulate agency decisionmaking from the
President's influence. In then delegating power to that agency (rather
than to a counterpart in the executive branch), Congress must be
thought to intend the exercise of that power to be independent. In
such a case, the agency's heads are not subordinate to the President in
other respects; making the heads subordinate in this single way would
subvert the very structure and premises of the agency.

When the delegation runs to an executive branch official, however,
Congress's intent (to the extent it exists) may well cut in the opposite
direction. Congress knows, after all, that executive officials stand in
all other respects in a subordinate position to the President, given that
the President nominates them without restriction, can remove them at
will, and can subject them to potentially far-ranging procedural over-
sight.318 All these powers establish a general norm of deference among
executive officials to presidential opinions, such that when Congress
delegates to an executive official, it in some necessary and obvious
sense also delegates to the President. It is true that these various pow-

318 As noted above, the procedural oversight power may flow directly enough from the Opin-

ions Clause and other provisions of Article II as to deprive Congress of the ability to place limits
on it. See supra p. 2324 & note ix. And even if Congress possesses this ability, the prevailing
view holds that Congress has left presidential procedural power in place with respect to at least
the executive branch agencies. See supra p. 2324 & note 310. In discussing the regulatory review
process under President Reagan, I showed how this ostensibly procedural power sometimes can
determine the content of agency action. See supra pp. 2278-79.
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ers do not give the President full ability to control an executive offi-
cial's decisions, at least without incurring political costs; but then, for
reasons discussed earlier, neither does directive power.319 I in no way
mean here to conflate the two. But the very subtlety of the line be-
tween directive authority and other tools of presidential control - or
stated more fully, between the "command" expressed in the use of di-
rective power and the "influence" deriving from the use (or threatened
use) of appointment, removal, and procedural oversight powers -

provides reason to doubt any congressional intent to disaggregate
them, in the absence of specific evidence of that desire. 320 An interpre-
tive principle presuming an undifferentiated presidential control of ex-
ecutive agency officials thus may reflect, more accurately than any
other, the general intent and understanding of Congress.

An old dictum from the Supreme Court supports something very
like this rule of construction. Recall the statement in Myers to the ef-
fect that Congress may limit the President's substantive control of ex-
ecutive agency decisions: "Of course there may be duties so peculiarly
and specifically committed to the discretion of a particular officer as to
raise a question whether the President may overrule or revise the offi-
cer's interpretation of his statutory duty in a particular instance. '321

The meaning of this statement is not free from doubt, but the Court's
demand for a "peculiar[]" and "specific[]" commitment appears to refer
to something other than an ordinary delegation. Although not going so
far as to require Congress to preclude presidential directive authority
through a clear statement, the dictum suggests a presumption in favor
of reading statutes to leave this authority in the hands of the President.
In that event, the critical question under a typical delegation statute
about any exercise of presidential power, including directive authority,
would concern not its legality but instead the subject of the next sec-
tion: the action's desirability from the standpoint of administrative
process and substance.

Advocates of the conventional view, however, might support a pre-
sumption against directive power with any of three arguments relating
to congressional design. First, they might rely on the hoary principle
of "expressio unius est exclusio alterius" - to include one thing is to
exclude another - to justify the equation of silence with denial. But
this canon is notoriously capable of producing errors,32 2 and never

319 See supra pp. 2298-99.

320 Pildes and Sunstein similarly comment on the subtlety of this line, but nonetheless adopt the

conventional view that the President may not exercise directive authority when Congress dele-

gates power to another executive official. See Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 24-26.
321 Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 135 (1926).

322 See, e.g., WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR., DYNAMIC STATUTORY INTERPRETATION 229

(1994); CASS R. SUNSTEIN, AFTER THE RIGHTS REVOLUTION: RECONCEIVING THE REG-
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more so than in the kind of situation here: when legislative drafters,
given the surrounding context, may view the thing excluded and the
thing included as standing on different planes entirely. Consider an
analogy: a set of military regulations gives the captain of a Navy ship
broad authority to make decisions about the ship's operation. Few
would understand these regulations to preclude the captain's direct
superior (as opposed, say, to his peers or underlings) from instructing
the captain as to matters within the delegation, even if the regulations
failed to note specifically the commander's authority to do so. Inter-
preters instead would read the regulations as consistent with, and in-
deed incorporating, a background understanding of a hierarchical rela-
tionship between the captain and his commander. So too here.
Congress's delegation of authority to, say, the Secretary of Commerce
ought to preclude the Secretary of Labor from exercising the delegated
power. But given the essentially superior-subordinate relationship that
Congress has left in place between the President and the Secretary of
Commerce, the delegation of authority to the latter may say nothing
about the former's directive power.

A second response to my argument might focus on Congress's occa-
sional practice of delegating power directly to the President, on the
understanding that he may assign that power (or a part of it) to a sub-
ordinate official. 323 These delegations, the response would go, imply

that when Congress takes the alternative route of granting power to an
administrative official, Congress wishes to insulate the exercise of that
power from the President. But this conclusion does not follow. A
delegation to the President continues, under my statutory reading, to
have a different effect than a delegation to an agency official. Most
important, the former enables the President to choose who will func-
tion as the initial (and, in practice, usually the ultimate) decisionmaker,
whereas the latter deprives the President of this choice. Perhaps too,
the former expresses a preference, though not a command, that the
President take some part in exercising the delegated authority; other-
wise stated, a delegation to the President gives notice that Congress
will hold him specially accountable for decisions made within its
scope. For these reasons, Congress's delegations of power to the Presi-
dent logically coexist with a presumption that the President has ulti-
mate control over all executive agency decisions. Only if Congress
sometimes stipulated that a delegation of power to an agency official
was subject to the ultimate control of the President - which Congress

ULATORY STATE 151-52 (199o). in the words of the ever-quotable Judge Posner, "Not every si-

lence is pregnant." Ill. Dep't of Pub. Aid v. Schweiker, 707 F.2d 273, 277 (7th Cir. 1983).
323 Presidential Subdelegation Act, ch. 655, § zo, 65 Stat. 712 (1951) (codified at 3 U.S.C. § 301

(1994)) (authorizing the President to designate any executive branch official appointed with the

Senate's advice and consent to perform any function vested in the President).
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has not, to my knowledge - would a claim of this kind (that is, a
claim relying on the negative implication of other statutes) succeed in
defeating my argument.

Finally, a critic might assert that the interpretive principle I have
proposed must represent a faulty estimation of congressional intent be-
cause it conflicts with Congress's institutional interests. Surely, the ar-
gument would run, Congress generally prefers that final policymaking
authority lie with administrative agencies, at least in part dependent
on and responsive to the legislative branch, than with Congress's prin-
cipal competitor for power in Washington. But this assumption does
not square with many other aspects of Congress's behavior. If the
premise were valid, independent agencies would swamp executive
branch agencies; in fact, Congress has reposed considerable, and ever-
increasing, authority in the latter.324  So too if the assumption were
true, recent assertions of presidential authority over all agencies, ex-
ecutive and independent, would have met stiffer resistance from Con-
gress than they in fact encountered. For reasons earlier discussed,
Congress tends to defend its institutional interests poorly.32 5  There
seems little reason to presume that as to the single matter of directive
authority, Congress self-consciously has adopted such an uncommonly
self-protective posture.

This entire discussion, in any event, has something of a fictive as-
pect. I have considered so far whether Congress, in drafting a stan-
dard delegation, generally intends to grant or negate presidential direc-
tive authority. But perhaps more likely than either possibility is a
third: that Congress generally has no intent on the matter. Congress
may have failed to consider the question, proved unable to reach con-
sensus, or chosen to leave the decision to other actors to work out as
the need arises. In this case, a sensible approach to addressing the
broad interpretive issue would look to the same policy considerations
- the effect of presidential control on administration - that optimally
should determine Congress's and the President's choices (respectively,
whether to withhold and whether to exercise directive authority in any
particular instance) were the presumption I have suggested in place.
Interpretive principles often derive from an effort to promote better
lawmaking - perhaps most notably, by assigning particular roles and
responsibilities to particular governmental institutions in accordance
with their relative competencies. 32 6 Under this reasoning, if presiden-

324 See supra note 104.

325 See supra pp. 2314-I 5 .
326 For general discussion of this point, see SUNSTEIN, supra note 322, at 154-55. Sunstein

places in this category such disparate principles as the presumption in favor of state autonomy,
the presumption against implied repeals, and the Chevron deference rule. See id. I discuss the
last of these at section V.B.i, pp. 2373-80, below.
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tial control of executive agencies usually advances accountable and ef-
fective administration, then Congress should have to manifest any in-
tent to limit that control. If, however, presidential control of these
agencies usually detracts from these goals, then Congress should have
to manifest the opposite desire. In either event, the statutory question
(whether the President, in exercising directive authority, is acting in
accordance with a standard delegation) on which, I have argued,
hinges the constitutional question (whether the President can take this
action consistent with Article I) itself turns on a policy question
(whether the action promotes good administrative lawmaking). It is to
this last question that I now turn.

B. The Case for Presidential Administration

All models of administration must address two core issues: how to
make administration accountable to the public and how to make ad-
ministration efficient or otherwise effective. The standard view is that
these two goals often conflict with each other.327 Effective administra-
tion requires delegations that provide significant discretion to agency
officials; these broad delegations, however, raise serious concerns about
accountability because agency officials are not elected. The old con-
gressional transmission belt model dealt with this problem by denying
that discretion was necessary for effective administration.3 28 The ex-
pertise model, recognizing otherwise, resolved the issue by characteriz-
ing regulatory matters as apolitical and thus rejecting the need for ac-
countability.3 29  The interest group model, refuting this
characterization in its turn, attempted to ensure accountability by cre-
ating a surrogate political process within the bureaucratic sphere, even
if at some cost to administrative efficiency.330 More recent iterations of
the models rely on variants of these claims in attempting to strike the
appropriate balance. 33 1  The presidential model must face the same
challenge: how does it fare, on its own terms and in comparison with
alternative approaches, in promoting the accountability and effective-
ness of administrative government? This section argues broadly that
the model succeeds on both counts, deferring to the next section dis-
cussion of limitations and caveats.

I. Accountability. - Presidential administration promotes ac-
countability in two principal and related ways. First, presidential
leadership enhances transparency, enabling the public to comprehend

327 See, e.g., Stewart, supra note 13, at 1676-79 (describing the historical understanding of this

conflict).
328 See supra p. 2250.

329 See supra p. 2261.
330 See supra pp. 2265-66.
331 See supra pp. 2257-58, 2262-63, 2268.
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more accurately the sources and nature of bureaucratic power. Sec-
ond, presidential leadership establishes an electoral link between the
public and the bureaucracy, increasing the latter's responsiveness to
the former. Modern attributes of the relationship between the Presi-
dent and the public make these claims stronger than ever before. A
strong presidential role, to be sure, does not ensure strong accountabil-
ity. The extent to which a system of presidential administration pro-
motes responsiveness and transparency depends in large part on the
form it takes and the methods it uses; and any system will depart from
the ideal on all-too-frequent occasions. But presidential control of
administration at the least possesses advantages over any alternative
control device in advancing these core democratic values.

Consider first a fundamental precondition of accountability in ad-
ministration - the degree to which the public can understand the
sources and levers of bureaucratic action. Former Solicitor General
Charles Fried, one of the architects of the Reagan Administration's ef-
forts to establish a unitary executive, has stressed this goal for struc-
turing the administrative state: "The lines of responsibility should be
stark and clear, so that the exercise of power can be comprehensible,
transparent to the gaze of the citizen subject to it. ' '332 Bureaucracy is
the ultimate black box of government - the place where exercises of
coercive power are most unfathomable and thus most threatening. To
a great extent, this always will be so; the bureaucratic form - in its
proportions, its reach, and its distance - is impervious to full public
understanding, much less control. But for this very reason, the need
for transparency, as an aid to holding governmental decisionmakers to
account, here reaches its apex. To the extent possible, consistent with
congressional command and other policy objectives, there is good rea-
son to impose clear lines of command and to simplify and personalize
the processes of bureaucratic governance.

Gauged by this standard, the President has natural and growing
advantages over any institution in competition with him to control the
bureaucracy. The Presidency's unitary power structure, its visibility,
and its "personality" all render the office peculiarly apt to exercise
power in ways that the public can identify and evaluate. The new
strategies of presidential leadership, focused as they are on intensifying
the direct connection between the President and public, enhance these
aspects of the office and the transparency they generate; so too does
the increased media coverage of the President, which is at once a cause
and a result of these strategies.3 33 Even when a President wishes to

332 FRIED, supra note io, at 153.

333 For discussion of these modern developments in the nature of the Presidency, see pp. 2299-

2300, 23IO-I , above.
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veil his actions, regarding regulatory policy no less than other matters,

his capacity to do so is limited. The presidentializing of the bureauc-

racy is to at least some extent the publicizing of the bureaucracy, with

respect alike to outcomes and processes.
Different methods of presidential control, however, can resist or, al-

ternatively, embrace this inherent tendency. President Reagan usually

tried, as I have shown, to veil his and his staff's influence over ad-

ministration. 334 The effort failed in the broadest sense: in part because

of the nature of the Presidency, the Reagan OMB's involvement in

rulemaking became a matter of intense debate, which both highlighted

agency action and heightened the scrutiny it was given. The focus on

confidentiality in the Reagan years nonetheless may have interfered in

certain cases with the ability of the public, Congress, and interested

parties to identify the true wielders of administrative authority. The

methods of control Clinton introduced pose a stark contrast. By

claiming authority to make discretionary decisions delegated to the

agencies, by exercising that authority in public directives, and by

speaking of and treating agency actions as his own, Clinton not only

influenced, but also assumed political responsibility for regulatory de-

cisions. I do not mean to claim that Clinton always adhered to these

methods - or conversely said, that he never influenced agency deci-

sions in ways designed to avoid leaving fingerprints (though his overall

visibility in the regulatory arena may have limited his capacity to ef-

fect this strategy). The point here is more general: that as between

these two models of presidential control, the more nakedly assertive

(and legally aggressive) is the more desirable. It is, indeed, difficult to

imagine a scheme for wielding administrative power that is more con-

ducive to public understanding - and thus to the public assignment

of blame or credit - than the one Clinton initiated. 335

Consider now the related issue of which control mechanism best

promotes responsiveness to the policy preferences of the general public.

The place to start is with an important claim made by Jerry Mashaw

in an article rebuffing academic demands for a more robust nondelega-

tion doctrine. In defending broad delegations, Mashaw contended that

more extensive bureaucratic, as opposed to legislative, decisionmaking

actually would improve the connection between governmental action

and electoral wishes. To accept the argument, Mashaw wrote, "[a]ll

we need do is not forget [that] ... presidents are heads of administra-

334 See supra p. 2280.

335 The comparative point made here (and repeated in a different context later in this section)

relates to my discussion in Part V of whether and how administrative law doctrine should take

account of presidential involvement in regulatory action. The proposals I make there essentially

provide incentives for Presidents to exercise administrative influence openly and unabashedly,
rather than behind closed doors.
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tions. ''336 Presidents, after all, are popularly elected; indeed, they are
the only governmental officials elected by a national constituency in
votes focused on general, rather than local, policy issues. Bureaucratic
action, in Mashaw's view, thus turns out to have a democratic pedigree
purer even than Congress's in our system of government.

This argument assumed, to a greater degree than the facts war-
ranted, that the President both could and did wholly control adminis-
trative action. As I have shown, agencies are pulled in many direc-
tions - not only toward presidential priorities, but also toward
congressional, constituency, and bureaucratic goals and interests.
Even were Presidents "heads of administrations" in the strongest pos-
sible constitutional sense, so that every administrative official was
firmly ensconced in the executive branch, considerable swaths of
agency decisionmaking would remain, in a practical sense, impervious
to presidential direction and so still subject to democratic exception.
But if Mashaw's argument fails for this reason (perhaps among others)
to prove that administrative decisionmaking promotes democratic val-
ues better than legislative decisionmaking does, the argument at least
may suggest that, given the current ubiquity of broad delegations,
these values support the strongest feasible presidential control of ad-
ministrative decisions.

The reason that Mashaw highlighted is retrospective in nature: a
President has won a national election.3 37 More, this election, exactly
because it was national in scope, probably focused on broad policy
questions, conveying at least some information to the public about the
future President's attitude toward regulation. The point is not trivial,
especially when the President is compared with other administrative
actors, but it also should not be exaggerated. As the election of 2000

demonstrated, winning a national election does not necessarily entail
winning more votes than any other candidate; still less, as the two
prior elections showed, does it mean winning a majority of the na-
tional electorate. And even assuming a popular majority for a presi-
dential candidate, bare election results rarely provide conclusive
grounds to infer similar support for even that candidate's most impor-
tant positions, much less the sometimes arcane aspects of regulatory
policy.338  Presidential claims of prior public validation indeed often
have a tinny timbre.

336 Mashaw, supra note 54, at 95.
337 See id. at 95-96 (arguing that delegations enable administrative policy to shift with "voter

preferences expressed in presidential elections').
338 See Robert A. Dahl, Myth of the Presidential Mandate, in POLITICIANS AND PARTY

POLITICS 239, 244-49 (John G. Geer ed., 1998) (arguing that claims of presidential mandates are
usually empty). As Sir Henry Maine reportedly once said: "The devotee of democracy is much in
the same position as the Greeks with their oracles. All agreed that the voice of an oracle was the
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The more important point is prospective: because the President has

a national constituency, he is likely to consider, in setting the direction

of administrative policy on an ongoing basis, the preferences of the

general public, rather than merely parochial interests.339 A prudent

President, once elected, works to expand his base of support among

the public.340 In his first term, the desire for reelection alone provides

a reason to do so, including through the adoption of policies favored

by a majority of the voting public. And even in his second term, a

President retains strong incentives to consider carefully the public's

views as to all manner of issues - incentives here related to his ambi-

tion for achievement, and beyond that for a chosen successor or his-

torical legacy. The sum and general direction of the President's policy

decisions, after all, may well affect his standing with his national con-

stituency, and it is by now a truism of presidential scholarship that a

President's standing among the general public critically affects his

ability to achieve his policy and political agenda (which, in an endless

feedback loop, in turn affects his public standing).,3 4  Indeed, modern

Presidents are more often criticized for excessively hewing to, than for

blithely disregarding, broad public opinion. 342 The advent of what has

become known as the permanent presidential campaign, a develop-

ment linked to fundamental changes in polling technology and mass

media, at once demonstrates and reinforces the President's attention to

the national electorate's views and interests. 343

This point too should not be overstated. The resolution of each in-

dividual regulatory issue, after all, probably will play a small role in

voice of god, but everybody allowed that when he spoke he was not as intelligible as might be

desired." STANLEY KELLEY, JR., INTERPRETING ELECTIONS 134 (1983).
339 A number of scholars, in making the case for one or another version of strong presidential-

ism, have noted the President's ability, as the representative of a national constituency, to counter

factional pressures on administration. See Steven G. Calabresi, Some Normative Arguments for

the Unitary Executive, 48 ARK. L. REV. 23, 58-67 (1995); Frank H. Easterbrook, Unitary Execu-

tive Interpretation: A Comment, 15 CARDOZO L. REV. 313, 318-19 (x993); Lessig & Sunstein, su-

pra note i, at 105-o6.
340 See, e.g., NEUSTADT, supra note 95, at 78-79 (discussing the importance in a President's

strategic calculations of guarding his popular prestige).
341 See supra p. 2311 & note 260.

342 The modern President's attention to public opinion is most clearly demonstrated by the

White House's ever-accelerating accumulation and use of polling data. This trend, which dates

back at least to President Kennedy's tenure, has provoked repeated complaints, perhaps culminat-

ing during the Clinton Administration, of presidential "pandering" to the public. See Jacobs &

Shapiro, supra note 22o, at 95-99. Contrary to the assumption usually underlying this charge, a

President may use polling and other public opinion research not always to respond to but some-

times to shape existing public views and preferences. Common to all the purposes of these tools,

however, is an interest in the "public will" at the broadest level. I explore the potential dangers of

this interest in section V.C.2, pp. 2352-58, below, which asks whether presidential control of ad-

ministration too greatly displaces the role of expertise in regulatory decisionmaking.
343 See JAMES P. PFIFFNER, THE MODERN PRESIDENCY 40-50 (1994) (discussing the insti-

tutionalization of a campaign approach to governing in the White House).
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the public's overall estimation of presidential performance, no less
than in its prior electoral decisions. And on any given decision, the
President accordingly may assign overriding weight to the views of
more particular, focused constituencies or to a range of other consid-
erations. Obvious recent examples of this phenomenon include Presi-
dent Clinton's midnight pardons and President Bush's reversal of cer-
tain regulations still pending when Clinton left office. Of course, even
these actions may make a point about presidential responsiveness to
majoritarian sentiment generally - the pardons just because they is-
sued no sooner than Clinton's last day in office, the rule rescissions be-
cause they triggered, after wide public denunciation, near-frantic
(though partial and possibly short-term) efforts by Bush to show devo-
tion to popularly supported regulatory objectives. 344 The incidents
nonetheless should serve as a reminder that no institution can boast of
perfect responsiveness to the public.

The critical analysis with respect to this issue, however, must be
comparative in nature. Take the President out of the equation and
what remains are individuals and entities with a far more tenuous
connection to national majoritarian preferences and interests: adminis-
trative officials selected by the President himself;345 staff of the perma-
nent bureaucracy; leaders of interest groups, which whether labeled
"special" or "public" represent select and often small constituencies;
and members of congressional committees and subcommittees almost
guaranteed by their composition and associated incentive structure to
be unrepresentative of national interests. 346 All these participants may
have important roles to play and contributions to make in the adminis-
trative process, if only because responsiveness to the general electorate
is not the sole criterion by which to assess administrative action. But
on this axis, which should play an important role in any conception of

344 See E.J. Dionne, Jr., Hung Up on Clinton, WASH. POST, May 1, 2001, at A23 (stating that
"[wihen the White House abruptly shifts its public posture on environmental issues in response to
political attacks, it is not cynical to think its strategists have taken a teensy-weensy look at the
polls"); Robert Novak, Bush's Sudden Greening Leaves Red Faces, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Apr. 26,
2ooi, at 35 (criticizing Bush's "dash for the green bandwagon"). Indeed, one respected policy ana-
lyst has argued that the most striking feature of Bush's initial forays into regulatory policy was
not the number of the prior administration's unconsummated regulations that he abandoned, but
the number he accepted. See Gregg Easterbrook, Health Nut: W. the Environmentalist, NEW
REPUBLIC, Apr. 30, 2001, at 13, 13.

34S The President's nominations of executive branch officials, of course, are subject to the ad-
vice and consent of the Senate. But the Senate only rarely rejects presidential nominees to execu-
tive positions, or exerts much pressure through other means on nomination decisions. See LOUIS
FISHER, CONSTITUTIONAL CONFLICTS BETWEEN CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT 35-37
(4 th rev. ed. I997). This deference has remained largely intact even in periods of divided govern-
ment. See MORRIS FIORINA, DIVIDED GOVERNMENT g5-99 (2d ed. 1996).

346 See supra pp. 2259-60.
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political accountability and therefore in any structuring of administra-
tion, the President holds the comparative advantage. 347

This argument, however, needs a further refinement, relating again
to the openness of presidential involvement in administration (and
thus drawing the connection between transparency and responsive-
ness). To the extent that presidential supervision of agencies remains
hidden from public scrutiny, the President will have greater freedom to
play to parochial interests. Reagan's insistence on the confidentiality
of presidential involvement thus enhanced, as many of his critics as-
serted, the potential for factional influence over his actions.348 Even in
this context, my basic comparative claim may hold. The Presidency is
by nature a public institution, and almost no presidential exercise of
authority, however masked or oblique, long can escape public notice;
this scrutiny then will bring to bear on the President the pressures as-
sociated with a national constituency. But the greater openness of
Clinton's methods of administrative control makes the argument far
more potent. It should come as no surprise that the regulatory initia-
tives Clinton directed and appropriated proved time and again to at-
tract the strong support of the public (which doubtless played a role in
Congress's failure to reverse them). It is when presidential control of
administrative action is most visible that it most will reflect presiden-
tial reliance on and responsiveness to broad public sentiment.349

347 A potential argument in opposition to this claim is that it relies on the wrong comparison.

The question, on this view, is not whether the President is better than each single competitor in
reflecting broad public opinion and resisting special interests, but whether the President is better
in these respects than a pluralist system, in which he competes with all others to influence ad-
ministration. I take Peter Shane to make this point when he insists, as many modern administra-
tive law scholars do, that "accountability seems to depend quite strongly on the availability of
multiple pressure points within the bureaucracy, a diffusion of policy making influence, public
dialogue, and a general fluidity in the value structure that guides the bureaucracy's decision mak-
ing." Shane, supra note 3, at 2 13; see Farina, supra note io, at 989 ("[W]e must necessarily look to
a plurality of institutions and practices as contributors to an ongoing process of legitimizing the
regulatory state."); Strauss, supra note 5, at 965 ("The need for structural polyphony ... is
... strong[] today."). I think, however, that this framing of the issue (presidentialism versus plu-
ralism) distorts matters more than mine (greater or lesser presidentialism within pluralism). As
this Article stresses, we inevitably (and I will argue properly) live in a pluralist administrative sys-

tem; nothing that has occurred in the last twenty years changes that fact, and nothing that will
occur in the next twenty is likely to do so. The real issue concerns the balance we should strike

among all the institutions struggling for administrative power - and more specifically, whether
we should welcome (and in what contexts) the relative increase in presidential control that has

emerged in the last two decades. As to this question, the President's national constituency, and
his resulting comparative responsiveness to broad public interests, is highly relevant; so too is the
comparative transparency of his actions, which I discussed above.

348 See supra p. 2280.

349 Perhaps the popularity of Clinton's regulatory initiatives also had another cause, which
should be noted by those who claim that enhanced presidential control of administration is inher-

ently antiregulatory in nature, see Farina, supra note 6, at 227. By asserting personal ownership
of regulation, Clinton may have helped to make the case for regulation, thus shaping as well as

23372001]
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A final point relevant to this discussion concerns the role of EOP
staff in presidential action. As earlier noted, the methods of control
that Clinton introduced (as well as his individual attributes) made
presidential administration more personal in nature.350 But even in
this form, the role of EOP (and especially White House) staff remained
crucial - in developing policy proposals, negotiating with agency
staff, and seeing to fruition the resulting bargains.35' Indeed, often
when I refer to "the President" in this Article, I am really speaking of a
more nearly institutional actor - the President and his immediate pol-
icy advisors in OMB and the White House. 352

Recognition of this point, however, at most moderately changes the
analysis. EOP staff members, to be sure, have no direct electoral con-
stituency, national or otherwise; nor do they usually have the public
visibility whose virtues I have trumpeted. But each of the President's
competitors for administrative power similarly relies on staff (or, in the
case of the permanent bureaucracy, consists of staff only). To contrast,
for example, the visibility of a congressional committee chair or agency
head to that of a White House advisor, for purposes of assessing com-
parative accountability, would be to weight the scales unfairly, given
that the former officials, no less than the President, stand at the apex
of a staff structure. Further, the EOP (and especially the White
House), though now large and hierarchical enough to count as a bu-
reaucracy itself, remains, as bureaucracies go, relatively cabined and
controllable.3 53 Indeed, even in the Reagan years, when according to
conventional wisdom personal presidential control over the EOP staff
descended to its nadir, it is difficult to identify instances of EOP inter-
vention in agency action that deviated markedly from the policy orien-
tation of the President. This is not to say that slack cannot develop
between the President and his advisors; if it could not, the newspapers
would contain fewer stories about staff disputes in the White House.
But the role that EOP staff play in the scheme of presidential admini-
stration neither demands fundamental redefinition of the institutions

responding to public preferences. The claim is closely related to the argument in section IV.B.2,
pp. 2339-46, below, about the capacity of the President to exert leadership over the general direc-
tion of administration. See infra pp. 2341-45.

350 See supra pp. 2316-17.
351 See supra pp. 2297-98 & interviews cited note 2 13.
352 In a future article, I intend to delve more deeply into what in this Article may appear the

black box of the EOP, examining this office as itself an administrative agency and exploring the
relationships (in part influenced by legal rules) among the President and all the EOP's constituent
parts.

353 See Terry M. Moe, Presidents, Institutions, and Theory, in RESEARCHING THE
PRESIDENCY: VITAL QUESTIONS, NEW APPROACHES 337, 368 (George C. Edwards III, John
H. Kessel & Bert A. Rockman eds., 1993).
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subject to my comparative analysis nor alters the essential conclusion
of that analysis with respect to political accountability.

2. Effectiveness. - Assuming that enhanced presidential control of
administration serves democratic norms, it still must meet another and
sometimes conflicting standard - that of regulatory effectiveness. In
using this broad term, I mean to include a number of so-called techno-
cratic values: cost-effectiveness, consistency, and rational priority-
setting. I also and even more firmly intend to refer to a certain kind of
dynamism or energy in administration, which entails both the capacity
and the willingness to adopt, modify, or revoke regulations, with a fair
degree of expedition, to solve perceived national problems. I conclude
that on all these measures, the expansion of presidential control of ad-
ministrative action offers significant benefits.

The place to start is with some general points about the President's
incentives and institutional attributes. Because the public holds Presi-
dents, and often Presidents alone, responsible for so many aspects of
governmental performance, 35 4 Presidents have a large stake in ensur-
ing an administration that works, at least in the eyes of the public.
This is not to say that Presidents value mere neutral competence in
administration. As political scientist Terry Moe has argued, their
needs are too political - too essentially strategic - in nature to allow
Presidents to rest content with a bureaucracy that hums along on
automatic pilot; Presidents want a bureaucracy that responds to them
and provides them with the tools they need to be, and be perceived as,
successful leaders. 35 5 But among those tools is a high level of adminis-
trative effectiveness as commonly understood: the capacity to achieve
set objectives, without undue cost, in an expeditious and coherent
manner.3 6 Moreover, a President, by virtue of the attributes of his of-
fice, stands in a relatively good position to achieve these operational
goals. Because he is a unitary actor, he can act without the indecision
and inefficiency that so often characterize the behavior of collective en-
tities.357 And because his "jurisdiction" extends throughout the admin-
istrative state (or at least, the executive branch), he can synchronize
and apply general principles to agency action in a way that congres-
sional committees, special interest groups, and bureaucratic experts
cannot.

3S4 See supra p. 2310.
35S See Moe, supra note 122, at 147-48.
356 See Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 16 ("Any president is likely to seek assurance that an

unwieldy federal bureaucracy conforms its actions to his or her basic principles. Any president is
likely to be concerned about excessive public and private costs. And any president is likely to
want to be able to coordinate agency action so as to ensure consistency and coherence . ..

357 Cf. supra pp. 2256-59 (noting the difficulties involved in congressional oversight).
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Early advocates of OMB regulatory review often stressed the ca-
pacity of the President to exploit his central position within the regula-
tory state to promote a variety of technocratic values. 358 Perhaps
foremost among these was simple coordination. As agencies prolifer-
ated and their tasks grew ever more varied, significant overlaps arose
in their jurisdictional authorities.35 9  Central presidential oversight
could identify and then eliminate the inconsistencies and redundancies
that these intersecting delegations introduced into the regulatory proc-
ess. A second, related goal concerned the more rational setting of ad-
ministrative priorities. Here, the problem arose primarily from divi-
sion rather than overlap: because each agency had no way of (or
indeed, interest in) measuring the risks it regulated against the risks
regulated by others, it would not make the comparative assessments
necessary to establish overall priorities in a reasonable manner.360 A
centralizing institution, once again, could mitigate this problem. Fi-
nally, such an institution could insist (within the bounds set by statute)
on agency adherence to general regulatory principles, such as a stan-
dard of cost-effectiveness, designed to increase the efficiency of admin-
istrative action. 36 1

This argument has much to recommend it, yet does not fully ex-
plain a decision to lodge the central institution necessary to perform
these functions within the hands of the President. The practice of
OMB review over the last twenty years in fact has enhanced - even if
not to the full extent desired (and desirable) - the capacity of the ad-
ministrative system to achieve the just-stated efficiency values. 362 But
a less political kind of central institution also might claim the ability to
move administration in this direction; indeed, given the early ration-
ale's focus on technocratic virtues, Justice Breyer's proposal for a cen-
tralized corps of regulatory experts, more detached from the President
than OMB's current staff, might seem a superior alternative. One ar-
gument against this approach, as I previously have suggested, is that it
would slight the distinct but no less important norm of democratic ac-
countability over decisions that are not and cannot be entirely techno-

358 See ROADS TO REFORM, supra note 12o, at 70-72; DeMuth & Ginsburg, supra note 2, at

io8i-85; Strauss & Sunstein, supra note 2, at x89-9o.
359 One standard example concerns energy policy, aspects of which are entrusted to over a

dozen agencies. See Strauss & Sunstein, supra note 2, at 189.
360 See ROADS TO REFORM, supra note 12o, at 70, 72-73; DeMuth & Ginsburg, supra note 2,

at io8i-82; Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 8-9. The failure to set reasonable priorities occurs
within as well as across agencies. Even here, a centralizing institution might do some good by
establishing a general norm, applicable to all agencies, of comparative risk assessment.

361 See DeMuth & Ginsburg, supra note 2, at io81-82; Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at 7-8.
362 See BREYER, supra note 52, at 68-72; W. KIP VISCUSI, JOHN M. VERNON & JOSEPH E.

HARRINGTON, JR., ECONOMICS OF REGULATION AND ANTITRUST 32-42 (2d ed. 1995);
Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3, at x6-g.
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cratic in nature;363 presidential direction thus represents the best ac-
commodation of democratic and efficiency values. Another argument
against the Breyer proposal, also suggested earlier, points to the danger
that this bureaucratic solution itself would fall prey to the common
bureaucratic pathologies of rigidity and torpor; to achieve even tech-
nocratic goals, some real push from the political system is needed.364

Still a third argument, discussed in the remainder of the section, is the
most fundamental: it insists that administrative effectiveness entails
something more than the somewhat bloodless, technocratic virtues dis-
cussed so far and that presidential leadership can provide this addi-
tional component.

Call this additional aspect of administrative effectiveness "dyna-
mism" or "activism" or simply, as Alexander Hamilton did, "energy. '36

It is the imposition of a coherent regulatory philosophy across a range
of fields to produce novel regulatory (or for that matter, deregulatory)
policies. It implies political direction, because electorally accountable
institutions most possess the legitimacy that such administration re-
quires. More, this quality of administration implies presidential direc-
tion, because as earlier suggested, Congress's institutional structure
and incentives - its difficulty in transcending collective action prob-
lems, its use of the committee system, its reliance on fire alarm mecha-
nisms of oversight, and its recognition that the public usually will ac-
cord it neither credit nor blame for agency action - all prevent it from
dealing with administration in the focused and proactive way neces-
sary to energize regulatory policy.3 66 Alone among the actors compet-
ing for control over the federal bureaucracy, the President has the abil-
ity to effect comprehensive, coherent change in administrative
policymaking.

There remains, of course, a question whether to count this presi-
dential capacity for leadership over administration as virtue or vice, as
a promise or a danger. Some will say that it is neither - or to state
the point another way, that it is contingently both. The desirability of
such leadership depends on its content; energy is beneficial when
placed in the service of meritorious policies, threatening when associ-
ated with the opposite. The point doubtless is true in some general
sense: questions of governmental structure and process in the end
should be resolved by reference to substance; there is no such thing as
a sound political system that consistently produces egregious policies.
But if taken too seriously, this perspective would declare meaningless,

363 See supra section IV.B.x, pp. 2331-39.
364 See supra p. 2264.
365 THE FEDERALIST No. 70, at 402 (Alexander Hamilton) (Isaac Kramnick ed., 1987) (argu-

ing that "[e]nergy in the executive is a leading character in the definition of good government').
366 See supra 2256-60.
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or at least unresolvable, all issues relating to the structure - or other-
wise put, the constitution (with a small "c") - of government. And
this abdication as to structural issues in turn would have uncertain
and potentially disastrous substantive consequences. So here, the po-
litical and legal systems alike must judge whether presidential control
of administration, with its inherent tendency toward expedition, en-
ergy, and change - in all directions and of all kinds - is generally to
be feared or welcomed.

The argument against this kind of activism in government has an
august lineage in this country. The system of checks and balances es-
tablished in the Constitution is in no small measure based upon it:
James Madison's famed prescription of "[a]mbition ... counteract[ing]
ambition" 367 was designed to generate a kind of friction that would
make governmental deliberation extensive and governmental action
difficult to accomplish. From this perspective, now as then, institu-
tional arrangements promoting dynamic government, such as the
presidential control of bureaucracy, pose a risk of both tyranny and in-
stability that should not be tolerated. Regardless whether these ar-
rangements, in any particular case, produce regulatory or deregulatory
policy, the muscular nature of the governmental action to which they
give rise portends excessive departures from status quo ordering. The
argument essentially lauds conservative values, making it ironic that in
the current academic debate about presidential control of administra-
tion, self-professed conservatives are the President's most loyal sup-
porters. 368

Throughout American history, however, a countertradition has
flourished that calls for enhanced governmental, and in particular ex-
ecutive, vigor.369 At its core is Hamilton's vision of a strong and effi-

367 THE FEDERALIST NO. 51, at 319 (James Madison) (Isaac Kramnick ed., 1987).
368 See sources cited supra note 314.
369 Some scholars have attempted to use the values associated with these two historic traditions

to make a constitutional case either for or against enhanced presidential control of administration.

Compare Lessig & Sunstein, supra note i, at 93-94 (arguing that the founding value of "efficiency

in government," as "translated" into modern times, calls for constitutional recognition of a moder-

ately strong unitary executive), with Abner S. Greene, Checks and Balances in an Era of Presi-

dential Lawmaking, 61 U. CHI. L. REV. 123, 128 (1994) (arguing that the founding commitment to

diffusion of governmental power, again as translated into the modern era, demands a constitu-

tional rule empowering Congress to regulate the President's relation to the administration), and

Flaherty, supra note i, at 1730 (same). As indicated earlier, supra p. 2326, I find these competing

arguments from founding values unpersuasive as the basis for constitutional decisionmaking in

this area: both the articulation of the relevant values and the translation of those values into mod-

ern circumstances are too contestable to provide a secure foundation for a constitutional rule in

either direction. (My own inclination to leave these matters largely to Congress rests precisely on

the indeterminacy of the relevant constitutional commitments, as well as on the force of many

decades' worth of practice and precedent.) The arguments are useful, however, to the extent that

they provide good policy reasons, worthy of respect by each branch of government in its proper
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cacious government, with leadership provided by a chief executive op-
erating with "[d]ecision" and "dispatch."370 The system of separation
of powers, as distinguished from its moderating system of checks and
balances, was partly meant to attain this objective by creating and
then concentrating certain powers in an executive capable of resolute
action. From this perspective, now as then, institutional arrangements
promoting dynamic government, such as presidential control of ad-
ministration, play a critical role in a well-functioning political system.
As Hamilton put the matter, harking back to Rome as well as to the
American experience under the Articles of Confederation: "A feeble ex-
ecutive implies a feeble execution of the government. A feeble execu-
tion is but another phrase for bad execution; and a government ill exe-
cuted, whatever it may be in theory, must be, in practice, a bad
government." 37 1 The argument extols governmental activism and in-
novation, making it equally ironic that in today's debate, those com-
mitted to what one scholar calls the "legacy of the New Deal" are the
President's principal opponents.37 2

In recent years, a number of political scientists and lawyers alike
have argued that modern political developments, including most nota-
bly the demise of single-party control of the political branches,373 have
tipped the balance in this historic argument toward the recognition of
a greater need for energy in government.37 4 The constitutional system
of checks and balances always held the potential for what Bruce Ac-
kerman calls "cris[es] in governability, 3 7 5 produced by the inability of
the executive and legislative branches to cooperate in exercising their

sphere of decisionmaking, for favoring or disfavoring enhanced presidential control of administra-
tion.

370 THE FEDERALIST NO. 70, at 403 (Alexander Hamilton) (Isaac Kramnick ed., 1987).
371 Id. at 402.
372 Farina, supra note 6, at 227; see Shane, supra note 3, at 212-14; Strauss, supra note 5, at

984-86.
373 See supra pp. 2311-12.
374 See, e.g., Lloyd N. Cutler, Some Reflections About Divided Government, i8 PRESIDENTIAL

STUD. Q. 485, 489-90 (1988) (claiming that contemporary divided government "most of the time,
on essential issues, really remains either in a deadlock or in a state where no real decision can be
made"); James L. Sundquist, Needed: A Political Theory for the New Era of Coalition Government
in the United States, 1o3 POL. Sci. Q. 613, 633 (1988) (arguing that divided government has led
to deadlock and that a "government with the capability to act will also have the capability to cor-
rect its errors (or its successor can) but there is no recourse when a government is inert, lethargic,
paralyzed"). The force of this claim weakens to the extent that divided government is the result
of a conscious (or even subconscious) choice by a significant bloc of the electorate to promote in-
creased friction in governmental policymaking. Research on this question is still in an incipient
phase. The available empirical evidence, however, suggests that at most a small fraction of the
voting public - although potentially a decisive one - engages in this kind of purposive ticket-
splitting. See FIORINA, supra note 345, at 153, 156-57; id. at I56 (suggesting as an alternative
explanation "structural or otherwise nonpolitical features of political processes and/or institutions
that advantage one party relative to the other").

375 Ackerman, supra note 52, at 647.
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shared powers. For most of American history, however, the power of
party government held in check the centrifugal tendencies of this sys-
tem by linking the two political branches in a bond of common interest
and enabling the President (by virtue of his role as party leader) to
provide the leadership and energy necessary for even minimally effec-
tive governmental process. With the advent of divided government in
the mid-twentieth century, combined with the still more recent devel-
opment of polarization between the congressional parties, this capacity
for concerted action to meet national needs declined: partisan differ-
ences were superimposed on institutional differences, and the system
increasingly succumbed to the phenomenon (and, indeed, by now the
cliche) of gridlock. 376 These new circumstances create a need for insti-
tutional reforms that will strengthen the President's ability to provide
energetic leadership in an inhospitable political environment.

This argument becomes yet more powerful when the focus is nar-
rowed from the surrounding political context to the administrative
process. This is because political gridlock has had a counterpart in
administrative ossification, emerging and intensifying at roughly the
same time. In part, this increased rigidity in the administrative system
was a natural part of its lifecycle; as earlier discussed, large-scale or-
ganizations, left to their own devices, exhibit over time a diminished
capacity to innovate and a correspondingly greater tendency to do
what they always have done even in the face of dramatic changes in
needs, circumstances, and priorities.377 In part, too, this ossification
arose because of the increased demands that courts made on agencies
to include interest groups in their rulemaking processes; the resulting
proliferation of procedural requirements, as noted earlier, made agen-
cies unwilling to depart from even outmoded or otherwise undesirable
administrative policies. 378 The combination has made torpor a defin-
ing feature of administrative agencies, resulting both in inadequate
and in overzealous regulatory efforts. The need for an injection of en-
ergy and leadership thus again becomes apparent, lest an inert bu-
reaucracy encased in an inert political system grind inflexibly, in the
face of new opportunities and challenges, toward (at best) irrelevance
or (at worst) real harm.

Both Reagan and Clinton used their methods of administrative
control to drive a resistant bureaucracy and political system. In two
different directions, they pressed administrative agencies to act in ways

376 As noted earlier, some political scientists have challenged this account, see supra note 266,

but their work has yet to demonstrate that divided government today often operates in an ac-

commodationist mode, much less to explain the strong perception to the contrary among both par-

ticipants in and lay observers of contemporary politics.
377 See supra p. 2264.
378 See supra p. 2267.
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they had not before - to address problems not previously seen and
devise solutions not formerly contemplated. And in so doing, both
Presidents self-consciously put in place a set of policies that could not
have succeeded in getting through Congress. Reagan's brand of presi-
dential administration in some Sense seems less activist, not only be-
cause deregulatory in nature but also because often accomplished
through delay and obstruction rather than positive command; it was
nonetheless highly effective in establishing a single, coherent direction,
with an understood set of goals and principles, for nearly the full
gamut of administrative policymaking.37 9 Clinton's brand of presiden-
tial administration in some sense seems less systematic, driven more by
discrete policy goals than by an overall theory of regulation; it was
nonetheless highly effective in establishing new priorities for agencies
and in advancing a broad domestic policy agenda.380 Both Presidents,
however well- or ill-advised their substantive policies, thus countered
the dominant contemporary forces of bureaucratic and political leth-
argy through their practices of influencing agency decisions. If it is
more important that government have some capacity for action and
reaction than that it never make an error, then the resulting energy
should count as a significant point in favor of presidential administra-
tion.381

This conclusion, of course, would be less sound to the extent that
the political and administrative systems fail to impose adequate limits
on the President's exercise of administrative power. Then, the balance
between friction and energy would tip toward the opposite extreme -
away from the too broad curtailment of regulatory initiative to the too
facile assertion of unilateral power. One reason not to fear this out-
come relates to the President's accountability to the public: political
accountability, as suggested earlier, serves to keep energy in check by

379 See supra 22 77-79.
380 See supra 2294-2308.
381 The analysis in this section might seem to conflict with recent legal scholarship stressing the

value of decentralization, particularly to local officials, in promoting efficient and energetic ad-

ministration. See Dorf & Sabel, supra note 65. This work raises many important and complex
questions, which fall beyond the scope of this Article. But even assuming that local experimenta-

tion has all the virtues its proponents claim, the accretion of power in the President that I have
described need not frustrate movement in that direction. Indeed, a more presidentialist system
would promote local experimentation if and to the extent that features of the Presidency make the
holder of that office more willing and able than agency heads to devolve decisionmaking author-
ity to localities. In effect, centralization at the uppermost levels of the federal administrative state

then would advance decentralization to local officials (whether employees of federal agencies or of

state and local governments). I can draw no firm conclusions here about the likelihood of this

scenario. But my prior discussion concerning presidential directives to agency heads to enter into
cooperative arrangements with local officials to collect and disseminate their best practices, see
suPra p. 2307, suggests some evidence to support the hypothesis.
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mooring it to current or at least potential public opinion. 382 This
check is not perfect: especially if the President eschews transparency in
his methods, as Reagan largely did, there is potential for slack between
his actions and the public's revealed or shaped preferences. But nei-
ther is this check singular in nature: however much "final authority"
Congress confers (explicitly or implicitly) on the President, he operates
within an administrative world in which Congress itself, as well as
agency officials, interest groups, and the judiciary, will continue to
play significant roles. Indeed, one of the most vehement opponents of
presidential administration relies heavily on the claim that it will
heighten, rather than dissolve, institutional conflict in agency policy-
making.3 3 As this argument implicitly suggests, the real question
about presidential control is not whether it should exist to the exclu-
sion of all other influences on administration, but whether within an
inevitably pluralist system, the President should possess the strongest
possible weapons. To explore this issue further, the next section ad-
dresses the competing claims of other administrative actors and the
ways in which these claims either do or should limit the President's
power to dictate agency decisions.

C. Objections and Limitations

In Part I of this Article, I explored the historic and current efforts
of Congress, administrative officials, and interest groups to influence
regulatory policymaking. I noted there some of the difficulties in rely-
ing on each of these actors to ensure an accountable and effective ad-
ministrative process. In this section, I return to and rely on that dis-
cussion to address a differently focused question: whether the system
of presidential administration that I have both described and advo-
cated displaces too greatly the functions and contributions of these
other actors in the formulation of agency policy. The section considers
potential objections to enhanced presidential control of agency deci-
sions raised, respectively, on behalf of Congress, agency experts, and
affected constituencies. The section generally concludes that these ob-
jections fail, but identifies select areas in which the objections reveal a
need for limits on the presidential role. Throughout, the section at-
tempts to view presidential administration as it operates in practice -
as a single, even if increasingly influential, component of a pluralist
administrative process, in which a range of actors both necessarily and
appropriately engage with, as well as accommodate, each other.

i. Congress. - Presidential administration may alter congressional
oversight of agency action, making this activity less effective yet more

382 See supra 2332-37.
383 See Farina, supra note 6, at 234-35. I address this argument further at pp. 2348-49, below.
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vehement, especially in periods of divided government. I posit in this
section, perhaps counterintuitively, that this result, viewed in combina-
tion with the effects of presidentialism itself, provides a peculiarly
beneficial form of political engagement with administration. I see as a
greater risk that presidential administration might displace the prefer-
ences of a prior (rather than of the contemporaneous) Congress by in-
terpreting statutes inconsistently with their drafters' objectives. I con-
clude, however, that judicial review can provide a sufficient check
against this danger.

Presidential control of administration in no way precludes Congress
from conducting independent oversight activity. With or without a
significant presidential role, Congress can hold the same hearings, en-
gage in the same harassment, and threaten the same sanctions in order
to influence administrative action. Congress, of course, always faces
disincentives and constraints in its oversight capacity, as this Article
earlier has noted. 384 Because Congress rarely is held accountable for
agency decisions, its interest in overseeing much administrative action
is uncertain; and because Congress's most potent tools of oversight re-
quire collective action (and presidential agreement), its capacity to con-
trol agency discretion is restricted. But viewed from the simplest per-
spective, presidential control and legislative control of administration
do not present an either/or choice. Presidential involvement instead
superimposes an added level of political control onto a congressional
oversight system that, taken on its own and for the reasons just given,
has notable holes.

This account, however, may stand in need of modification in one or
both of two ways. As an initial matter, Congress's oversight activity,
assuming it remains at a constant level, probably will diminish in ef-
fect to the extent that the President is actively involved with agency
action. In these circumstances, presidential powers - particularly the
veto - will loom large in any congressional oversight effort; as Con-
gress discovered during both Reagan's and Clinton's tenures, it cannot
often marshal the resources necessary to overturn administrative ac-
tion backed by a resolute (because responsible) President. 385 By con-
trast, when the President has had little to do with agency action, the
prospect that he will provide strong support for the agency declines,
and the likelihood that the agency will succumb to congressional pres-
sure correspondingly increases. This logic explains empirical data in-
dicating that Congress can dictate more successfully to commissioners
of independent agencies than to secretaries of cabinet departments; 38 6

384 See supra pp. 2256-59.

385 See supra p. 2314.

386 Roger L. Faith, Donald R. Leavens & Robert D. Tollison, Antitrust Pork Barrel, 25 J.L. &

ECON. 329, 331-42 (1982), cf. Frank H. Easterbrook, Unitary Executive Interpretation: A Corn-
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the logic similarly suggests (though this claim has yet to be empirically
demonstrated) that Congress more easily can influence executive
agency decisions in which the President has had a lesser involvement.
When the President actively engages administration, presidential influ-
ence thus may displace to some degree legislative influence over regu-
latory policy.

At the same time, the sheer amount of Congress's oversight activity
may fluctuate with the level of presidential involvement. Legal schol-
ars have offered competing versions of this claim. Bruce Ackerman
has suggested that once the President begins to engage in unilateral ac-
tion over administration, Congress will cede the field: "[R]ather than
protesting, representatives are relieved that they can evade political re-
sponsibility for making hard decisions."387 This effect, indeed, might
seem to follow from the last: if Congress knows that its oversight will
have less consequence, it will have less incentive to devote the neces-
sary time and resources to the task. Cynthia Farina, however, has con-
tended that presidential direction of administration will goad Congress
into increased oversight activity: "By raising the stakes for other actors
in the system, such hegemonistic claims may trigger an oversight arms
race."38 18 Empirical data noted earlier, though perhaps explicable in
other ways, suggests that Farina has the better of this argument: the
advent of presidential administration roughly coincided with an in-
crease in visible congressional oversight.38 9 Nor does this development
seem surprising. Presidential dictation of administrative activity, espe-
cially if done in the very public manner President Clinton adopted,
sounds a very loud "fire alarm"390 to a Congress controlled by the
other party, and Congress's low probability of success in reversing
such action interferes only minimally with its incentive to engage in
political battle.

This odd combination of dynamic effects - the displacement of
some old congressional influence on the one hand, the incitement of
some new congressional activity on the other - may well generate the
optimal form of political oversight over administrative action, meas-
ured in terms of both accountability and effectiveness. I earlier sug-
gested reasons to welcome some substitution of presidential for con-
gressional influence over administration.3 91 When Congress acts in
this sphere, it does so through committees and subcommittees highly

ment, i5 CARDOZO L. REV. 313, 318-i9 (1993) (comparing Congress's power over independent
and executive branch agencies).

387 Ackerman, supra note 52, at 647.
388 Farina, supra note 6, at 235.
389 See supra p. 2257.
390 See supra p. 2258.
391 See supra pp. 2259-61.
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unrepresentative of the larger institution (let alone the nation) and sig-

nificantly associated with particularized interests. Relatedly, Congress

acts in decentralized and reactive ways unlikely to promote coordina-

tion, increase efficiency, or provide leadership. The relative ascen-

dancy of the President over Congress in administration thus should re-

sult in less factionally driven and more coherent and active political

oversight. Yet I also implied an important role for legislative activity

in this sphere by stressing the way in which transparency of control

over administration promotes democratic values.392  The visibility of

presidential control is heightened when Congress responds (however

futilely in a given case) to the President's involvement. The political

debate thus provoked provides citizens with a basis for determining

whether the administrative action taken accords with their own priori-

ties and values; and the potential for this sharpened democratic scru-

tiny should help, in the first instance, to keep the President's exercise

of authority within healthy parameters. 393

A different kind of presidential displacement of legislative action -

this time referring not to contemporaneous congressional oversight, but

to prior congressional enactment of a statute - raises comparatively

more serious concerns, here relating to rule of law principles. As I ear-

lier noted, presidential direction can operate, if it can operate at all,

only when an agency is exercising delegated discretion; the President

has no greater warrant than an agency official to exceed the limits of

statutory authority.394 But the history of presidential administration

may suggest that it poses a danger of such lawlessness - that Presi-

dents, more than agency officials acting independently, tend to push

the envelope when interpreting statutes. A common critique of strong

presidential control during the Reagan years held that it resulted in

regulatory action less protective of health, safety, and the environment

than the governing statutes, read fairly, required.39 The same kind of

accusation, except charging overly aggressive regulation, reasonably

might attach to some of the most high-profile initiatives that Clinton

392 See supra pp. 2332-33.

393 Farina's horrified anticipation of what she calls an "oversight arms race" - and I here rela-

bel heightened democratic scrutiny - appears to rest on the view that active political control over

administration (whether presidential or congressional) threatens to corrupt sensible administrative

outcomes. See Farina, supra note 6, at 235. I take up this argument in section IV.C.2, pp. 2352-

58, below, when I consider the potential displacement of expertise by politics.
394 See supra p. 2270; note 299.
395 See Harold H. Bruff, Presidential Management of Agency Rulemaking, 57 GEO. WASH. L.

REV. 533, 564 (989) (arguing that "the Reagan administration's regulatory relief emphasis has

been difficult to reconcile with the legislative history of some of the most stringent health and

safety statutes"); Morrison, supra note 2, at 1070 (charging that the Reagan OMB had "little con-

cern for what Congress has mandated" and engaged in "blatant efforts to end-run the law"); supra

p. 2280.
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ordered; indeed, courts invalidated several on just this basis.396  Al-
though no empirical work confirms this tendency, it seems more than
plausible as a matter of theory. Although administrative law often
revels in discussion of "runaway agencies," the real inclination of bu-
reaucratic cultures, as this Article several times has underscored, is
conservative in nature.397 The comparatively unitary, responsive, and
energetic institution of the Presidency seems more likely than these or-
ganizations to deviate from accepted interpretations of delegation pro-
visions.3 98

In two different respects, the answer to this threat of presidential
lawlessness cannot lie in the hands of the current Congress. First, and
apparently compounding the threat, Congress possesses neither the
tools nor the incentives effectively to counter wrongful assertions of
presidential authority. Congress cannot easily obtain the two-thirds
vote in each house necessary (given the President's veto power) to
overturn a presidential order. And the Congress existing at the time of
the order may have no desire to enforce the enacting Congress's de-
termination of the appropriate scope of administrative discretion. But
second, and now placing the threat in some perspective, this very lack
of continuity in congressional preferences suggests that in the absence
of strong presidential control over administration, a similar, even if not
fully equivalent, threat of congressional lawlessness might arise to fill
the resulting vacuum. For any given Congress (or more precisely, its
committees and subcommittees) also may be disposed to press agencies
to engage in conduct unauthorized by prior statute. The threat of law-
lessness thus cannot exclusively be associated with presidential control.

There is, in any event, a simple, if sometimes imperfect, solution to
the problem: judicial review of agency action, including action that the
President orders. In an article attacking Clinton's assertions of control
over agency action, Peter Strauss argued that a prime danger of this
practice inhered in the President's insulation from normal forms of ju-
dicial control.3 99 But Strauss offered no reason for concluding that
such insulation necessarily accompanies presidential control. It is true

396 FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 120 S. Ct. 1291, I35-6 (2000) (invalidating

tobacco regulation); Chamber of Commerce v. Reich, 74 F.3 d 1322, 1338-39 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (in-
validating an executive order barring the federal government from contracting with employers
who hire permanent replacements during a lawful strike).

397 See supra pp. 2264, 2267, 2344.

398 Another reason to think that agencies, as compared with the President, might engage less
often in lawless behavior relates to their greater dependence on Congress. This factor, however,
would suggest bureaucratic fidelity only to the current Congress's preferences as to statutory in-
terpretation, which, as discussed immediately below in the text, may or may not coincide with
those of the enacting Congress.
399 See Strauss, supra note 5, at 983 (asserting that the President is "remote from effective check

by courts"); see also Strauss, supra note 8, at 636 (suggesting that presidential direction should be
feared because it is not "subject to law').
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that the Supreme Court held in Franklin v. Massachusetts40 0 that the

President is not an "agency" as defined in the APA and his actions
therefore are not subject to the judicial review provisions of that stat-
ute.40 1 This decision, however, arose from a challenge to an action
that Congress had committed to the sole discretion of the President,
separate from and subsequent to agency involvement. When the chal-
lenge is to an action delegated to an agency head but directed by the
President, a different situation obtains: then, the President effectively
has stepped into the shoes of an agency head, and the review provi-
sions usually applicable to that agency's action should govern. Noth-
ing in Franklin's interpretation of the APA or in its - or any other
case's - underlying discussion of separation of powers issues is to the
contrary.402 As Strauss notes, ever since Marbury v. Madison,40 3 the
Court has posited a sphere of "superstrong" presidential discretion over
political matters, not amenable to judicial control; 40 4 but never has the
Court indicated, nor could it consistent with rule of law principles,
that all exercises of presidential authority fall within this zone. And so
long as the courts remain open to legal challenges, the use of presiden-
tial directive authority cannot too greatly displace the clear preferences
of the prior enacting (as opposed to the current overseeing) Congress
with respect to agency action.405

And if an enacting Congress wishes not just to protect its choices
from potential presidential usurpations, but also to prevent its non-
choices from becoming opportunities for the enlargement of presiden-
tial authority, it also has available a self-help mechanism: the delega-
tion of less discretion to agencies in the first instance. This option
plausibly exists only with respect to new statutes and even then will
not exist in many cases: broad delegations often follow inevitably from
both the complexity of modern government and the difficulty of collec-

400 505 U.S. 788 (1992).
401 Id. at 8oo-oi.

402 Even assuming APA review were unavailable in such cases, courts potentially could review

outside the APA framework certain presidential action alleged to exceed statutory authority. In

Dalton v. Specter, 5ii U.S. 462 (1994), the Supreme Court left this question open, holding only

that Congress's grant of open-ended discretionary authority to the President regarding military

base closings impliedly precluded judicial review. Id. at 476-77. Outside, no less than inside, the

APA framework, the question of congressional intent with respect to reviewability looks very dif-

ferent when the delegation is a bounded one to an agency official.
403 5 U.S. (i Cranch) 137 (1803).
404 Strauss, supra note 5, at 977 (citing Edward L. Rubin, Discretion and Its Discontents, 72

CHI.-KENT L. REV. 1299 (x997)).
405 When the enacting Congress's preferences are not clear, current law requires a court to de-

fer to any reasonable interpretation adopted by the agency of its organic statute. See Chevron

U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 843 (1984). I discuss in Part V the

appropriate relationship between this rule of deference and presidential direction of administra-
tion.
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five bodies in reaching agreements on specifics. But enhanced presi-
dential control of administration may make Congress deliberate more
carefully about the necessity of broad delegations - and even more,
may make Congress hesitate before resorting to broad delegations as a
mechanism for punting on difficult decisions. The most extensive em-
pirical study on the subject suggests that Congress delegated signifi-
cantly less discretionary authority to the executive branch in the i98os;
although this development probably had many causes, one may relate
to President Reagan's assertion, at just that time, of unprecedented
power over administrative action.40 6 If this is so, presidential admini-
stration is inherently self-limiting, though only with respect to new leg-
islation. Indeed, seen from this perspective, enhanced presidential con-
trol of administration becomes a political substitute for the
nondelegation doctrine, pressuring Congress to take increased respon-
sibility for initial policy choices, but without relying on judicial
intervention.

2. Experts. - A more difficult issue than the last concerns the ap-
parent tradeoff between politics and expertise as a basis for decision-
making within the administrative system. On one account, the in-
volvement of the President sends administration hurtling toward the
former and away from the latter. In this section, I argue that this ac-
count is overdrawn, even with respect to decisions (or parts thereof)
that appropriately hinge on neutral expertise, rather than (as so many
do) on value choices. Agency officials often make decisions for reasons
having little to do with expert knowledge; conversely, the President has
some stake in the application of this knowledge to regulatory prob-
lems. An aggressive presidential stance toward administration none-
theless may diminish the proper influence of expertise in discrete and
important cases; for this reason, some hesitation is warranted in apply-
ing (or countenancing the application of) the methods of presidential
administration to a select category of administrative decisions - es-
sentially, those most scientific or otherwise technical in nature and, as
such, least connected to political judgment.

The essential concern discussed in this section is that the expansion
of presidential administration impinges on the neutral application of
substantive knowledge and skills to regulatory problems. On this

406 See EPSTEIN & O'HALLORAN, supra note ig, at 15. Epstein and O'Halloran attribute

the change to the rise of divided government in the ig8os. See id. This factor, however, seems
but one part of a satisfactory explanation. Although divided government has become more com-
mon since 198o, significant periods of division also occurred in the prior few decades with no no-
ticeable effect on the incidence or extent of congressional delegation. A more complete explana-
tion for the trend might refer as well to the widening gulf between the major parties. See supra
pp. 2311-12. And finally, such an explanation might refer, as suggested in the text, to enhanced
presidential control of administration, which is itself partly a result of the two just-stated factors.
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view, the problem is not that the wrong political branch is exercising
power over administration so much as that any political branch is do-
ing so. Presidential authority is more deleterious than congressional
authority only because the President, for the reasons stated, will be
both more interested in and more capable of sustained and successful
intervention.40 7 The core objection is that politics is anathema to effi-
cient administration - or, in Bruce Ackerman's words, that politi-
cians, because of their concern with electoral advantage, "are much
more likely to consider how the facts appear to the general public than
the way they look after disciplined and sustained investigation." 40 8 As
the influence of politics grows, this perspective will displace the long-
term view, "scientific knowledge[,] and professional experience" that
seasoned bureaucratic officials bring to the administrative enter-
prise.40 9

Responding to this criticism first necessitates placing it in the
proper context. Bureaucratic expertise, for reasons I have indicated
earlier, cannot alone or even predominantly drive administrative deci-
sions. Most important for current purposes, agency experts have nei-
ther democratic warrant nor special competence to make the value
judgments - the essentially political choices - that underlie most
administrative policymaking. The skills and knowledge these officials
possess cannot answer this kind of question; and none of their other
shared characteristics makes them specially suited to lead in this field
of decision. Indeed, these officials' insulation from the public, lack of
capacity for leadership, and significant resistance to change pose sig-
nificant risks to agency policymaking. Yet this familiar critique in no
way discredits the need to incorporate in administrative decisionmak-
ing the scientific, technical, and other kinds of professional knowledge
and experience that agency officials possess. The ever-widening ap-
preciation of the role of cost-benefit analysis and comparative risk as-
sessment in the formulation of administrative policy testifies to this
need;410 so too does the emerging call for experimentalism and infor-
mation sharing among locally based officials in addressing regulatory
issues. 41' However much political judgment pervades administration
and however much political actors should take the lead as to these
questions, an important place for substantive expertise remains in gen-
erating sound regulatory decisions. To the extent that presidential
administration displaces this feature of agency decisionmaking in areas

407 See supra pp. 2256-59, 2347.
408 Ackerman, supra note 52, at 689.
409 Id. at 696.
410 For able explications of the need for these techniques, see BRUCE A. ACKERMAN &

WILLIAM T. HASSLER, CLEAN COAL/DIRTY AIR (z981); and BREYER, supra note 52, at 3-29.
411 See Dorf & Sabel, supra note 65, at 345-56.
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where it legitimately should operate, this substitution effect must
weigh against the practice.

Not all presidential dictation of agency action, however, entails the

displacement of bureaucratic expertise - initially, because not all

agency action entails the application of expertise, even when the action

properly should do so. A given agency decision (or nondecision) might

derive instead from congressional pressure, interest group lobbying,

bureaucratic (but nonexpertise-based) policy views, or bureaucratic

protection of turf or other self-interest. The refusal to acknowledge

this reality - and the consequent apprehension of a straight-line

trade-off between presidential influence and administrative expertise

- rests on an odd romanticism about bureaucracy not worthy of re-

flection in decisions about administrative structure and relationships.

Justice Scalia in part made the point in an opinion he authored while a

judge on the D.C. Circuit,412 which the Supreme Court affirmed in

Bowsher v. Synar.413 Commenting on the presuppositions of Hum-

phrey's Executor v. United States,41 4 Justice Scalia questioned not only

whether agency decisions "so clearly involve scientific judgment rather

than political choice," but also whether agencies' relative independence

from the President would entail, rather than more frequent application

of impartial expertise, "correspondingly greater dependence upon the

committees of Congress."415 Expand the scope of this inquiry to con-

sider other potential influences on agency action, and Justice Scalia's

skepticism about viewing the conflict as a simple one between the

President and an expert administrator seems only more warranted.

Conversely, the incentive structure of the President sometimes will

lead him not to suppress, but instead to rely on or even encourage the

application of expertise to administrative problems. The public, as

many observers have suggested, holds the President, of all relevant ac-

tors, most responsible for perceived administrative failures; 41 6 this ten-

dency, indeed, may increase in proportion to one of the hallmarks of

modern presidential administration - the President's inclination to

take credit for administrative successes. And the public's assessment

412 Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374, 1398 (D.D.C. 1986) (three-judge panel) (per cu-

riam).

413 478 U.S. 714 (I986). For an overlapping discussion of this opinion, see Lawrence Lessig,

Understanding Changed Readings: Fidelity and Theory, 47 STAN. L. REV. 395, 435-36 (x995).
414 295 U.S. 602 (i935).
415 Synar, 626 F. Supp. at 1398.

416 President Roosevelt's Brownlow Committee, though perhaps not a disinterested commenta-

tor, made the point neatly many years ago: "The President is held responsible for the wise and

efficient management of the Executive Branch of the Government. The people look to him for

leadership." PRESIDENT'S COMM. ON ADMIN. MGMT., supra note xo5, at 40. Many scholars

indeed have urged that the gap between the public's expectation that the President will ensure the

effective operation of government and the President's actual capacity to do so plays a part in pro-

ducing presidential failure. See sources cited supra note 257.
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of administrative effectiveness presumably rests to some degree on the
deployment of expertise; to deny this would be to deny any connection
between public perceptions and administrative performance or be-
tween this performance and expert knowledge. 417 For these reasons,
as political scientists Terry Moe and Scott Wilson have argued, Presi-
dents have a stake in "build[ing] an institutional capacity for effective
governance."4" 1 The history of presidential administration, as noted
earlier, in fact suggests a substantial concern with the efficiency and
effectiveness of regulation, along the lines of what regulatory experts
might favor if removed from their particular institutional settings and
asked to consider administrative policy in a broader context. Reagan's
emphasis on the cost-effectiveness of regulation, endorsed in fair
measure by Clinton's regulatory review process, counts as one exam-
ple; Clinton's many directives to agencies to monitor local regulatory
policies and to collect and disseminate best-practices guidance count as
another.

4 19

Expertise gains insulation as well, and in the areas where most ap-
propriate, from the inherent limits on the President's capacity to con-
trol, or even interest in controlling, much administrative action. One
critic of strengthened presidential control of agencies cites these limits
as support; she notes the difficulty of asserting "top-down direction" as
to many matters and argues that presidentialist practices "promise[] far
more than any Chief Executive could possibly deliver. '420 But this ar-
gument, far from showing the perils of presidentialism, illustrates in-
stead the constraints on its operation, and particularly on its capacity
to displace technical decisionmaking. As practiced, presidential con-
trol has tended to function in two ways: first (as initiated by Reagan),

417 Many studies have shown gaps between expert and public perceptions of particular risks

(and thus presumably of appropriate regulatory responses), although commentators differ as to
whether these gaps reflect mostly the public's failure to grasp objective facts, see BREYER, supra
note 52, at 33-39, or the public's attachment to a competing system of values, see Pildes & Sun-
stein, supra note 3, at 48-52. If the latter explanation is correct, strict adherence to expert opinion
becomes problematic; the political sphere would seem the appropriate place to resolve these
value-laden conflicts. By contrast, if the former explanation is correct, the public accountability
of the President would appear to tilt against appropriate application of expert knowledge, in ex-
actly the way critics of presidential control charge. This effect, however, is mitigated by the very
breadth of the President's (as compared with any other actor's) responsibility for administrative
and other public policy outcomes. For whatever the public (here, I assume, mistakenly) desires as

to specific agency outcomes, it presumably also wants - and thus will hold the President ac-
countable for - an administrative system that works at an "optimal" level across all spheres and
over time. See BREYER, supra note 52, at 55 ("The current hodgepodge of results does not reflect
a public that really wants dirty Boston harbors and superclean swamps; rather, such policy priori-
ties more likely reflect the psychological and practical difficulties of making risk decisions one
substance at a time.').

418 Moe & Wilson, supra note 123, at zi.
419 See supra pp. 2278, 2285-86, 2307.
420 Farina, supra note 6, at 232.
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by establishing an overall direction and set of general principles to
guide agency action; and second (most apparent in Clinton's use of di-
rective authority), by ordering agency action that effects (in part or
full) the President's domestic policy priorities. Most of these interven-
tions reflect ideas about values, in ways that mark them as fundamen-
tally political to both the agencies and the public. Far less common
are presidential decisions that reverse essentially technical actions, ei-

ther on their own terms or on any other. With respect to these mat-
ters, Presidents (and their staffs) do not often think enough, know

enough, or care enough to impede the application of agency expertise.
And even in areas where technical and value judgments combine,
Presidents may steer clear of the whole - as, for example, Clinton of-

ten did with respect to environmental regulation - for fear that their
involvement will appear excessively to politicize administrative action
thought to rest on neutral competence.

All that said, White House and agency decisionmaking probably do

differ in the degree to which they heed (or ignore) expert evaluations of

regulatory issues, and these differences justify limiting the scope of

presidential intervention. The President's interests, despite what I

have argued, can collide with expert views, including in important
cases. His desire to win reelection or notch other political victories can

cause him to defer to public or constituency opinion even when ill-
informed or self-interested; so too, and relatedly, these objectives can

cause him to seek near-term results even when doing so will sacrifice
long-term benefits. As important, his staff may tend to accede to these
inclinations, given that they share his political interests and possess, in
comparison with agency staff, less substantive knowledge. Conversely,
an agency head's interests, again despite what I have argued, promi-
nently include gaining a reputation (inside and outside the agency
alike) for disinterested application of expertise to regulatory matters.
As important and related, some members of his staff will push in this
direction, given that they possess - and indeed partly define their ca-
reers in terms of - significant expertise and experience. These differ-
ences suggest at a minimum that a system of presidential administra-
tion operate with an attitude of respect toward agency experts and
with a set of processes that encourage consultation. But more, these
differences counsel hesitation both in acknowledging and asserting
presidential authority in areas of administration in which professional
knowledge has a particularly significant and needed function.

The clearest example, implied in what I have said above, consists
of regulatory action that in large measure depends on scientific meth-
odology and conclusions. In urging presidential restraint as to these
decisions, I do not intend to minimize the extent to which issues of

value - or otherwise put, political judgment - may factor into their

resolution. Agencies, for example, often must confront the question,
which science alone cannot answer, of how to make determinate
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judgments regarding the protection of health and safety in the face
both of scientific uncertainty and competing public interests. With re-
spect to these matters, a strong presidential role is appropriate; Clin-
ton's frequent practice of sidestepping involvement in such cases thus
may have demonstrated too much caution. But there is no good rea-
son for a President to displace or ignore purely scientific determina-
tions - as to the kinds of questions, say, on which Congress often in-
structs agencies to seek opinions from outside advisory committees.
The exercise of presidential power in this context would threaten a
kind of impartiality and objectivity in decisionmaking that conduces to
both the effectiveness and the legitimacy of the administrative process.

Similar considerations may apply, though here I think less gener-
ally, when the President directs specifically legal actions (say, to bring a
case or file a brief), which likewise involve a distinctive form of profes-
sional expertise.42' Full discussion of the law/politics distinction is far
beyond the scope of this Article. For now, consider only two proposi-
tions, in some tension with each other. First, the integrity of the gov-
ernment's exercise of legal authority partly depends on the mainte-
nance of a distinction between politics and law, far greater than any
thought to exist between politics and policy. But second, a great many
legal questions (particularly those in which a President is most likely to
be interested) in fact involve a considerable element of political judg-
ment, in the sense that they have no certain answers and rest less on
technical proficiency than on general values and dispositions. These
considerations, taken together, make me set the appropriate boundaries
on presidential direction, absent unusual circumstances, in an untradi-
tional place - prohibiting this direction when, but only when, the
government exercises prosecutorial authority. Resolution of prosecuto-
rial questions usually is conceived as lying at the heart of the executive
power vested in the President.422 But it is in this area, because so fo-

421 Bruce Ackerman has questioned the inclination to see presidential involvement in legal mat-

ters as distinct from presidential involvement in administration generally, arguing that both kinds
of involvement should be treated as equally problematic. Noting that "a presidential phone call
to a judge about a pending case is treated as a crime against the Constitution," Ackerman sug-
gests that "a similar call to a middle-level bureaucrat" should be viewed, though currently is not,
as posing a comparable "threat to the separation of powers when considered as a doctrine of func-
tional specialization." Ackerman, supra note 52, at 69o-9I. Perhaps the more apt comparison -
given the numerous values other than "functional specialization" that presidential communication
with a judge implicates - would involve presidential phone calls to paradigmatic "middle-level
bureaucrats" in, say, the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Jus-
tice. That comparison is the one I address here. I treat separately, in section IV.C.3 , pp. 2358-64,
below, presidential involvement in agency adjudications, though the conclusions in the two sec-
tions - both of which focus on the distinction between focused and general action - largely co-
incide with each other.

422 See Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654, 706 (1988) (Scalia, J., dissenting) ("In what other sense
can one identify 'the executive Power' that is supposed to be vested in the President (unless it in-
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cused on particular individuals and firms, that the crassest forms of
politics (involving, at the extreme, personal favors and vendettas) pose
the greatest danger of displacing professionalism and thereby under-
mining confidence in legal decisionmaking. 423

3. Constituencies. - A parallel objection to presidential admini-
stration focuses on its displacement of the public participatory proc-
esses associated with much agency action, particularly notice-and-
comment rulemaking. I argue in this section that this objection has
little merit as to any of the purposes of rulemaking worthy of respect,
so long as the presidential involvement in question operates largely in
view of the public. I draw a different conclusion with respect to presi-

dential involvement in administrative adjudications, given the differ-
ent functions of participatory requirements in these proceedings.

The objection discussed here arose often during the Reagan and
Bush Administrations in conjunction with the charge, discussed earlier
in this Article, that OMB's communications and influence on proposed
agency rules remained hidden from the view of the full range of inter-
ests participating in the rulemaking process. 424 With the advent of the
Clinton Administration's more generous policies on disclosure of the
OMB review process, this criticism subsided: much more rarely could
affected interests claim that they had been denied an opportunity to
evaluate and respond to information and analyses, communicated by
OMB to an agency, that ultimately affected the content of an informal
rule. President Clinton's use of directive authority, however, provided
a different potential ground for complaint. Although fully transparent
and thus subject to comment, his technique of controlling administra-
tion appeared, on its face, to frustrate the ability of affected interests,
through those comments, to influence (much less to derail) regulatory
proposals. For once the President had directed the basic content of a
rule (even though his directive usually would order only a proposal),
the prospects for fundamental change of the proposed rule became
vanishingly small.

cludes everything the Executive Branch is given to do) except by reference to what has always

and everywhere - if conducted by government at all - been conducted never by the legislature,

never by the courts, and always by the executive .... Governmental investigation and prosecu-

tion of crimes is a quintessentially executive function.").
423 I do not mean this prohibition to include the articulation of broad enforcement policy or

strategy, of the kind President Clinton sometimes made part of his program of administrative

governance, see, e.g., supra 2305-06. I do mean to raise serious questions about presidential direc-

tion of decisions to file suit against discrete entities such as Microsoft or the tobacco industry, even

given that such suits raise important public policy issues.
424 See Morrison, supra note 2, at 1O67 ("OMB provides information and misinformation to

agencies and applies criteria for deciding whether to approve a rule that never appear in the pub-

lic record and to which no reply is possible."); Percival, supra note 2, at 68-72; Rosenberg, supra

note 137, at 1227-32; Shane, supra note 3, at 172-73; supra p. 2280.
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The force of these criticisms of presidential administration hinges
largely on an assessment of the purposes that public (really, interest
group) participation in rulemaking can and should serve. Consider
here three possibilities: first, that interest representation in rulemaking
establishes the structure and conditions for potentially affected parties
to strike bargains among themselves as to the appropriate content of
regulation; second, that interest representation helps to provide agency
decisionmakers with the full range of information, analysis, and opin-
ion they need to make the most sensible public policy decisions; and
third, that interest representation creates a public record that allows
judicial review of the rationality, thoroughness, and care of agency de-
cisions.425  Different kinds of presidential administration affect these
goals in diverse ways, thus generating in this area an intricate set of
conflicts and trade-offs.

Presidential administration of any kind may prevent the adminis-
trative process from functioning simply as a formal setting for
autonomous interest group deals, in the way suggested by classical
pluralist theory and celebrated in the modern emergence of negotiated
rulemaking. I intend this statement to be narrow - and not depend-
ent at all on the view that Presidents themselves are immune from in-
terest group pressures. 426 I here note only that the active participation
of Presidents in rulemaking - like that of any other governmental of-
ficial - has the potential to disrupt a straight-line transference from
private bargains to public policy. But for the reasons suggested earlier,
many observers of administration (and I among them) will find little to
mourn in this repudiation of pure factionalism, skewed as such a sys-
tem often is by inequalities of bargaining power and divorced as it al-
ways is from any conception of a distinctive public interest.427

Whether clothed in the old pluralist rhetoric of competition or the re-
cent rhetoric of collaboration, the reliance on interest group politics as
the engine of policymaking, and the correlative relegation of govern-
ment officials to the status of brokers, transforms administration into a
dispenser of rents and amplifies all that Americans find most distaste-
ful in government. And in its modern incarnation, this model of ad-
ministration demonstrates as well a naYvet6 about the potential for
win-win solutions that portends at best the obfuscation and at worst
the avoidance of the difficult choices inevitably arising in administra-
tive government.

425 As I discuss below, administrative law generally views other purposes of participatory re-

quirements, relating to the fairness and acceptability of decisions, as having greater application to
the adjudicative than to the rulemaking context. See infra pp. 2362-63.

426 For further discussion of this issue, see pp. 2335-38, above, and pp. 236o-6i, below.
427 See supra pp. 2266, 2268.
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A more difficult issue concerns the potential for presidential ad-
ministration to render policymaking less informed, either by denying
interest groups an opportunity to comment on important predicates of
agency action or by inhibiting agency officials from modifying pro-
posed action in response to these comments. Affected interests may
provide new and valuable factual data and analyses; may demonstrate
that government proposals will have unanticipated adverse conse-
quences; and may devise creative and more effective alternative ap-
proaches. At the least, the comments of these entities may convey im-
portant information about their likely response to regulatory action,
which is itself relevant to the sensible development of regulatory pol-
icy. If and to the extent that presidential control of administration
prevents government from receiving or taking account of such input, it
will harm sound policymaking.

There is little reason to think, however, that presidential admini-
stration changes fundamentally the ability of interest groups to provide
effective input within the formal (though nominally "informal") process
of notice-and-comment. As noted earlier, even absent presidential in-
volvement, this process today has little to do with genuine exchange
between regulators and interested parties.428  If during the Reagan
Presidency, interested parties lacked an opportunity to comment offi-
cially on OMB participation in rulemaking, they did not thereby lose
much preexisting influence in the proceeding; just as when an agency
failed to disclose its own analyses, these parties, in all but the unusual
case, lost only the ability to put their objections on record for later
consideration in a judicial tribunal. And similarly, if during the Clin-
ton Presidency, the exercise of directive authority made clear that some
notice-and-comment processes were show, it less transformed than ex-
posed their essential character.

Nor does presidential administration halt the prior, informal con-
sultations that currently serve as the principal means for government
officials to gain information from interested parties; indeed, if con-
ducted largely in public, this mode of administration might reduce the
danger of factionalism associated with such informal dialogue. The
President and his aides, no less than any agency, have reason and
means to consult with interested parties prior to making regulatory de-
cisions (or taking public actions that will foreordain them). Depending
on the nature and extent of presidential involvement, these contacts
with outside parties either supplement or supplant (in fact or in effect)
those usually undertaken by the agency. To the degree the former oc-
curs, presidential involvement in administration serves to open the
process to more affected interests, thus mitigating the risk of selective

428 See supra p. 2267.
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access to agency decisionmakers. To the degree the latter occurs, the

critical question becomes whether a single group of interests can cap-

ture more easily the White House or an agency. The answer to this

question no doubt will vary depending on the circumstances - the na-

ture of the issue as well as the identity of the interest groups and

agency. But at least to the extent that presidential involvement in

rulemaking has a substantial public dimension, the President's concern

for maintaining the support of a national constituency, a concern not

shared by any agency, should curb the extent to which he attends only

to narrow interests. The President's participation in rulemaking thus

seems more likely to broaden than to inhibit the informal communica-

tion of information from affected interests on which sound policymak-

ing often depends.
If all this is so, the question remaining concerns the capacity of in-

terest groups to contribute effectively to the creation of a record that

will enable suitable judicial review of a rulemaking proceeding. The

current law regarding the necessary characteristics of a rulemaking re-

cord under the APA is somewhat uncertain. The courts have left little

doubt that in part to permit judicial review, an agency must compile a

formal record even in an ostensibly informal proceeding, and that in

part to ensure the adequacy of this record, the agency must adopt pro-

cedures that enable parties to comment not only on the agency's pro-

posal, but also on at least certain materials relied upon by the agency

in formulating its position. 42 9 One fairly old and unusually aggressive

decision interpreted this case law to mean that the materials before the

agency, court, and public must all be identical, thus effectively prohib-

iting any agency decisionmaking that takes into account off-the-record

considerations. 430 This decision affected in some measure the actual

practice of agencies in conducting rulemakings. 43 I But the more com-

mon and recent judicial understanding is that affected interests need

have access only to the materials that the agency includes in the record

in support of its decision and that the reviewing court need only ensure

that the decision is defensible on the basis of this record (which also

includes the views of the affected interests and the agency's re-
sponses).

432

429 See Citizens to Pres. Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 420 (x971); Weyerhaeuser

Co. v. Costle, 59o F.2d zoi, 1030 (D.C. Cir. 1978); United States v. Nova Scotia Food Prods.

Corp., 568 F.2d 240, 248-52 (2d Cir. 1977).
430 See Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 829 (1977).

431 See PETER L. STRAUSS, TODD RAKOFF, ROY A. SCHOTLAND & CYNTHIA R. FARINA,

GELLHORN & BYSE'S ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: CASES AND COMMENTS 1050, io56 (9th ed.
1995).

432 See, e.g., Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 564 F.2d 458, 470-78 (D.C. Cir. i977).
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On the latter understanding of APA requirements, an active presi-
dential role in agency rulemaking, however exercised, in no way inter-
feres with the function of the participatory process in ensuring an ade-
quate record for judicial review. Whether the President's con-
tributions to agency outcomes are divulged to the public matters as lit-
tle as whether other influences on these outcomes are so divulged. So
long as affected interests have the opportunity to comment on the ma-
terials in the administrative record that the agency uses to justify its
decision, the process functions as intended to permit informed judicial
review. And even if the former, now largely discredited understanding
is appropriate - on the ground that parties should have an opportu-
nity to comment on, and a court should review, the real rather than
the record basis for agency action - the necessary condition for presi-
dential administration is only that it occur in public. As practiced in
the Clinton administration, through public directives and announce-
ments and broad disclosure of OMB communications, presidential par-
ticipation in rulemaking amply met this requirement, allowing affected
interests to comment on any presidential inputs and courts to take ac-
count of these comments in reviewing the action.

The analysis with respect to adjudications, however, is fundamen-
tally different, reflecting the different nature of these administrative
proceedings and the different purposes of participation in them. The
famous, now always paired cases of Londoner v. Denver433 and Bi-
Metallic Investment Co. v. State Board of Equalization434 drew the
constitutional line of division, requiring notice and a hearing as a mat-
ter of due process when an administrative authority resolves disputes
involving particular and identifiable parties, but not when it adopts
rules of general application. The APA maintained the distinction, im-
posing much stricter procedural requirements on agencies when they
act through adjudicative than through rulemaking processes.435 The
divergent (constitutional and statutory) rules may reflect sheer prag-
matism - a recognition that participatory rights are harder and more
costly to implement in the rulemaking context. But the greater impe-
tus behind the distinction comes from a sense that the participation of
an affected party serves special values in adjudicative proceedings -
that in these proceedings, which apply to and affect discrete individu-
als and firms, participation not only provides needed information to
the decisionmaker, but also ensures fundamental fairness and protec-
tion against abuse, and thereby promotes the acceptability of decisions.

433 2o U.S. 373 (9o8).
434 239 U.S. 441 (1915).
435 Compare 5 U.S.C. § 554 (1994) (requiring trial-type proceedings in adjudications), with id.

§ 553 (requiring only submission of written data or arguments in rulemakings).
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In this context, presidential participation in administration, of
whatever form, would contravene procedural norms and inject an in-
appropriate influence into the resolution of controversies. Even at the
apex of constitutional doctrine favoring presidential power, the Su-

preme Court stated in Myers v. United States:436 "[Tihere may be du-

ties of a quasi-judicial character imposed on executive officers and
members of executive tribunals whose decisions after hearing affect in-

terests of individuals, the discharge of which the President can not in a

particular case properly influence or control."437 The dictum went un-

explained, but must rest on the same distinction that informed the pro-
cedural requirements set out in Londoner and Bi-Metallic: a distinc-
tion between relatively open-ended policymaking potentially affecting

and involving trade-offs among broad social groups and relatively cir-
cumscribed resolution of discrete claims involving identifiable firms or
individuals. 438 That the distinction is not hard-edged - that the pro-
totypical forms of rulemaking and adjudication are indeed only proto-
types and that the actual forms are often similar to each other - does
not make the distinction less meaningful, as the bulk of administrative
law attests. The consequence here is to disallow the President from
disrupting or displacing the procedural, participatory requirements as-
sociated with agency adjudication, thus preserving their ability to
serve their intended, special objectives.

V. ENHANCING PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION THROUGH
LEGAL RULES

If presidential administration - in the form, to the extent, and
with the limits I have noted - represents a salutary development in
administrative process, then courts should attempt, through their ar-
ticulation of administrative law, to recognize and promote this kind of
control over agency policymaking. I have argued in this Article that
most of administrative law is best understood as a set of rules for allo-
cating control over agency action to diverse individuals and institu-
tions. 439 These rules have followed from some conception (more or less
coherent) of the relative capacity of these controlling mechanisms to

436 272 U.S. 52 (1926).

437 Id. at 135.

438 For judicial and academic discussions of this distinction in Londoner and Bi-Metallic, see
Coniston Corp. v. Village of Hoffman Estates, 844 F.2d 461, 468-69 (7th Cir. 1988) (Posner, J.), and
Peter L. Strauss, Revisiting Overton Park" Political and Judicial Controls over Administrative
Actions Affecting the Community, 39 UCLA L. REV. 1251, 1256-57 (1992). As Strauss notes, see
id. at 1257, Lon Fuller gave the distinction famous expression in his discussion of "bipolar" and
"polycentric" disputes. See Lon L. Fuller, The Forms and Limits of Adjudication, 92 HARV. L.
REV. 353, 394-404 (1978).
439 See supra section I.D, pp. 2269-72.
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produce accountable and effective administrative decisions. The cur-
rent rules, however, largely disregard the potential of presidential con-
trol - again, in the manner and contexts appropriate - to perform
this function. Recognition of this potential at the least would give
courts a reason, in the event of a legal challenge, to read statutes dele-
gating discretionary authority to executive agency officials as enabling
the President, in the absence of any contrary congressional indication,
to direct the exercise of this discretion.440 But more, recognition of this
potential would support a body of doctrine granting preferred status to
administrative action infused in the appropriate way with presidential
authority, and thereby promoting this kind of presidential involve-
ment. Full explication of this new doctrine could consume a separate
article. For current purposes, I consider only two matters: the implica-
tions of presidential involvement in administration for application of
the nondelegation doctrine and for judicial review of agency action.

A. The Nondelegation Doctrine

The nondelegation doctrine may seem, at first glance, a strange
place to begin the discussion of how presidential involvement in
agency decisionmaking should affect the judicial articulation and ap-
plication of administrative law. It is, after all, a commonplace that the
nondelegation doctrine is no doctrine at all. In only two cases, both in
1935, has the Supreme Court struck down a federal statute on the
ground that it delegated too much authority to the executive branch. 441

As Cass Sunstein wrote one year ago, the nondelegation doctrine "has
had one good year, and 211 bad ones (and counting)." 442 Since that
time, the doctrine has suffered one more bad year, with the Supreme
Court's rejection in Whitman v. American Trucking Associations443 of
a nondelegation challenge to the provision of the Clean Air Act au-
thorizing the EPA to set air quality standards.

A little noted oddity of the nondelegation doctrine, however, sug-
gests the aptness of this discussion. The Supreme Court has applied
the doctrine only when Congress has delegated power directly to the
President - never when Congress has delegated power to agency offi-
cials.444 The small sample size, to be sure, cautions against reading too

440 See supra pp. 2326-30.
441 A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935); Pan. Ref. Co. v. Ryan,

293 U.S. 388 (1935).
442 Cass R. Sunstein, Nondelegation Canons, 67 U. CHI. L. REV. 315, 322 (2000).

443 121 S. Ct. 903 (2001).
44 This is not to say that the Supreme Court always has applied the nondelegation doctrine

when Congress has delegated power directly to the President. To the contrary, many of the Su-
preme Court's earliest cases upholding delegations involved legislation authorizing the President
himself to exercise discretionary power. See, e.g., J.W. Hampton, Jr. & Co. v. United States, 276
U.S. 394 (1928); Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649 (x892); The Cargo of the Brig Aurora v. United
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much into this history. It nonetheless accurately might be said, to bor-
row and modify Sunstein's construction, that the nondelegation doc-
trine has had countless good delegees and only one bad delegee (the
President). The doctrine as applied thus expresses, albeit tenuously,
some special suspicion of the President as a policymaker.445

I suggest in this section a more complex view. Considered as an
accountability principle, the nondelegation doctrine should welcome
active and open presidential involvement in administration, whether
pursuant to a direct delegation or superimposed on a delegation to an
agency official. Considered as a rule of law principle, the doctrine well
might distrust presidential action, but only when this action derives
from a direct delegation to the President. This analysis suggests that,
all else equal, the nondelegation doctrine should tolerate most easily
the kind of administration discussed in this Article - that is, presiden-
tially directed actions taken pursuant to a delegation to an agency offi-
cial. This conclusion receives some support from another Supreme
Court decision, not classified as part of nondelegation law but relevant
to precisely these issues.

Consider first, briefly, the cases in which the nondelegation doctrine
confronted legislative authorizations to the President, to the downfall
of those statutes. In Schechter Poultry, the Court invalidated a dele-
gation contained in the National Industrial Recovery Act (NRA), enti-
tling the President to approve as, when, and pursuant to whatever
procedures he chose "codes of fair competition" proposed by manage-
ment-labor groups to govern virtually all important matters in virtu-
ally all important sectors of the national economy.446 The awesome

substantive breadth of this delegation, combined with its lack of pro-
cedural constraints and its effective subdelegation of authority to pri-
vate parties, made it ripe for invalidation, assuming invalidation is
ever proper, under the nondelegation doctrine. In Panama Refining,
by contrast, the delegation at issue, contained in a separate provision
of the NRA, did no more than enable the President to prohibit the in-
terstate transport of oil produced in excess of state-imposed quotas. 447

The supposed absence of standards specifying precisely when the
President should exercise this power, on which the Court's decision

States, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 382 (1813). It is worth noting, however, that these delegations princi-

pally involved tariffs and other matters relating to foreign affairs, with respect to which the need

for presidential power historically has seemed most urgent.
44S Todd Rakoff also understands the Supreme Court's cases invalidating statutory provisions

on delegation grounds as stemming in part from the role of the President in the statutory scheme.

See Todd D. Rakoff, The Shape of the Law in the American Administrative State, 2 TEL Aviv U.
STUD. L. 9, 22-23 (1992).

446 Schechter PouLtry, 295 U.S. at 523 (internal quotation marks omitted).
447 Pan. Ref. Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388, 405-06 (1935).
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rested, paled in comparison (even at the time) to the vagueness associ-
ated with countless delegations to administrative agencies. 448

Now to these cases add another of far more recent vintage, not de-
cided under the nondelegation doctrine but presenting a delegation is-
sue that likely shaped the Court's analysis. In Clinton v. City of New
York, 449 the Court reviewed a challenge to the Line Item Veto Act,450

which enabled the President to refuse to give effect to certain expendi-
ture and tax benefit provisions contained in future legislation. Declin-
ing to consider the validity of this measure under the nondelegation
doctrine, the Court held that the Act violated the "finely wrought"
procedures of Article I, Section 7 of the Constitution by authorizing
the President unilaterally to repeal parts of enacted statutes.451  The
two dissenting opinions in the case, however, demolished this claim by
pointing out the technical adherence of the Act's cancellation mecha-
nism to this constitutional provision: in exercising his authority under
the Act, the President had done no more than execute a power, given
to him by legislation enacted pursuant to Article I, Section 7, respect-
ing the implementation of further legislation enacted pursuant to Arti-
cle I, Section 7. The real question in the case, then, was whether the
power granted to the President constituted an impermissible delega-
tion.

45 2

The majority itself seemed tacitly to recognize the dissenters' point
by discussing at length how this delegation extended further than
prior, structurally similar grants to the President of authority to cease
giving effect to legislative provisions. 453 What truly seemed to gall the
majority, for all its claim of a violation of Article I, Section 7, was that
Congress had authorized the President to implement his policy views
in areas outside his special constitutional responsibility and in ways
conflicting directly with prior legislative judgments. 45 4 Although the

448 In the Supreme Court's most recent nondelegation case, Justice Scalia wrote that the statu-
tory provision in Panama Refining contained "literally no guidance for the exercise of discretion."
American Trucking, 121 S. Ct. at 913. But as Justice Cardozo wrote in his dissenting opinion in
Panama Refining, Congress had specified the exact nature of the act left to the President and had
made clear in the purposes section of the statute the kinds of considerations the President should
take into account in choosing whether to take that step. See Panama Refining, 293 U.S. at 254-56
(Cardozo, J., dissenting).
449 524 U.S. 417 (,998).
450 2 U.S.C. § 691 (Supp. II I997).
451 Clinton, 524 U.S. at 439-40 (quoting INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 95I (1983)) (internal quo-

tation marks omitted).
452 See id. at 463-69 (Scalia, J., dissenting); id. at 48o-96 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
453 See Clinton, 524 U.S. at 442-47.
454 See id. at 445-46. The Court distinguished the cases cited in note 444, above, on the prin-

cipal grounds that they involved statutes that related to foreign affairs and provided for the
President to exercise his authority only when certain defined contingencies arose. See id. at 442-
45.
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majority did not reveal whether its concern about this delegation re-
lated to the identity of the actor given authority (as opposed to the

simple scope of the authority granted), Justice Breyer's dissenting
opinion faced this issue squarely, rejecting the nondelegation argument
only after noting several reasons for holding delegations to the Presi-

dent to a stricter standard than delegations to administrative agen-
cies.

455

The heightened suspicion of presidential, as opposed to agency,

policymaking suggested in these cases appears to conflict with the

norm of democratic accountability often thought to reside at the core

of the nondelegation doctrine. 4 6  As then-Justice Rehnquist put the

matter in the so-called Benzene case, the doctrine "ensures to the ex-

tent consistent with orderly governmental administration that impor-

tant choices of social policy are made by Congress, the branch of our

Government most responsive to the popular will. '457 Measured by this
"responsiveness" yardstick, the President outstrips any agency official,

for the reasons discussed earlier.458 On Justice Rehnquist's reasoning,
the President thus should count as a speqially favored, rather than dis-
favored, delegee of lawmaking power.459 Likewise, the President's in-
volvement in the exercise of discretion granted to agency heads should
mitigate concerns arising from these delegations.

The argument, to be sure, has its limits; most notably, it does not
countenance the abandonment of the nondelegation doctrine when the
President features prominently in policymaking activity. As Cass Sun-
stein has noted, the democratic values that the nondelegation doctrine
serves may involve not only the "responsiveness" that Justice
Rehnquist noted, but also the "reflectiveness" associated (at least ide-

ally) with legislative process.460 In Sunstein's words, the doctrine
promotes the distinctive "kind of accountability that comes from re-
quiring specific decisions from a deliberative body reflecting the views

455 See id. at 489-go (Breyer, J., dissenting); infra note 464.
456 See Mashaw, supra note 54, at 82-84 (summarizing the view of various anti-delegationists

that broad delegations are antidemocratic).
457 Indus. Union Dep't, AFL-CIO v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 685 (ig8o) (Rehnquist,

J., concurring in the judgment).
458 See supra section IV.B.i, pp. 2332-39.
459 Justice Breyer's dissenting opinion in Clinton v. City of New York recognized this argument.

Responding to his own suggestion that these delegations were especially problematic, see infra

note 464, Justice Breyer wrote: "The President, unlike most agency decisionmakers, is an elected

official. He is responsible to the voters, who, in principle, will judge the manner in which he ex-

ercises his delegated authority." Clinton, 524 U.S. at 490 (Breyer, J., dissenting). Justice Scalia

had anticipated the argument in Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 36! (1989), arguing that to

the extent the exercise of delegated discretion is under the control of the President, "the recipient

of the policymaking authority, while not Congress itself, would at least be politically accountable."

See id. at 421 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
460 Cass R. Sunstein, Is the Clean Air Act Unconstitutional?, 98 MICH. L. REV. 303, 336 (iggg).
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of representatives from various states of the union." 4 6 1 For this reason,
presidential choices consistent with broad delegations are not the
equivalent of legislative decisions. But once any delegation occurs, the
peculiarly legislative accountability of which Sunstein speaks is gone.
To the extent that this accountability at all includes, as it must, the
idea of representing and responding to the public, the case seems
strong for viewing the President's exercise of delegated discretion, as-
suming all else is equal, as presenting less, rather than more, severe
difficulties than an agency official's.

The nondelegation doctrine, however, also may promote distinctive
rule of law values, which should factor into the analysis. The idea
here is that legislative standards - or what the Court has called
"intelligible principle[s]" 462 - provide notice, prevent arbitrariness,
and facilitate judicial review. In the course of upholding the Clean Air
Act against nondelegation challenge, the American Trucking Court
repudiated the D.C. Circuit's view, based on these rule of law values,
that an agency could remedy an otherwise unconstitutional delegation
by developing subsidiary standards. 463  The Court thus resisted the
lure of turning the nondelegation doctrine into merely a rule of law
requirement, disconnected from any democratic mooring. But it
would overread the Court's decision to conclude that rule of law
values no longer play a role in determining the constitutionality of a
given delegation to a given delegee; consider, for example, the
likelihood (I think slim) that the courts would see no difference for
purposes of nondelegation analysis between two broad delegations,
identical in every respect except that one insulated the agency's
exercise of power from all judicial review.

Measured by this rule of law yardstick, the distrust of presidential
action pursuant to a direct delegation begins to assume a cogent basis;
this concern, however, should not extend to presidential action taken
through the medium of a delegation to an agency official. The key
factor here relates to the availability of judicial review. Presidential
action occurring under a direct delegation usually is insulated from le-
gal challenge, except when the challenge is constitutional in nature.464

461 Id. at 335-36; see Sunstein, supra note 442, at 319-20 (emphasizing as well the function of
bicameralism in producing this distinctively legislative form of accountability).

462 See Industrial Union, 448 U.S. at 686 (Rehnquist, J., concurring) (quoting J.W Hampton,

Jr., & Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 394, 409 (1928)) (internal quotation marks omitted); Pan. Ref.
Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388, 430 (1935).

463 See Whitman v. Am. Tucking Ass'ns, 121 S. Ct. 903, 912 (2001).

464 See Clinton 524 U.S. at 489-go (Breyer, J., dissenting) (noting that the insulation of presi-

dential action from judicial review gives reason to distrust delegations to the President). Breyer
also argued in his dissent in Clinton that delegations to the President are particularly problematic
because a President is less prone than an agency to "develop subsidiary rules under the statute."
Id. at 489. But even assuming that these standards retain some relevance to the delegation in-
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The Court has held that presidential action is not reviewable under the
APA for claims of statutory violations;46- and although formally re-
serving the issue whether review is available outside the APA frame-
work, the Court has suggested firmly that presidential actions claimed
to follow from either constitutional or statutory authority "embody
Presidential discretion as to political matters beyond the competence of
the courts to adjudicate. 466 Given this stance - or otherwise stated,
given the difficulty of controlling the exercise of discretion delegated to
the President - rule of law values may counsel extra hesitation in al-
lowing the delegation in the first instance.467 But this reasoning does
not apply when the President directs or otherwise involves himself in
action taken pursuant to a delegation to an agency official. In such a
case, as I have argued earlier,468 the APA's judicial review provisions
should apply. The rule of law concerns arising from the potential fi-
nality of independent presidential action thus dissipate in the sphere of
presidential administration that this Article has described.

This analysis suggests that, all else equal, administrative action
taken pursuant to a delegation to an agency official, but clothed with
the imprimatur and authority of the President, should receive maxi-
mum protection against a nondelegation challenge. The President's
involvement, at least if publicly disclosed, vests the action with an in-
creased dose of accountability, which although not (by definition) pecu-
liarly legislative in nature, renders the action less troublesome than
solely bureaucratic measures from the standpoint of democratic values.
And this kind of presidential participation gives rise to none of the rule
of law issues that might loom large in the context of direct delegations.
Again, this is not to say that presidential control of administration is
the equivalent of congressional lawmaking. It is only to say that given
the often urgent need for, and resulting omnipresence of, broad delega-
tions, courts should understand and, by so doing, encourage this
mechanism of control as mitigating the potential threat that adminis-
trative discretion poses.

American Trucking poses a challenge to this analysis, but the two
may not be inconsistent. Justice Scalia's opinion for the Court stated

quiry after American TRucking, they can coexist (or not) with a delegation to either an agency head
or the President.

465 See Franklin v. Massachusetts, 505 U.S. 788, 8oo (1992) (construing the APA in the light of
the "separation of powers and the unique constitutional position of the President").

466 Dalton v. Specter, 511 U.S. 462, 475 (994) (quoting Chicago & Southern Air Lines v. Wa-

terman S.S. Corp., 333 U.S. 103, 114 (1948)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
467 Cf Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d i, 68 (D.C. Cir.) (Leventhal, J., concurring) ("Congress has

been willing to delegate its legislative powers broadly - and courts have upheld such delegation
- because there is court review to assure that the agency exercises the delegated power within
statutory limits .. ").

468 See supra pp. 2350-51.
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that "[w]e have never suggested that an agency can cure an unlawful

delegation of legislative power by adopting in its discretion a limiting

construction of the statute. '469 Similarly, it might be said that the par-

ticipation of the President in an agency's exercise of discretion cannot

cure an unlawful delegation - because on this view, nothing outside

the terms of the delegation is relevant to the constitutional issue. But

in fact the Court has considered various control mechanisms arising

outside the delegation, or even outside the statute generally, in deciding

whether an unconstitutional delegation has occurred. In Schechter

Poultry, the Court distinguished a delegation to the Federal Trade

Commission partly on the ground that the Commission had to (and

did) comply with strict procedural rules in exercising its power.470 And

in Fahey v. Mallonee,471 the Court sustained a delegation in part be-

cause customary practices in the field limited the agency's effective au-

thority.472 The American Trucking Court might have viewed subsidi-

ary standards as different because deriving from the agency itself,
rather than from an outside source; on this view, only discipline, and

not self-restraint, can factor into a nondelegation decision. Or the

Court might have objected to the dispositive weight the D.C. Circuit

suggested giving to the agency's subsidiary standard; on this view, the

existence of an agency standard, even if appropriately a factor in de-

termining the legality of a delegation, cannot automatically resolve the

constitutional issue (or in Scalia's term, "cure" 473 the illegality). In ei-

ther event, the proposal here - to count presidential control of agency

as a positive factor in nondelegation analysis - would survive the
American Trucking opinion.

Further, the Supreme Court's decision in Hampton v. Mow Sun
Wong4 74 affirmatively may support this view of the significance of

presidential participation for application of the nondelegation doctrine.

The Court there considered the constitutionality of a rule issued by the

Civil Service Commission barring aliens from employment in the fed-

eral civil service. The Court held that the rule - clearly within the

bounds of a broad delegation to the Commission over the management

of the civil service - violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment.47 5 In so doing, however, the Court repeatedly noted that
the same provision might have met constitutional standards if passed

469 Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass'ns, 121 S. Ct. 903, 912 (2001).

470 A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495, 531-34 (1935).
471 332 U.S. 245 (1947)

472 Id. at 252.

473 American Trucking, 121 S. Ct. at 912.
474 426 U.S. 88 (i976).
47S Id. at 114-17.
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by Congress (and signed by the President) as legislation.4 7 6  For this
reason, some legal scholars have interpreted the decision as exemplify-
ing a discrete kind of nondelegation doctrine: when Congress wishes to
act in constitutionally sensitive areas, it must take upon itself, rather
than pass to an agency, responsibility for the decision.4 7 7 What makes
the case interesting for purposes of the discussion here is that the
Court likewise reserved the question whether the rule would have met
constitutional standards, under the same delegation, if directed by the
President:4 78 as the Court stated in just one of its many references to
this possibility, "if the rule were expressly mandated by the Congress
or the President, we might presume that any interest which might ra-
tionally be served by the rule did in fact give rise to its adoption. '479

The Court's reasoning in Hampton was notably opaque and the
scope of its suggestion on this score correspondingly uncertain. Several
particular features of the case might have given rise to the Court's re-
peated references to the desirability of presidential control (although
the Court gave more than glancing notice to only the first): that the
agency's decision implicated matters of immigration and foreign policy
unrelated to its own expertise; 480 that these matters fell within a sphere
over which the President may have special constitutional authority;48'
and that the delegation at issue conferred a kind of joint authority on
the President and Commission. 48 2 Moreover, as just noted, the Court's

476 Id. at io3, 105, 113 n.46, 16.
477 See Sunstein, supra note 442, at 336-37; see also Matthew D. Adler, Judicial Restraint in

the Administrative State: Beyond the Counterrnajoritarian Difficulty, 145 U. PA. L. REV. 759, 862,
866-67 (997) (expressing the same understanding of the case in terms of "differential judicial re-
straint" as to statutes and agency decisions).

478 See Hampton, 426 U.S. at 103, 105, 113 n.46, iI6.
479 Id. at 103 (emphasis added). In response to the Hampton decision, President Ford in fact

issued an executive order generally barring aliens from the civil service, but giving the Civil Ser-
vice Commission discretion to make exceptions to the rule. See Exec. Order No. 11,935, 3 C.F.R.
146 (1976), reprinted in 5 U.S.C. § 3301 (1994). A number of appellate courts subsequently up-
held this order. See, e.g., Mow Sun Wong v. Campbell, 626 F.2d 739, 742-43, 745 (9th Cir. i98o);
Vergara v. Hampton, 581 F.2d 1281, 1284-85 (7 th Cir. 1978).

480 Hampton, 426 U.S. at 114-15.
481 The same factor may explain the Court's decision in Greene v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474

(1959). The question in that case concerned the constitutionality of a program established by the
Department of Defense that denied security clearances to employees of defense contractors with-
out affording them an opportunity for confrontation and cross-examination of witnesses. The
Court invalidated the program on the ground that it was "not explicitly authorized by either Con-
gress or the President," id. at 508, explaining that "explicit action, especially in areas of doubtful
constitutionality, requires careful and purposeful consideration by those responsible for enacting
and implementing our laws," id. at 507. In Greene, unlike in Hampton, the Court found that no
legislative delegation covered, even in a general way, the action taken; a presidential directive
thus could have helped to justify the action only by virtue of the President's independent and in-
herent constitutional authority over the subject matter at issue.

482 See 5 U.S.C. § 3301(l), 1302(a) (1994).
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decision concerned only administrative actions that somehow affect
constitutionally protected interests.

But behind these idiosyncrasies and limitations, the Court appeared
to express a general understanding of what Laurence Tribe has called,
in discussion of this case, a "link between political process [here, the
identity of the decisionmaker] and legal outcome." 4 3  More particu-

larly, the reasoning and language in Hampton suggests that presiden-
tial (like congressional but unlike agency) action enables political ac-
countability and that this attribute, if lent to administrative action
through presidential directive, can ease concerns relating to the exer-
cise of broad grants of discretion.4 4 The Hampton decision thus sup-

ports not merely a distinctive nondelegation principle, but an adjust-
ment of the general doctrine to take account of and thereby encourage
overt presidential control of administration.

B. Judicial Review

A still more important way to promote this presidential role resides
in two commonly invoked doctrines concerning judicial review of
agency action. Whereas courts apply (or even consider applying) the
nondelegation doctrine on only rare occasions, they regularly review
agencies' legal conclusions under Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Re-
sources Defense Council, Inc.4 8 5 and agencies' decisionmaking proc-

esses under the "hard look" standard exemplified in Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Ass'n of the United States v. State Farm Mutual Auto-
mobile Insurance Co.48 6 The issue of presidential control has arisen in
both contexts, but the Supreme Court has recognized its relevance only
tentatively in the first and has rejected its relevance outright in the
second. A sounder version of both these doctrines of judicial review
would take unapologetic account of the extent of presidential involve-
ment in administrative decisions in determining the level of deference
to which they are entitled.

i. Chevron Review. - The place to start is with Chevron, which
held that courts should defer, in the event of legislative ambiguity, to

483 LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW § 17-2, at 1682 (2d ed. I988).

Tiibe groups Hampton with a number of other opinions, including Justice Powell's opinion in Re-

gents of the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 305 (1978), in which the identity of

the decisionmaker assumed a prominent role in constitutional analysis. See TRIBE, supra, § 17-2,

at 168o.
484 See, e.g., Hampton, 426 U.S. at 113 n.46 ("[Iln view of the consequences of the rule it would

be appropriate to require a much more explicit directive from either Congress or the President

before accepting the conclusion that the political branches of Government would consciously

adopt [the] policy.. ").
485 467 U.S. 837 (1984).
486 463 U.S. 29 (1983).
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agencies' "reasonable" constructions of their governing statutes. 4 7

Chevron prescribed a by now well known two-step inquiry. The first
question is "whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise ques-
tion at issue"; 48 if so, the Court stated uncontroversially, agencies
must comply with that judgment.48 9 The second question, reached
only if Congress has failed to speak clearly, is whether the agency has
adopted a reasonable interpretation of the statute; if so, the Court de-
clared far more provocatively, courts must accept that interpretation
even if they would have reached another as an original matter.490 As
first conceived, the Chevron deference rule had its deepest roots in a
conception of agencies as instruments of the President, entitled to
make policy choices, within the gaps left by Congress, by virtue of his
relationship to the public. Since that time, however, this rationale has
receded, and the deference rule has become disconnected from consid-
erations relating to presidential involvement. A new embrace of the
Court's original reasoning - committed to and thus supportive of
presidential control over administrative action - would counsel a
variable deference regime, dependent on the role of the President in an
agency's interpretive decisionmaking.

The passage of Chevron containing the Court's fullest justification
of judicial deference to administrative constructions of statutes focused
on the hierarchical relationship between the agencies and the Presi-
dent:

Judges ... are not part of either political branch of the Govern-
ment. ... [A]n agency to which Congress has delegated policymaking re-
sponsibilities may, within the limits of that delegation, properly rely upon
the incumbent administration's views of wise policy to inform its judg-
ments. While agencies are not directly accountable to the people, the
Chief Executive is, and it is entirely appropriate for this political branch
of the Government to make such policy choices ....

... In such a case, federal judges - who have no constituency -
have a duty to respect legitimate policy choices made by those who do.
The responsibilities for assessing the wisdom of such policy choices and
resolving the struggle between competing views of the public interest are
not judicial ones: "Our Constitution vests such responsibilities in the po-
litical branches."49 1

The assignment of policymaking functions, on this understanding, ap-
propriately tracks political accountability; and political accountability,

487 Chevron, 467 U.S. at 845.
488 Id. at 842.
489 Id. at 842-43.
490 See id. at 843 & n. i.
491 Id. at 865-66 (quoting TVA v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 95 (,978)).
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within the gaps left by Congress, attaches to and resides in choice by
the President.

At the same time, however, the Chevron opinion suggested other,
potentially conflicting bases for its rule of deference, corresponding to

alternative forms of control - specifically by experts and Congress -

over administrative decisions. The Court noted at several points the

special expertise and experience that agencies bring to the task of in-

terpreting and administering their governing statutes. The Court

quoted a prior statement that deference was appropriate when "a full

understanding of the force of the statutory policy in the given situation

has depended upon more than ordinary knowledge respecting the mat-
ters subjected to agency regulations"; 492 the Court then added that in

the instant case "the regulatory scheme is technical and complex, the

agency considered the matter in a detailed and reasoned fashion," and

"judges are not experts in the field."493 Still further augmenting the ra-

tionales for deference, the Court proposed that this approach com-

ported with congressional intent. Gaps and ambiguities in legislation,
the Court suggested, themselves could constitute explicit or implicit

delegations to an agency to "elucidate ... the statute by regulation, ' 494

including through the "accommodation of conflicting policies."495

Both the Supreme Court and lower courts have invoked these al-

ternative rationales, in a variety of contexts, to delimit the scope of the

Chevron doctrine, thereby creating, with varying degrees of precision,
spheres in which "step-two" deference will not apply. The courts, for

example, have held that Chevron comes into play only when an agency
has a distinctive, or even exclusive, responsibility over a statutory pro-

vision, reasoning that an agency lacking this responsibility has no war-

rant to claim either a congressional delegation or a special expertise in

the area. 496 The courts similarly have declined to give Chevron defer-

ence to an agency's litigating positions on the grounds that "Congress
has delegated to the administrative official and not to appellate coun-

492 Id. at 844 (quoting United States v. Shimer, 367 U.S. 374, 382 (ig6i)) (internal quotation

marks omitted).
493 Id. at 865.
494 Id. at 844.
495 Id. at 845 (quoting Shimer, 367 U.S. at 383) (internal quotation marks omitted).
496 See Martin v. Occupational Safety & Health Review Comm'n, 499 U.S. 144, 152-53 (99)

(holding that an interpretation of the Secretary of Labor was entitled to greater deference than

one of the OSHRC because the Secretary had greater expertise in the area and because Congress

had indicated a preference that she have this responsibility); Adams Fruit Co. v. Barrett, 494 U.S.

638, 649-50 (199o) (holding that an agency's interpretation was not entitled to deference because

Congress had declined to give the agency authority in the area); Prof'l Reactor Operator Soc'y v.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n, 939 F.2d 1047, 1o5 1 (D.C. Cir. iggi) (holding that an agency's

interpretation was not entitled to deference because the statutory provision in question was "out-

side the agency's particular expertise and special charge to administer").
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sel" 497 responsibility for resolving statutory ambiguities and that views
raised in litigation likely reflect "post hoc rationalizations" 498 rather
than considered exercises of an agency's expertise. And in a recent,
similarly grounded decision, the Supreme Court held in near-summary
fashion, after many years of conflict in the lower courts, that Chevron
did not apply to an agency's interpretive (as opposed to legislative)
regulations. 499 The Court indicated there that interpretive rules draw
on no formal delegations of rulemaking or adjudicative power and
emanate from no formal deliberative processes, such as public notice-
and-comment. o00 The latter point suggests yet another rationale for
Chevron deference, corresponding to yet another form of control -
this one by constituency groups - over administrative action.50 1

The courts, by contrast, have ignored the President's role in ad-
ministration action in defining the scope of the Chevron doctrine. Al-
though this consideration took pride of place in Chevron itself, the fig-
ure of the President has barely appeared in recent judicial discussions
of deference. Courts grant (or decline to grant) step-two deference to
administrative interpretations of law irrespective whether the Presi-
dent potentially could, or actually did, direct or otherwise participate
in their promulgation. Indeed, the Department of Justice occasionally
counseled Clinton White House staff members (though not success-
fully) to maintain a public distance between the President and agency
action, lest his personal direction and appropriation of administrative
product undermine the expertise rationale for Chevron deference. 0 2

The Department's advice may have reflected some lawyerly overcau-

497 Bowen v. Georgetown Univ. Hosp., 488 U.S. 204, 212 (1988) (quoting Investment Co. Insti-
tute v. Camp, 401 U.S. 617, 628 (x97x)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
498 Id. (quoting Burlington 7uck Lines, Inc. v. United States, 371 U.S. 156, 168 (1962)) (inter-

nal quotation marks omitted); IAL Aircraft Holding, Inc. v. Fed. Aviation Admin., 2o6 F.3 d 1042,
1045-46 (rith Cir. 2000). But cf. Auer v. Robbins, 519 U.S. 452, 462 (1997) (giving deference to an
interpretation advanced in a legal brief because the circumstances showed that it reflected the
agency's "fair and considered judgment" rather than a "'post hoc' rationalization').

499 See Christensen v. Harris County, x2o S. Ct. 1655 (2ooo) (holding that only weak deference,
as described in the pre-Chevron case of Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134 (i944), applies to
interpretive rules). Prior lower court opinions addressing the issue had reached differing conclu-
sions. Compare Wagner Seed Co. v. Bush, 946 F.2d 918, 922-23 (D.C. Cir 9ggi) (granting defer-
ence to interpretive rules), with S. Ute Indian Tribe v. Amoco Prod. Co., 9ig F.3d 86, 832-34
(ioth Cir. 1997) (denying deference to interpretive rules).

500 See Christensen, 12o S. Ct. at 1662-63.
501 In these post-Chevron cases, courts have invoked institutional rationales for step-two defer-

ence as support for the delegation rationale, suggesting in particular that Congress must want ex-
perts in the field to resolve ambiguities in statutory provisions. See, e.g., Pauley v. Bethenergy
Mines, Inc., 5o U.S. 680, 696-97 (igx); County of Los Angeles v. Shalala, 192 F.3 d ioo5, Ioi6
(D.C. Cir. 1999). This analytical approach, consistent with the tack taken in Chevron itself,
makes sense in light of the usual absence of any real evidence regarding where Congress intends
to confer interpretive authority. See infra pp. 2378-79.

502 See Reed Interview, supra note 2o8. Reed recalls that the Department of Justice gave this
advice in discussions relating to the administration's tobacco regulation.
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tion - no court, after all, has refused to grant deference to agency ac-

tion on this ground - but doubtless accurately read the courts' post-

Chevron decisions as showing little solicitude for the "politicization,"

through the "presidentialization," of agencies' interpretations of stat-

utes.
Chevron's primary rationale suggests a different approach, which

would link deference in some way to presidential involvement. On

this approach, the regulation under review in Chevron - a construc-

tion of the term "stationary source" in the Clean Air Act to allow

plantwide rather than device-specific measurements of air pollution -

merited deference, as the Court concluded, because that regulation ex-

hibited clear signs of presidential influence. Although the regulation

nowhere mentioned presidential priorities, it arose, as the Court recog-

nized, from a "Government-wide reexamination of regulatory burdens

and complexities" that President Reagan ordered in his first months in

office.5 0 3 But other agency decisions will lack this kind of presidential

imprimatur, proceeding as they do from considerations not fairly

traceable to presidential policy 5 0 4 If deference follows, as Chevron

stated, from the political leadership and accountability that the Presi-

dent offers, then deference should attach not to the whole but only to

some subset of agency action. The task for post-Chevron courts, on

this view, would involve developing doctrine that recognizes, and

thereby promotes, actual rather than assumed presidential control over

administrative action.
This doctrine would begin by distinguishing between actions taken

by executive branch agencies and those taken by independent commis-

sions. This line doubtless would have something of a rough cut about

it. The strength of the President's removal power, which defines the

core legal difference between these entities, fails to track precisely the

strength of the President's policy influence. The power of removal,

just because of its potency, often cannot ensure effective authority;

conversely, other mechanisms - lesser sanctions, institutional incen-

tives, and personal ties - can serve to bind agency action to presiden-

tial policy. But when (i) insulation from presidential removal power

combines, as in most independent agencies, with (2) an organizational

structure featuring multiple agency heads of diverse parties serving

staggered terms and (3) longstanding (even if psychological) norms of

independence, widely held within both the bureaucracy and Congress,

503 Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 857 (1984) (quoting

Requirements for Preparation, Adoption, and Submittal of Implementation Plans, 46 Fed. Reg.

x6,28o, 6,281 (proposed March 12, g8i) (codified at 40 C.F.R. pts. 51, 52)) (internal quotation

marks omitted).
504 Cf. Thomas W. Merrill, Judicial Deference to Executive Precedent, IoI YALE L.J. 969, 996

(1992) (criticizing Chevron on the ground that "Presidential oversight has inherent limitations").
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the gap between the agency and the President almost inexorably wid-
ens. The formal differences apparent in the way the Reagan and Clin-
ton White Houses treated the independent and executive branch agen-
cies reflected (and then exacerbated) this disparity in presidential
control.i0 s A Chevron-type doctrine attuned to the role of the Presi-
dent would respond to this disparity by giving greater deference to ex-
ecutive than to independent agencies.5 0 6

A more refined version of this doctrine might take into account as
well actual evidence of presidential involvement in a given administra-
tive decision. The President and his immediate staff cannot offer in-
put, much less direction, on all or even most interpretations of law
reached by executive departments. Conversely, the President and his
staff might participate extensively in the occasional legal interpretation
offered by an independent commission. Given these realities, courts
could apply Chevron when, but only when, presidential involvement
rises to a certain level of substantiality, as manifested in executive or-
ders and directives, rulemaking records, and other objective indicia of
decisionmaking processes. As applied to Chevron itself, for example,
this analysis would make critical the presidentially ordered reexamina-
tion of regulatory burdens noted in the opinion. Conditioning defer-
ence in this way at once would induce disclosure of any presidential
role in administration and encourage expansion of this role to so far
neglected areas of regulation.507

505 See supra p. 2278 & note 124; p. 2308 .
506 A counterargument to this proposal might stress Congress's ability to influence independent

agencies, claiming that, under Chevron's "political choice" rationale, congressional no less than

presidential control supports judicial deference to agencies' statutory interpretations. But even

putting aside the institutional characteristics that make Congress a less reliable overseer of agency

action than the President, see supra pp. 2256-61, the constitutional limits on Congress's ability to

establish a hierarchical relationship with the independent agencies (most notably, by retaining

removal power over their heads), see supra p. 2270, preclude equating the two kinds of control.
Although for reasons discussed above, independent agencies may show more sensitivity than

executive agencies to congressional preferences, the former remain true to their name in critical

ways. Nonetheless, adoption of the proposal offered here need not entail the elimination of all

deference to independent agencies. If nothing else, administrative expertise, also mentioned in

Chevron as a factor counseling deference, exists in independent no less than in executive branch

agencies. The appropriate doctrinal structure may mirror the Court's new distinction between

legislative and interpretive rules, see supra p. 2375: Chevron deference (acknowledging the vali-

dating character of political process) for the one administrative category and weaker Skidmore

deference (acknowledging the potential persuasive force of agency expertise) for the other.
507 A counterargument here might emphasize the possibility that this approach would encour-

age only a new kind of boilerplate in administrative action - a presidential seal of approval dis-

connected from real participation in the action by the President or his close White House aides. I

doubt that this result would follow, given the substantial risks that the President would incur

from essentially signing a blank check made out to the agencies; I also doubt that courts would

prove unable to distinguish between these boilerplate statements and indicia of concrete policy

guidance. And to the extent I am wrong, the worst that would happen is that the Chevron defer-
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Such a focus on presidential action would reverse in many cases the
courts' current suspicion of change in regulatory policy. Although
Chevron itself arose from a revised understanding of a statutory ambi-
guity, the courts have continued to suggest, if often only in dicta, that

administrative interpretations conflicting with previously held views

should receive diminished deference on review. 08 Some administra-
tive law scholars have expressed even stronger distaste for revised and

re-revised interpretations of statutes, often citing, as illustrations of

administrative action unworthy of deference, the sudden issuance (in

the Bush administration) and equally sudden suspension (in the Clin-

ton administration) of the rule upheld in Rust v. Sullivan,50 9 prohibit-

ing federally funded family planning clinics from providing informa-
tion about abortion services.510 But if courts should give increased
deference to agency actions linked to the President, then new adminis-
trative interpretations following new presidential elections should pro-
vide a reason to think deference appropriate rather than the opposite.
Chevron and Rust alike present prototypical examples.

One concern about hinging judicial deference on presidential action
relates to Congress's intent in delegating authority to agencies. If, as
Chevron tentatively proposed and the Court since has reiterated,511 the
deference rule follows (at least in part) from a legislative delegation to

agencies to resolve statutory ambiguities, then the President's role
should make no difference: once Congress has specified that agencies,
rather than courts, possess this power, courts would contravene legisla-
tive will in imposing further conditions. But whereas courts some-
times can rule out a congressional delegation of this kind - as the de-

ence regime would operate largely as it does now, with a few sentences (concerning White House

involvement) appended to each regulation and corresponding judicial opinion.
SOs Good Samaritan Hosp. v. Shalala, 508 U.S. 402, 4,7 (1993) (stating that "the consistency of

an agency's position is a factor in assessing the weight that position is due," but ultimately defer-

ring to an agency's changed interpretation); Pauley v. Bethenergy Mines, Inc., 5ox U.S. 68o, 698

(1991) (stating that the "case for judicial deference is less compelling with respect to agency posi-

tions that are inconsistent with previously held views," but finding that the interpretation at issue

was not so inconsistent); Bowen v. Georgetown Univ. Hosp., 488 U.S. 204, 212-13 (x988) (declin-

ing to give deference on the alternative ground that the interpretation at issue was "contrary to

the narrow view of that provision advocated in past cases'); INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 48o U.S.

421, 446 & n.3o (1987) (denying deference on the same ground). But see Rust v. Sullivan, 500 U.S.

173, 186-87 (1991) (reading Chevron to hold that a revised interpretation deserves deference and

sustaining agency action on this ground).
S09 500 U.S. 173 (99).

510 See, e.g., Cynthia R. Farina, The "Chief Executive" and the Quiet Constitutional Revolu-

tion, 49 ADMIN. L. REV. I79, 185-86 (997); Greene, supra note 369, at 182-84.

511 See, e.g., Smiley v. Citibank, 5i7 U.S. 735, 740-41 (1996) ("We accord deference to agencies

under Chevron ... because of a presumption that Congress, when it left ambiguity in a statute

meant for implementation by an agency, understood that the ambiguity would be resolved, first

and foremost, by the agency, and desired the agency (rather than the courts) to possess whatever

degree of discretion the ambiguity allows.'.
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cisions refusing to apply Chevron in certain contexts have recog-

nized 12 - courts seldom can find affirmative evidence of legislative

intent to empower agencies so broadly. The delegation of power to an

agency to administer a statute, even when manifested in explicit rule-

making and adjudicatory authority, does not necessarily entail a dele-

gation of power to the agency (rather than the courts) to answer any

and all interpretive questions to which the statute may give rise. As

even Justice Scalia, the most vigorous proponent of the delegation ra-

tionale for Chevron, has conceded, the Chevron rule "represents merely

a fictional, presumed intent." 13 If, as Justice Scalia and others have

suggested, this fictional presumption rests (in part or in whole) on no-

tions of comparative institutional competence and legitimacy,5 1 4 then it

fits comfortably with an emphasis on presidential control of agency

interpretations.
A second concern about the kind of Chevron doctrine I am propos-

ing relates to its inability to provide Congress with a stable back-

ground rule of deference against which to legislate. Justice Scalia, in

defending the use of a fictional presumption of legislative intent, has

given great weight to this function: "Congress now knows that the

ambiguities it creates ... will be resolved, within the bounds of per-

missible interpretation, not by the courts but by a particular agency,

whose policy biases will ordinarily be known. 5 15  A doctrine of vari-

able deference, dependent upon the unpredictable factor of presidential

intervention, concededly cannot serve this purpose. But the post-

Chevron creation of exceptions to the deference rule - including, most

notably, the Court's distinction between legislative and interpretive

rules 16 - already has clouded, and for less good reasons, the certainty

Chevron promised initially. And more important, the behavioral as-

sumption underlying this justification of Chevron has precious little to

sustain it. Not once since Chevron, even given long stretches of di-

vided government, has Congress attempted to override that decision's

default rule of deference. And no evidence of which I am aware sug-

gests that the Chevron doctrine has had more subtle effects on legisla-

tive delegations. At least until Congress expresses some greater inter-

512 See supra pp. 2374-75.

513 Antonin Scalia, Judicial Deference to Administrative Interpretations of Law, ig8g DUKE

L.J. 5x1, 517.
S14 See id. (stating that "one of [the] major advantages" of the Chevron presumption is that it

"permit[s] needed flexibility, and appropriate political participation, in the administrative proc-

ess"); Cass R. Sunstein, Law and Administration After Chevron, go COLUM. L. REV. 2071, 2o86

(iggo) (arguing that courts often must assess "which [interpretive] strategy is the most sensible one

to attribute to Congress under the circumstances" by making a "frankly value-laden judgment

about comparative competence"); see also cases cited supra note 496.
515 Scalia, supra note 513, at 517.
S16 See supra note 499 and accompanying text.
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est in the judicial review of agency interpretations, courts should not
hesitate to shape the doctrine in the way they believe most conducive
to administrative accountability and effectiveness.

2. Hard Look Review. - Courts could adopt a similar approach in
reviewing agencies' decisionmaking processes under the hard look doc-
trine of State Farm. The current version of that doctrine subjects all
agency decisionmaking, irrespective of provenance or pedigree, to
wide-ranging judicial review for errors of process: the courts take a
hard look at whether the agencies themselves have taken a hard look
at the range of evidence, arguments, and alternatives relevant to an is-
sue, and have made and explained a reasoned policy choice based on
these considerations. The doctrine, as earlier noted, reflects an ideal
vision of the administrative sphere as driven by experts, although also
demanding that they take into account and respond to the contribu-
tions of interested parties.517 A revised doctrine would acknowledge
and, indeed, promote an alternative vision centered on the political
leadership and accountability provided by the President. This ap-
proach, similar to the one I have considered in discussing the Chevron
doctrine, would relax the rigors of hard look review when demonstra-
ble evidence shows that the President has taken an active role in, and
by so doing has accepted responsibility for, the administrative decision
in question.518

The Supreme Court implicitly rejected this approach in State
Farm, over a partial dissent by then-Justice Rehnquist urging a similar
reasoning on his colleagues.5 19  The case arose when the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) rescinded a safety
standard requiring automobile manufacturers to equip new vehicles
with either airbags or automatic seatbelts. Although the entire Court
agreed that NHTSA had acted arbitrarily in failing to give any con-
sideration to the alternatives of retaining an airbag standard alone or
modifying the seatbelt standard to require nondetachable belts, the
Court split on the legality of NHTSA's abandonment of the then-
existing seatbelt requirement. NHTSA had found that manufacturers

517 See supra pp. 2270-71 & note 90.

518 It is not surprising that parallel approaches to presidential control of administration are ap-

propriate in judicial review of agency action under Chevron and State Farm. Although the Chev-

ron step-two inquiry focuses on the reasonableness of an agency's resolution of statutory ambigu-

ity, and the State Farm inquiry focuses on the adequacy of an agency's decisionmaking process,
the two overlap when, as is so often the case, matters of legal interpretation and policy choice
converge. See Arent v. Shalala, 70 F.3d 6xo, 6x6 n.6 (D.C. Cir. i995); id. at 620 (Wald, J., concur-
ring); Ronald M. Levin, The Anatomy of Chevron: Step Tvo Reconsidered, 72 CHI.-KENT L.
REV. 1253, 1276 (I997).

519 For an excellent discussion of State Farm, focusing on Justice Rehnquist's frank acknowl-

edgment of the role of political judgment in administrative decisionmaking, see CHRISTOPHER F.
EDLEY, JR., ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: RETHINKING JUDICIAL CONTROL OF BUREAUCRACY

63-65, 182-84 (199o).
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would comply with this requirement by installing readily detachable
seatbelts and that these devices would increase seatbelt usage by an
amount too slight to justify the cost of installation. The majority held
that NHTSA had failed to consider certain factors potentially relevant
to whether drivers would use the detachable seatbelts. The dissent
disagreed, stating that the agency's explanation, "while by no means a
model, is adequate.5 s 20 The dissent then continued, in a passage that
had no precedent and, if not for the now shelved reasoning of Chev-
ron, would have had no progeny:

The agency's changed view of the standard seems to be related to the elec-
tion of a new President of a different political party. It is readily apparent
that the responsible members of one administration may consider public
resistance and uncertainties to be more important than do their counter-
parts in a previous administration. A change in administration brought
about by the people casting their votes is a perfectly reasonable basis for
an executive agency's reappraisal of the costs and benefits of its programs
and regulations. As long as the agency remains within the bounds estab-
lished by Congress, it is entitled to assess administrative records and
evaluate priorities in light of the philosophy of the administration.5 2 1

Because the rescission emanated from regulatory views held by the
President - because it was less a matter of expertise and science than
of values and politics - the Court, suggested the dissent, should step
back from its aggressive posture of demanding that the agency justify
its decision in neutral, expertise-laden terms to the fullest extent possi-
ble.

Justice Rehnquist's opinion responded to the role that presidential
policy played in NHTSA's action, I think correctly, by easing rather
than eliminating the demand for technical proficiency in the decision-
making process. On his view, the presidential election of 1980 could
not substitute for the agency's consideration of obvious regulatory al-
ternatives; nor presumably could that election have excused the
agency's disregard of contrary evidence. The election, however, could
explain the choice, even if not fully analyzed, between reasonable con-
structions of the available evidence, and the decision, even if not
clearly justified, to forego additional efforts to resolve technical uncer-
tainties. Otherwise stated, Justice Rehnquist's opinion accepted - in-
deed, affirmed - the aptness of relying on political judgment as a ba-
sis for administrative action within a broad sphere, while still insisting
on certain limits. The precise placement of these boundaries, in any
given case, will involve judgment and discretion, not easily subject to
judicial articulation. (Justice Rehnquist eschewed the endeavor, stat-

520 Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n of the U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29,

58 (1983) (Rehnquist, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
521 Id. at 59.
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ing only what fell on either side of the division.) But the approach is
warranted, given the (currently underrecognized) value of political
judgment in administration on the one hand, and the (still significant)
place for expert and constituency opinion on the other.122 On this ac-
count, presidential leadership constitutes a reason - but sometimes
not a sufficient reason - for courts to sustain administrative action.

The Rehnquist opinion, however, set too low a threshold for finding
that the President's policy preferences in fact accounted for specific
administrative action. The opinion did no more than assume this mat-
ter, disclaiming anyneed for the President to take public responsibility
for the action or for the accompanying administrative record to reflect
presidential involvement. The assumption, to be sure, had much to
support it in State Farm: President Reagan took office with a clear
(de)regulatory philosophy, appointed numerous like-minded officials,
and sent them a strong message to govern in this manner.5 23  But if
presidential policy is to count as an affirmative reason to sustain ad-
ministrative action, in the way Justice Rehnquist suggested, then the
relevant actors should have to disclose publicly and in advance the
contribution of this policy to the action - in the same way and for the
same reasons that they must disclose the other bases for an administra-
tive decision to receive judicial credit.5 24 The issuance of presidential
directives could serve this function; so too could discussion in regula-
tory documents of presidential input. The critical matter is less the
form than the fact of candid and public acknowledgment of the presi-
dential role in shaping an administrative decision. In insisting on this
assumption of responsibility before applying Justice Rehnquist's analy-
sis, the courts would affirm the kind of presidential control, as argued
earlier, that most advances administrative values.

This change in hard look review, unlike the change I proposed in
Chevron analysis, would reduce the frequency with which courts re-
verse administrative action. As compared with the current baseline,
courts would have an additional reason to defer to administrative deci-
sions in which the President has played a role - rather than, as in the
Chevron context, a diminished reason to defer in the absence of presi-
dential involvement. For legal scholars who think that aggressive ju-
dicial review alone makes palatable the broad delegation of power to

522 For earlier discussion of the continuing need for expert and constituency views to moderate

or otherwise limit the President's role in administrative decisionmaking, see sections IV.C.2-3, pp.
2353-63, above.

523 See supra pp. 2277-80. In his I98O campaign Reagan attacked not only excessive regulation
generally, but the very automobile safety standards whose rescission led to the State Farm case.
See Lou Cannon, Reagan, Ignoring Bush, Assails Carter's Policies, WASH. POST, May 20, 198o, at
A8.

524 For discussion of the law requiring agencies to disclose all evidence and reasoning on which
they wish to rely in court, see p. 2361, above.
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agencies, s25 this result will count as sufficient reason to reject the pro-
posal. But at least in connection with hard look review, these scholars
have become ever harder to locate. The reigning consensus, as earlier
noted, casts hard look review as the main, albeit not sole, culprit of
administrative ossification; and the most frequent calls for administra-
tive reform urge relaxation or even elimination of this judicial func-
tion.52 6 Viewed in this context, the rediscovery of Justice Rehnquist's
approach in State Farm seems a modest yet doubly beneficial solution,
relieving the administrative state of some of the burdens attached to
hard look review as currently practiced, while affirming (by partly
substituting) the alternative mechanism of administrative control that
the President offers.

CONCLUSION

For too long, administrative law scholars focused on judicial review
and other aspects of legal doctrine as if they were the principal deter-
minants of both administrative process and administrative substance.
They are not, and the most welcome change in administrative law
scholarship over the past decade or so has been its insistence on this
point.5 27 As this new body of scholarship has shown, much of what is
important in administration occurs outside the courthouse doors. It
occurs as new views emerge of the appropriate goals and optimal
strategies of regulatory programs. Less often stressed, it occurs as bu-
reaucratic institutions, the constituencies with which they deal, and the
political environment in which they operate change over time.

This Article has discussed one such extrajudicial development - I
think the most important development in the last two decades in ad-
ministrative process, and a development that also has important impli-
cations for administrative substance. This development is the presi-
dentialization of administration - the emergence of enhanced meth-
ods of presidential control over the regulatory state. President Reagan
penned only the first chapter in this story when he put in place a sys-
tematized mechanism for review of agency regulations. President Clin-
ton now has completed writing the next. In pursuit of different regula-
tory goals and in response to intensifying features of contemporary

525 See, e.g., Cynthia R. Farina, Statutory Interpretation and the Balance of Power in the Ad-
ministrative State, 89 COLUM. L. REV. 452,487 (z989).

S26 Supra pp. 2267, 2344; see Stephen Breyer, Judicial Review of Questions of Law and Policy,

38 ADMIN. L. REV. 363, 364-65 (x986); McGarity, supra note 75, at i453; Richard J. Pierce, Jr.,
Seven Ways To Deossify Agency Rulemaking, 47 ADMIN. L. REV. 59, 95 (x995).

527 See generally BREYER, supra note 52; JERRY L. MASHAW, GREED, CHAOS, &

GOVERNANCE: USING PUBLIC CHOICE To IMPROVE PUBLIC LAW (1997); MCGARITY, supra

note ii; SUNSTEIN, supra note 322; W. KIP VISCUSI, FATAL TRADEOFFS: PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR RISK (1992); Pildes & Sunstein, supra note 3.
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politics, Clinton introduced new techniques for controlling administra-

tion - exercising directive authority (at the front end of the adminis-

trative process) and asserting personal ownership (at the back end of

the process) over a wide range of agency actions. The use of these

methods, taken together, made presidential significant aspects of ad-

ministration, both in fact and in the view of Congress, the bureauc-

racy, and the public. By the close of Clinton's Presidency, a funda-

mental - and, I suspect, lasting - transformation had occurred in the

institutional relationship between the 'administrative agencies and the

Executive Office of the President.
I have argued here that this development, within broad but certain

limits, both satisfies legal requirements and promotes the values of

administrative accountability and effectiveness. Presidential admini-

stration as most recently practiced - including, most controversially,

the use of directive authority over executive branch agencies - com-

ports with law not because, as some have claimed, the Constitution

commands straight-line control of the administrative state, but be-

cause, contrary to prevailing wisdom, Congress generally has declined

to preclude the President from controlling administration in this man-

ner. Presidential administration in this form advances political ac-

countability by subjecting the bureaucracy to the control mechanism

most open to public examination and most responsive to public opin-
ion. And presidential administration furthers regulatory effectiveness

by providing not only the centralization necessary to achieve a range

of technocratic goals but also the dynamic charge so largely missing

today from both the administrative sphere and the surrounding politi-
cal system.

None of this is to say that the President either does or should have

a free hand in controlling the administrative state, exclusive of other
actors. I have stressed often in this Article the continuing roles that

Congress, bureaucratic experts, and constituency groups play in ad-

ministrative governance. I also have stressed the need for the contin-

ued participation of these actors, in various contexts and for various

purposes, even as I have argued in favor of enhanced presidential con-

trol of administration. Both the descriptive and the prescriptive as-

pects of this Article thus present the rise of presidential administration
as part of a broader structure - a new and welcome occurrence, but

also one intimately related, and properly so, to other groups and insti-
tutions engaged in administrative governance.

The proposals made in the last part of this Article to a great extent

concern how courts can assist in striking the appropriate balance
among these actors. That judges have played no role in bringing
about the development I have described need not and should not mean

that they continue to ignore it. Courts historically have used their

powers of review over agency action to allocate power among the vari-
ous institutions vying for administrative power. In keeping with this
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function, I have urged the modification of certain administrative law
doctrines in ways that will promote presidential control of administra-
tion in its most attractive, which means its most public, form while
still appropriately bounding the presidential role. Future develop-
ments in the relationship between the President and the agencies may
suggest different judicial responses; the practice of presidential control
over administration likely will continue to evolve in ways that raise
new issues and cast doubt on old conclusions. Perhaps what matters
most - because it is the predicate of any sensible response - is to no-
tice that something significant has occurred: an era of presidential ad-
ministration has arrived.
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